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A Process and Economic Model of In-Field Heavy Oil Upgrading
Using Aqueous pyrolysis

C. B. Thorsness
W. C. Miller

Abstract

A process and economic model for aqueous pyrolysis in-field upgrading of
heavy oil has been developed. The model has been constructed using the
ASPEN PLUS chemical process simulator. The process features cracking of
heavy oil at moderate temperatures in the presence of water to increase oil
quality and thus the value of the oil. Calculations with the model indicate
that for a 464 Mg/day (3,000 bbl/day) process, which increases the oil API
gravity of the processed oil from 13.5” to 22.4°, the required value increase of
the oil would need to be at least $2.80 /MgOAPI ($0.40/bbl ““API) to make the
process economically attractive. This level of upgrading has been
demonstrated in preliminary experiments with candidate catalysts. For
improved catalysts capable of halving the coke make and increasing the
pyrolysis rate, a required price increase for the oil as low as $1.34 /Mg.0API
($0.21/bbl “OAF’I) has been calculated.

INTRODUCTION

Heavy crude oil with an AH gravity below 20° generally has a considerably lower
market value then benchmark crudes because of undesirable physical and chemical
properties (e.g., high viscosity and high heteroatom content). One strategy to
increase the value of these crude oils and to allow easier transport by existing
pipelines is in-field upgrading. Aqueous pyrolysis is one candidate for in-field
upgradingl of heavy oils. It involves heating an oil-water mixture under pressure,
in the presence of a suitable catalyst, to crack and coke the heavy constituents and
thus improve the oil quality. This process is attractive since the heavy oils are often
associated with some thermally assisted recovery processes, such as steam flooding.
As a result the oils are often produced at somewhat elevated temperatures and with
considerable water. The produced fluids, therefore, often already require some form
of a dewatering step to allow them to be marketed, and the Aqueous Pyrolysis
process can be viewed as an extension of the dewatering process.

The Aqueous Pyrolysis process is related to standard vis-breaking and coking
operations. However, it uses water and other additives (catalysts) to allow operation
a~ modest temperatures with a minimum of coke make. ”The-processing is ~tended
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to be closely coupled to a field site and is aimed at more modest changes in oil
properties than standard refinery based operations.

To evaluate the potential of the process and to allow performance goals for a catalyst
system to be developed, it is useful to have a means of estimating the cost of a
proposed process using a given crude oil feed. The purpose of this report is to
describe such a model and report preliminary cost estimates. The model was
developed using a commercially available process simulator, ASPEN PLUS.

PROCESS DESCRIPTION

A flowsheet of the proposed process is shown in Fig. 1. The primary process
units include a high pressure pump, high pressure heat exchangers, a high
pressure heater and a high pressure reactor vessel. In the following
description, typical temperatures, compositions, and pressures are given to
help clarify the discussion. These values are for results for a defined base case
de~cribed later; however, the specific process to be modeled need not
necessarily conform to these values.

m ODUCED o L

Figure 1. Aqueous pyrolysis process flowsheet.
.
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It is assumed that produced fluids from a thermal recovery operation (labeled
FEED in flowsheet) enter the process at a modest temperature, 38”C, and a
water/oil ratio of 101. The first unit, labeled PSU, is a simple settling tank
used to separate the bulk of the water, stream PSU-W2, from the oil. The
crude oil and remaining water, 30% by weight, are fed to a pump which raises
their pressure slightly (0.7 M.Pa) to accommodate further dewatering.

The fluid then moves to vessel PRH where it is heated by combining it with
hot vapor from downstream processing. This facilitates further dewatering of
the oil. The liquid outlet stream, PGSU-E, is heated to 78°C in this operation.
This heated fluid then enters a water separation vessel, SSU, where the water
content in the primary oil stream, MXAA-E, is reduced to 10”L. The water
exiting the water separator goes to a small heat exchanger, WCU, where it is
cooled to 25°C before it leaves the battery limits as waste water.

The primary process stream, MXAA-E, is fed to the main high pressure
pump, PUMP, where the pressure is increased to 13.8 M.Pa. The stream passes
to two heat-recovery heat exchangers and a final trim heater. The first heat
exchanger, HTXG, uses hot vapors from the reactor vessel to heat the process
stream to 270”C. The second heat exchanger, HTXO, uses the hot liquid
exiting the reactor to further heat the stream. The stream exits HTXO at
317°C then enters a fired heater, HTR, which heats the stream to the desired
final reaction temperature (438”C).

The stream then enters the reactor vessel, RU. The reactor vessel allows
sufficient residence time (two hours) at elevated temperature for the desired
upgrading to occur. The reactor vessel separates the product stream into
liquid, MXB-0, and vapor, RUGS-G, product streams.

The liquid product stream exiting the reactor, MXB-0, passes through the heat
recovery heat exchanger and then goes to the pressure letdown station.
Downstream of the pressure Ietdown is a separator vessel, FOIL, which
separates liquid and vapor phases. The vapor, FOIL-G, and liquid, FOIL-O,
exit the separator vessel at 284°C and 0.2 MPa. The liquid stream, which is
essentially water free, passes through an air cooler and emerges at 93”C. The
exiting vapor stream, FOIL-G, is then combined with the vapor stream from
the PRH unit and enters the low pressure condenser unit, CONDL. CONDL
uses chilled water to drop the temperature of the exiting streams to 24”C.

The part of the vapor product stream exiting the reactor, RUGS-G, which is
not used for preheating passes through the heat recovery heat exchanger and
then to a high pressure chilled water heat exchanger, CONDH. In the
flowsheet, this unit is labeled as a condenser although in reality the stream
entering it is essentially all liquid at a temperature of 117”C. The CONDH
heat exchanger cools the stream to 24”C. The stream is then letdown in
pressure to 0.2 MPa and vapor and liquid streams are separated in vessel CSU.
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The vapor exists the CSU unit at 17°C and is combined with the vapor
CONDL-G from the low pressure condenser. The combined stream exists the
battery as a fuel gas containing low molecular weight hydrocarbons and
carbon dioxide.

The liquid streams leaving CONDH and CONDL contain free water. This
water is removed in a final water separation vessel, WSU. (Water/oil ratio
entering the unit is 0.1.)

The two product oil streams are pumped to pressure (1.03 Ml?a, 150 psi) and
combined before exiting the battery limits.

Several operations have been omitted from the flowsheet. One is the
introduction and possible recovery of a catalyst. Introduction of a catalyst
would be a straight forward operation and have little influence on the basic
energy and material flows. Any recovery would depend on the cost of the
catalyst and details of its behavior in the various fluid streams. These
operations could be added to the model in the future if a specific catalyst
recovery operation were to be defined.
Another operation that has been omitted is the removal of coke from the
system. The tacit assumption made by the continuous nature of the process is
that any coke produced is carried out of the processing units by the flowing
streams. An ideal catalyst system would yield very low coke formation rates.
However, if the coke levels were unacceptably high in the product oil stream
then some operation would have to be added to reduce them.

THE ASPEN PLUS PROCESS MODEL

The flowsheet described above has been modeled using the ASPEN PLUS
process simulator. The ASPEN PLUS program is a steady-state modular
flowsheet simulator in which process models are constructed by linking
together basic modules. ASPEN PLUS refers to these modules as unit-
operation blocks. These blocks are linked by material and energy streams.
Chemical species in the material streams have fundamental properties
defined by selecting various thermodynamic models. ASPEN PLUS has a
large data base of conventional chemical species and in addition allows
nonconventional species to be defined. ASPEN PLUS also allows user
supplied FORTRAN coding to be integrated into the simulation. A feature
which has been heavily utilized in developing the Aqueous Pyrolysis
flowsheet model.

In this section, the species and reactions considered by the model are outlined.
This is followed by a description of the actual ASPEN PLUS computational
modules used to simulate the flowsheet. The next section describes the
ASPEN PLUS economic model which obtains its primaiy inputs from the
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flowsheet model. The flowsheet model is constructed to allow different feed
compositions; however, to help clarify the description, reference to a specific
feed is made. A complete listing of the ASPEN PLUS input file is provided in
Appendix I. The following model description does not try to repeat all the
information available in the ASPEN PLUS documentation. The reader is
referred to that documentation
elements.

Components

for a more detailed description of model

Three basic types of chemical components or species are used in the modek
conventional components, pseudocomponents, and solids. The complicated crude
oil composition is simulated using a set of pseudocomponents. These
pseudocomponents and their properties were obtained by using facilities available
in ASPEN PLUS2. A set of six pseudocomponents representing the crude oil are
defined in the model representing different boiling point fractions. Their properties
are set by the ASPEN PLUS model based on measured boiling point curves. Table 1
lists the components along with their important characterizing properties for the
base case. For other crude oils the properties can vary, but the pseudocomponent
names would be preserved.

Table 1. Pseudocomponentsused to simulate crude oil.

specific Boiling critical critical API
gravity Point Temp PLK3S Acentric Gravity

Name gdmole Wt% Factor (’)
HNAPH 142 5.00 0.844 186 387 0.37 36.1
KERO 178 6.00 0.877 241 443 2.19 0.46 29.9
AGO 228 12.00 0.911 304 504 1.83 0.57 23.7

LVGO 307 16.10 0.954 388 583 1.48 0.73 16.9
HVGO 411 26.80 1 483 668 1.21 1 10.4

VR 540 34.10 1.04 588 759 0.99 1.29 4.4

The ASPEN PLUS PROPERTIES option computes water volubility in the oil
phase. Coefficients of the solubili~ pararne~ers for the oil pseudocomponents
have been altered to extend their use to higher temperatures. This is a crude
treatment of the volubility at elevated temperatures based on very limited
information. This extension is discussed in another repor~.

Ii-taddition to the pseudocomponents used to define the feed oil stream, a
number of other components are defined in the model. A seventh
pseudocomponent, P-OIL, used in defining the overall aqueous pyrolysis
reaction is based on an assumed boiling point and API gravity. In addition,
solid carbon is used to represent coke (COKE is the component name in the
model). Finally a group of conventional components are included: H20,
CH4, C2H6, C3H8, HHC, H2S, C02, and H2. These names identify the actual

.
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species within the model with the exception of HHC. This is meant to be a
hydrocarbon species needed to complete the definition of the pyrolysis
reaction. In the base case this component is normal butane.

Aqueous Pyrolysis Reaction

The pyrolysis reaction considered in the model is a simplified representation
of what occurs. Its structure is based on limited information on potential
systems of interest. Reference 3 discusses the development of the simple
model. It is assumed that the crude oil reacts at some rate according to a
simple first order decomposition reaction where the rate constant is given by
an Arrhenius’ form. The model assumes that all crude components react at a
similar rate and produce coke, light hydrocarbons, hydrogen sulfide, carbon
dioxide, and a light oil fraction. ‘The ~eaction stoichiome@
case is listed in Table 2.

Table 2 Base csse reactionstoicbiometry.

used in the base

Weight
Fraction

Coke 0.2
P-OIL 0.6

C(32 0.028
H2S 0.014
H2 0.0006

CI-14 0.053
C2’S 0.034
C3’S 0.038
C4’S 0.033

In the model, care is taken to preserve mass during reaction, but atomic
balances are not strictly enfor~ed since atomic compositions of oil and coke
components are not explicitly defined.

Unit-Oueration Blocks

The basic process flowsheet unit operations, shown in Fig. 1 do not map one-
to-one into ASPEN PLUS unit-operation blocks. The ASPEN PLUS unit-
operation blocks used to model the process flowsheet have been organized
into five areas. These areas represents different aspects of the process and are
shown in Fig. 2. In this figure material streams are shown with solid- lines
and energy streams with broken lines. The stream names used here, as in
Fig. 1, are those names actually defined and used in the ASPEN PLUS model.
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Figure 2. Process areas used in organizing the ASPEN PLUS unit-operation blocks.

In Fig. 3, Area A ASPEN PLUS blocks and streams are shown. This area
models units PSU, IPMP, PRH, SSU, and WCU in the overall process
flowsheet. The names shown are those of the actual ASPEN PLUS blocks.
The stream names which appear on this area and the other area diagrams
have been used to name streams on the overall process flowsheet, Fig. 1. The
material stream names follow the convention of being composed of the unit
name from which they originate, and a suffix which indicates the stream is
primarily an oil/water stream (-E), a water stream (-W), a free water stream (-
FW), an oil stream (-O), or a vapor stream (-G). These conventions hold fairly
well but in certain cases do not necessarily reflect the dominate phase. Energy
flows are also shown (broken lines) and have a suffix indicating if it is a
thermal energy stream (-Q) or a mechanical energy stream (-wK). By ASPEN
PLUS convention, the direction of the energy streams is always out of a block;
thus, energy input streams always have a negative sign. Not included in this
summary figure are streams which exist in the model, but which are-
generally zero.
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Figure 3. Model Area A, Initial Water Separation

The streams shown in the ASPEN PLUS diagrams do not necessarily
represent individual streams in the actual process. For example, the free
water streams represent a phase which coexists with a separate oil rich phase.
Such artificial separation of streams are repeatedly used in the model to allow
control over the actual amount of water remaining in a given stream. The
amount of water present in the liquid phase at any point in the system in the
true process is the sum of the amount dissolved in the oil phase and the
amount of free water. Since the amount of free water is a function of the
efficiency of separation that has occurred, plus the presence or absence of an
emulsion phase, the model allows the water concentration to be set by the
user at important points in the process sequence.

The function of the ASPEN PLUS unit-operation blocks for Area A are listed
below. Also listed are the FORTRAN blocks associated with the unit-
operation blocks. Several of the ASPEN PLUS unit-operation blocks are
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given the same names as those used for actual unit operations shown on the
overall process flowsheet (Fig. 1). These blocks are closely associated with the
flowsheet unit operation, but often they are only a part of the ASPEN PLUS
model for that operation. The name in {} is the functional name of the
ASPEN PLUS module (or designated as a FORTRAN code block):
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

PFW {MIXER} — Separates free water from oil.
PSU {FSPLIT} — In conjunction with the FORTRAN block FPSU sets the
amount of water to be removed from the system by the first separation.
FPSU {FORTIUN} — Sets split parameters for PSU based on stream
compositions and user defined separation criteria.
MXA {MIXER} — Recombines streams to represent true process flowsheet
stream.
IPMP {PUMP} — Models the pumping of process stream to intermediate
pressure.
PRH {MIXER} — Combines vapor and process stream. Along with PGSU
block it models the PRH preheat vessel.
PGSU {FLASH2} — Models separation of gas and liquid phases in the PRH
vessel.
IHTR {HEATER} — A unit not shown in the process flowsheet because it
is generally not needed. Based on user input it can be used to model the
further heating of the process stream prior to entering the SSU unit.
FIHTR {FORTRAN} — Used to set exit temperature from IHTR based on
user input. Handles the case when IHTR not needed.
SFW {MIXER} — Separates free water from oil.
SSU {FSPLIT} — In conjunction with the FORTRAN block FSSU sets the
amount of water to be removed from the system by the second separation.
FSSU {FORTRAN} — Sets split parameters for SSU based on stream
compositions and user defined separation criteria.
MXAA {MIXER} — Recombines streams to represent true flowsheet
stream.
WCU {HEATER} — Sets the desired outlet temperature for waste water
stream WCU-W and computes the required amount of cooling.

Figure 4 contains the ASPEN PLUS unit-operation blocks for Area B which
model the high pressure pumping and stream heating operations:
● XGSU {FASHZ} — Insures that no vapor phase is present in PUMP feed.

The vapor stream exiting this module is always essentially zero.
● PUMP {PUMP} — The primary pump in the system which raises input

stream to processing pressure.
● HTXG {HEATX} — Heat exchange between hot vapor and incomirig feed.

● HTXO {HEATX} — Heat exchange between hot liquid and incoming feed.

● HTR {HEATER} — Trim temperature to desired reaction temperature.
.
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Figure 4. Model Area B, Primary Heating.

Figure 5 contains the ASPEN PLUS unit-operation blocks for Area C which
model the reactor vessel. The model assumes that reactions within the
reactor vessel can be approximated using three CSTRS in series. The pyrolysis
reactions are only allowed to occur in the liquid phase.

RU1, RU2, RU3 {RCSTR} — Three RCSTR unit-operation blocks which
model the pyrolysis.
FRU {FORTRAN} — Sets each RCSTR block volume to one third the total
reactor volume. The total reactor volume is based on user requested
residence time and the average of the liquid-phase volumetric flow into
block RU1 (stream HTR-E) and out of block RU3 (stream RU3-E).
RUGS {FLASH2} — Separate out the gas phase.
GASR {FSPLIT} — Split the required amount to be recycled for heating the
incoming feed in the PRH vessel. The split fraction is set using an ASPEN
PLUS DESIGN-SPEC block, SPEC1. This design specification adjusts the
split fraction until the desired temperature leaving the PRH vessel (stream
PGSU-E) is reached.
RFw {mR} — Separates free water from oil.

.
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●

●

●

RSU {FSPLIT} — In conjunction with the FORTRAN block FRSU sets the
amount of water to be removed from the system by the second separation.
In practice the model has only been used to look at cases where no free
water exists, so the RSU-W2 stream flow rate is always zero.
FRSU {FORTRAN} — Sets split parameters for SSU based on stream
compositions and user defined separation criteria.
MXB {MIXER} — Recombines streams to represent true flowsheet stream.

f RUGS-G
A 1

- Rul RU1-E
RU2 RU2-> RU3 RU3-~ RUGS

(Reaotor) (Reactor)
(Reactor gas

HTR-E (Reaotor) separation)
(From Area B)

I

I
RFW-FW

(Dac~~Water)

RFW-O

T

RUGS-E

I
RSU

+

RSU-W2 (Reactor water RSU-W1 (Re%%ine MXB-O

(To WaterCoo~ separation) + oilhvater) (ToAreaB)

Figure 5. Model Area C, Reactor.

Figure 6 contains the ASPEN PLUS unit-operation blocks for Area E which
model vapor condensation:
● MXC {MIXER} — Mix streams before entering low pressure condenser.
● CONDL {FLASH2} — Low pressure condenser, outlet temperature set.
● CONDH {FLASH2} — High pressure condenser/cooler, outlet temperature

set.
● Csu {FLASH2} — Flash stream to low pressure and separate liquid and

vapor streams.
● MXG {MIXER} — Combine fuel gas streams.
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MXWSU {MIXER} — Combine liquid streams from condensers and
separate free water from oil.
WSU {FSPLIT} — In conjunction with the FORTRAN block FWSU sets
the amount of water to be removed from the system by the final, WSU,
separation.
FWSU {FORTRAN} — Sets split parameters for WSU based on stream
compositions and user defined separation criteria.
CWSU {MIXER} — Recombines streams to represent true flowsheet
stream.
XXGSU {FLASH2} — Separates trace vapor phase from liquid Phase to
insure pump block will operate properl~. -

A.
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Figure 6. Model Area D, Oil Drying and Cooling

Figure 7 contains the ASPEN PLUS unit-operation blocks for Area E, which
model oil drying and cooling operations, as well as low pressure pumping to
reach desired delivery pressure for the product oil:
● FOIL {FLASH2} — Flash hot oil/water to cool and remove water.
. COIL {HEATER} — Cool oil.
. CPM.P & FPMP {PUMP} — Low pressure oil pumps to set desired delivery

pressure.
● PRD {MIXER} — Combine oil product streams.

.
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Jnput for Unit-Ov eration Blocks

Input parameters to the model are defined in the ASPEN PLUS input
language file. This file not only allows specification of input parameters but
also serves to define the entire flowsheet (and economic) model for the
ASPEN PLUS simulation program. A listing of this file, with base case
parameters, is provided in Appendix I.

The ASPEN PLUS input language file provides a great deal of flexibility in
changing model parameters. Literally, thousands of model parameters can be
altered by changing entries in the file. This great flexibility can lead to
potential problems. The most troublesome is to distinguish the parameters
which were not intended to be altered by changing the file entries from those
parameters which were intended to be variable inputs to the model.

The model was constructed with a certain set parameters in mind as primary
model variables. These parameters have been highlighted in the input
language file in several ways. One method employed was to construct a
FORTRAN code blcck in which FORTRAN variables are set to important
process parameters such as reactor temperature, pressure, and residence time.

.
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The following is a complete list of these parameters:
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

pr — The desired pressure of the reactor vessel in pascals (Pa). This
pressure also sets the pressure of the HTR heater and the heat recovery
heat exchangers.
tr — The desired temperature at the outlet of the HTR heater and the inlet
of the reactor in degrees celcius (°C).
pri — The pressure of operation for the PRH vapor driven preheat vessel
in pascals (Pa). This pressure will also set the pressure of the secondary
water separation vessel, SSU.
tihtr — The desired temperature for the stream entering the secondary
water separation unit, SSU. Heating is provided by hot vapor recycle. The
amount of recycle is set by the DESIGN-SPEC SPEC1. If their is insufficient
energy in the vapor recycle, or if vapor recycle is undesirable, SPEC1 can be
deactivated and the heating will be provided by the fired heater IHTR.
rtres — Desired residence time in the high pressure reactor vessel in
minutes.
worl — Desired water-to-oil ratio on a weight basis exiting the first
separator, PSU. The water mass used in this ratio includes both free water
and water dissolved in the oil phase; however, the water-to-oil ratio will
not be lowered below the point where the free water phase disappears,
regardless of the input value. Water in the vapor phase is not considered
in computing the ratios.
wor2 — Desired water-to-oil ratio on a weight basis exiting the second
separator, SSU. See comments above in worl.
wor3 — Desired water-to-oil ratio on a weight basis exiting the reactor
vessel, RU. See comments above in worl.
wor4 — Desired water-to-oil ratio on a weight basis exiting the final
separator, WSU. See comments above in worl.
worf — Desired water-to-oil ratio on a weight basis in the final PRD-O.
This feature is not active in the base case. It can be activated by
uncommenting the DESIGN-SPEC SPEC2. SPEC2 attempts to match the
desired final water content by varying the temperature difference between
streams HTXG-E and HTXO-0, entering and leaving the heat exchanger
HTXO. If this feature is activated the user should clearly understand the
interaction between the worf and the wor4 parameters.
prc — Delivery pressure for final oil. Used to set outlet pressure of CPMP
pump.
fgr — Sets initial guess for fraction of reactor gas recycled to the PRH unit.
If the DESIGN-SPEC SPEC1 is commented out this will be the recycle ratio
used.
tao — Set the approach temperature (°C) for the liquid stream heat
recovery heat exchanger, HTXO. The approach temperature of exiting
stream HTXO-O and entering stream HTXG-E is set by this parameter.
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●

●

●

●

tag — Set the approach temperature (“C) for the vapor stream heat
recovery heat exchanger, HTXG. The approach temperature of exiting
stream HTXG-G and entering stream PUMP-E is set by this parameter.
Wtfc & Wtfo — Sets the stoichiometry for the coke and product oil,
respectively, in the pyrolysis reactions. These are ratio of weights of
product to weights of reacted oil. The remaining product is assumed to be
composed of gas/vapor components.
xch4, xc2h6, xc3h8, XC02,Xh2, XhhC,& xh2s — Relative moles of gas/vapor
produced by the pyrolysis reaction. These constituents represents all
products of the pyrolysis except for coke and product oil. Each parameter
defines the moles of component. The name of the parameter is
constructed from the name of the individual component by adding the
prefix ‘x’ (i.e. xch4 is the parameter for component CH4). The values input
are normalized to give the composition of the products, exclusive of the
coke and product oil.
akin — Pre-exponential factor in the Arrhenius’ rate expression for the
pyrolysis react~ons. The units are reciprocal seconds (s-~. The activation
energy is set in the RU1, RU2 and RU3 RCSTR blocks.

The second type of model variables are parameters set using the ASPEN PLUS
input language directly, and as a result cannot be centralized in one section of
the input file. These inputs have been divided into several categories. An
index of the inputs is supplied in comments in the input file, while the actual
lines on which parameters are to be entered are designated with a comment
of the form ‘Data #n’ where ‘n’ is a number. These locations are easily found
using an editor. Those parameters designated with numbers O-2 need to be
changed if the crude oil composition or feed flow rate changes, while those
with numbers between 21-28 are less likely to need modification. Note the
parameters with numbers greater than 100 are cost parameters only and are
described later.

Primary process model input parameters found on or below ‘Data #n’ lines:
●

●

O— The temperature, pressure and flow rates of feed water and CRUDE.
CRUDE is the name given to the input oil defined by pseudocomponents
(see below). H20 is the name used for water. The default units are celcius,
pascals, and kilograms per second. However any units known to ASPEN
PLUS4 maybe used if properly designated.
1 — This section is used to define the properties of the crude oil
components. These are set using the ASPEN PLUS Assay Data Analysis
and Pseudocomponent Correlation System. In the base case example in
Appendix I the crude oil is characterized using API gravity and D86 or
vacuum distillation curves for six cuts. The BLEND CRUDE statement is
used to define amounts of these cuts in the composite CRUDE used in the.
model.
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● 2 — This section defines water volubility parameters for the crude oil
components. These values override the values assigned automatically by
ASPEN PLUS.

Secondary process model input parameters found on or below ‘Data #n’ lines:
● 21 — Redefine activation energies or power law exponent for each

reaction. Note that the pre-exponential term can be redefined only if
appropriate coding is removed from the FINPUT FORTRAN block.

. 22 — Heat transfer coefficients for heat recovery heat exchangers. These
parameters only effect the computed heat exchanger surface. They do not
directly influence the material and energy balance calculations since the
approach temperatures are used to determine operation of the heat
exchangers. However, these parameters will influence the cost
calculations.

● 23 — Parameters which can influence the exact size of the reactor vessel.
Changes can have a small influence on energy and material balances by
slightly modifying the actual residence time in the reactor. These
parameters have more influence on cost calculations.

● 24 — Outlet temperature of process stream from CONDL unit.
. 25 — Outlet temperature of process stream from CONDH unit.
. 26 — Flash pressure at the CSU unit.
● 27 — Set the API gravity and normal boiling point ~C) of the pyrolysis

product oil P-OIL.
● 28— Define the two pyrolysis reaction products COKE and HHC. The

FORTRAN block SETR will compute the proper stoichiometric
coefficients for the products chosen. The components are changed by
changing the middle name. This name must be in the ASPEN PLUS data
base or defined elsewhere in the input. (e.g., to change the HHC
component from normal butane to normal pentane change the entry from
‘HHC C4H1O-1HHC’ to ‘HHC C5H12-1 HHC’).

ECONOMIC MODEL

An economic evaluation of the process has been incorporated into the model
using procedures available in the ASPEN PLUS system. The economic
calculations draw directly on results from the process simulation to compute
equipment size/cost and operating costs. Cash flow analysis and profitability
analysis are carried out using procedures outlined in the ASPEN PLUS
reference manua15. A start date for the project of June 1994 was used.

In general, default values available from ASPEN PLUS are used for various
coti factors and
investment and

economic parameters related to the estimation of total
profitability. However, some default values are overridden
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●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Economic life is set to 20 years.
Costs associated with land acquisition and development are set to zero. It
is assumed the process will be installed at an existing oil
collection/processing facility.
The cost for seMce buildings is set to zero. It is assumed general service
buildings are already available.
The total capital contingency factor is set to 15% of the Total Direct and
Indirect Cost.
Maintenance costs, including supplies and labor, are set at 4?40of the Total
Depreciable Costs per year.
A single factor of 4% of the Total Depreciable Costs per year is used for
property taxes, insurance, and general overhead.
The interest rate on equity is set to 10%.

Cost tables available within ASPEN PLUS are used for some equipment while
other estimates are obtained from correlations taken from Walasb. The Walas
correlations were used when high pressures were involved. Many
equipment cost estimates in ASPEN PLUS do not adequately cover the high
pressure range, and it can result in considerable cost under estimation.
FORTRAN routines which are based on the Walas’ correlations have been
developed. Listings of these routines are presented in Appendix II. These
routines are called during the ASPEN PLUS execution to establish equipment
costs as needed. In the following discussion these routines are referred to as
Walas Cost Routines.

Even though considerable detail on the cost analysis is reported by ASPEN
PLUS, it should be remembered that the estimates are only somewhere
between an “order of magnitude estimate” and a “study estimate.” The basic
approach used is based on estimating purchase costs of major pieces of
equipment and using standard factors for installation, instrumentation, etc.

Sizing of all items include a peak allowance capacity factor. This factor
defines the ratio between nominal design flows and volumes, and the flows
and volumes used to size equipment. For those units costed using ASPEN
PLUS algorithms, this capacity factor is set by the “PEAK” parameter; for
others, this is set by the variable “capfac” in the FORTRAN INPUT block. The
ASPEN PLUS default value for “PEAK” is 1.06. This value is used in the base
case.

Several of the vessels are sized based on entrainment limits, as well as
residence time considerations. A series of FORTRAN routines were coded to
allow the entrainment limits to be incorporated with residence time-
specifications in determining vessel sizes. These routines are based on an
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article by R. N. Watkins7 and consider both horizontal or vertical vessels
arrangements. A listing of the routines is provided in Appendix XII.

Each unit shown in the process flowsheet, Fig. 1, is costed. The general
methods used for each unit are outlined below. In a number of cases the
equipment sizing and costing do not use standard ASPEN PLUS algorithms,
and as a result certain information in the ASPEN PLUS generated output file
are not valid for these units. These items are noted for each unit.

PSU Unit (Cost Block C-PSU)

This initial separation vessel is costed as a tank with enough residence time
to hold 60 minutes of incoming flow (stream FEED). The ASPEN PLUS cost
block TANK is used to obtain the unit cost. All ASPEN PLUS output for this
unit is valid.

PRH Unit (Cost Block C-PRH)

The size of this preheat vessel is determined by using the Watkins routines
and assuming a 5 minute liquid residence time. Vapor and liquid flow rates
and properties are set to those in the stream exiting the unit (stream PRH-E).
The sizing routine is call by FORTRAN block FCPRH. The ASPEN PLUS cost
block V-VESSEL is used to cost the unit. The vessel is assumed to be carbon
steel with a corrosion allowance, 0.32 cm (0.125 in.) for the base case. ASPEN
PLUS cost output related to this unit is valid except for “PEAK CAPACITY”
ALLOWANCE FACTOR” and “VELOCITY RATIO.”

SSU Unit (Cost Block C-SSU)

This separator vessel is sized using a 5 minute liquid residence time and
assuming the vessel is 60% full. The liquid flow rate is obtained from stream
PGSU-E. The ASPEN PLUS cost block H-VESSEL is used to cost the unit. A
charge of 10% of the purchase cost has been added for vessel internals. All
ASPEN PLUS cost output related to this unit is valid.

IPMP Unit (Cost Block C-IPMP)

This low pressure puinp size is based on a the IPMP-E stream flow and the
pressure difference between the PRH and PSU units. The ASPEN PLUS cost
block PUMP, assuming a stainless steel SS-ANSI pump type, is used to cost
the unit. The pump is assumed to be driven by an electric motor. All ASPEN
PLUS cost output related to this unit is valid.



CPMP Unit (Cost Block C-CPMP)

This low pressure pump size is based on a the COIL-O stream flow and the
pressure difference between the COIL unit and the desired product pressure.
The ASPEN PLUS cost block PUMP, assuming a carbon steel SS-ANSI pump
type, is used to cost the unit. The pump is assumed to be driven by an electric
motor. All ASPEN PLUS cost output related to this unit is valid.

FPMP Unit (Cost Block C-FPMP)

This low pressure pump size is based on a the CWSU-O stream flow and the
pressure difference between the WSU unit and the desired product pressure.
The ASPEN PLUS cost block PUMP, assuming a carbon steel SS-ANSI pump
type, is used to cost the unit. The pump is assumed to be driven by an electric
motor. All ASPEN PLUS cost output related to this unit is valid.

PUMP Unit (Cost Block C-PUMP)

The high pressure pump cost was based on the Walas Cost routine “usrpmp.”
This routine is call by FORTRAN block FC-PUMP. The MXAA-E stream flow
rate and the pressure difference between this stream and stream PUMP-E is
used to size the pump. The pump is assumed to be stainless steel
construction and driven by an electric motor. Because of the use of the Walas
Cost Routine, the following ASPEN PLUS cost output is not valid for this
unit “PUMP-TYPE, “ “MATERIAL OF CONSTRUCTION; “PEAK CAPACITY
ALLOWANCE FACTOR, “ “MATERIAL OF CONSTRUCTION FACTOR,”
“PUMP E~C~NCY,” “MOTOR E~CmNCY,” “POWER REQUIRED PER
PUMP,’’and “CARBON STEEL COST.”

HTXG Unit (Cost Block C-HTXG)

This heat recovery heat exchanger is sized (the required heat transfer area) by
the ASPEN PLUS unit-operation block HEATX (user block HTXG). The cost is
obtained from the Walas Cost routine “usrhtl,” called by FORTRAN block
FCHTXG. The materials of construction are assumed to be stainless steel.
Because of the use of the Walas Cost routine, the following ASPEN PLUS cost
output is not valid for this unit “HEAT EXCHANGER TYPE,” “SHELL
MATERIAL; “TUBE MATERIAL,” PEAK CAPACITY FACTOR,” “NUMBER
OF SHELL PASSES,” NUMBER OF TUBE PASSES; “HEAT TRANSFER
COEFFICIENT,” “MATERIAL OF CONSTRUCTION FACTOR: and .
“CARBON STEEL COST.”
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HTXO Unit (Cost Block C-HTXO)

This heat recovery heat exchanger is sized by the ASPEN PLUS unit-operation
block HEATX (user block HTXO). The cost is obtained from the Walas Cost
routine “usrhtl,” called by FORTRAN block FCHTXO. The materials of
construction are assumed to be stainless steel. The list of ASPEN PLUS cost
output which is not valid is the same as that for the HTXG unit above.

HTR Unit (Cost Block C-HTR)

This fired heater is sized using the computed heat stream HTR-Q and an
assumed efficiency. The base case efficiency factor is 0.75. The cost is obtained
from the Walas Cost routine “usrhtr: called by FORTRAN block FCHTR.
This routine is used because the ASPEN PLUS cost correlations do not go to a
high enough pressure. The materials of construction are assumed to be
carbon steel since no free water is present at this stage of the process. Because
of the use of the Walas Cost routine, the following ASPEN PLUS cost output
is not valid for this unit “FIRED HEATER TYPE,” PEAK CAPACITY
FACTOR,” “MATERIAL OF CONSTRUCTION FACTOR,” “THERMAL
EFFICIENCY and “CARBON STEEL COST.”

RU Unit (Cost Block C-RU)

The size of the reactor vessel is determined by using the Watkins routines
and assuming a specified liquid residence time. Vapor and liquid flow rates
and properties are set to the average of those k streams entering and exiting
the reactor, streams HTR-E and RU-E respectively (note RU-E is equal to the
sum of streams RUGS-G and MXB-0). The sizing routine is call by
FORTRAN block FRU. The ASPEN PLUS cost block H-VESSEL is used to cost
the unit. The vessel is assumed to be carbon steel with a corrosion allowance,
0.32 an (0.125 in.) for the base case. ASPEN PLUS cost output related to this
unit is valid except for “PEAK CAPACITY ALLOWANCE FACTOR.”

FOIL Unit (Cost Block C-FOIL)

The size of this flash vessel is determined by using the Watkins routines and
assuming a 5 minute liquid residence time. Vapor and liquid flow rates and
properties are set to those in the stream exiting the unit, streams FOIL-O and
-G. The sizing routine is called by FORTRAN block FCFOIL. The ASPEN
PLUS cost block H-VESSEL is used to cost the unit. The vessel is assumed to
be carbon steel with a corrosion allowance, 0.32 cm (0.125 in.) for the base case.

ASPEN PLUS cost output related to this unit is valid except for “PEAK
CAPACITY ALLOWANCE FACTOR.”

.
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COIL Unit (Cost Block C-COIL)

This air cooler used to cool the oil stream is sized and costed using the aspen
cost block AIRCOOL. Carbon steel construction is assumed. All ASPEN PLUS
output for this unit is valid.

CONDH Unit (Cost Block C-CONDH)

This heat exchanger used to cool the mostly condensed vapor stream HTXG-G
is sized by the ASPEN PLUS unit-operation block HEATX (user block
CONDH). The cost is obtained from the Walas Cost routine “usrhtl,” called
by FORTRAN block FCCONDH. The materials of construction are assumed
to be stainless steel. The list of ASPEN PLUS cost output which is not valid is
the same as that for the HTXG unit above.

CSU Unit (Cost Block C-CSU)

The size of this flash vessel is determined by using the Watkins routines and
assuming a 5 minute liquid residence time. Vapor and liquid flow rates and
properties are set to those in the stream exiting the unit, streams CSU-O -FW
and -G. The sizing routine is call by FORTRAN block FCCSU. The ASPEN
PLUS cost block H-VESSEL is used to cost the unit. The vessel is assumed to
be carbon steel with a corrosion allowance, 0.32 cm (0.125 in.) for the base case.
ASPEN PLUS cost output related to this unit is valid except for “PEAK
CAPACITY ALLOWANCE FACTOR and “LIQUID STREAM FLOW.”

CONDL Unit (Cost Block C-CONDL)

This unit condenses vapor from the FOIL flash. The unit is sized and costed
by ASPEN PLUS unit-operation and cost blocks I-IEATX. The materials of
construction are assumed to be stainless steel. All ASPEN PLUS output for
this unit is valid.

WCU Unit (Cost Block C-WCU)

This unit cools the water stream, SSU-W2, exiting the oil-water spearator
SSU. The unit is sized and costed by ASPEN PLUS unit-operation and cost
blocks HEATX. The materials of construction of the shell and tube heat
exchanger are assumed to be stainless steel and carbon steel respectively. All
ASPEN PLUS output for this unit is valid.
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WSU Unit (Cost Block C-WSU)

This separator vessel is sized using a 5 minute liquid residence time and
assuming the vessel is 60’70full. The liquid flow rate is obtained from streams
CONDL and CSU -O and -FW. The ASPEN PLUS cost block H-VESSEL is
used to cost the unit. A charge of 10?4oof the purchase cost has been added for
vessel internals. Ml ASPEN PLUS cost output related to this unit is valid.

Other Cost Parameters

As with the process parameters cost related parameters are input to the model
through the FORTRAN INPUT block and through labeled lines. Only one
purely cost related parameter is set by the a FORTRAN INPUT variable. This
is capfac which is the capacity factor used by all non ASPEN PLUS
sizing/costing routines. It is equivalent to the PEAK parameter used in
ASPEN PLUS blocks. In the base case it is set to equal the ASPEN PLUS
default value of 1.06.

A number of cost parameters which are input using the ASPEN PLUS input
language are noted in the input file using the ‘Data #lnm’ tag. The ‘rim’ is a
particular number. These lines include the following
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

101 — Residence time of the PSU, PRH, SSU, and WSU units. Base case
values are 5 minutes for the PRH, SSU and WSU units and 60 minutes for
the PSU unit.
102 — Utility costs. Base case values for January 1994: electricity $0.05 /kW-
hr, natural gas $2.1/GJ, and cooling water $0.088/Mg ($0.04/thousand-lbm).
103 — Labor costs and number of operators. Base case values for June 1991
is $16/hr for operators and $20/hr for June 1995 construction labor. The
number of operators is set at one.
104 — Corrosion allowances. Base case 0.32 cm (0.125 in.)
105 — Parameters used by the Watkins’ routines in sizing the FOIL flash
vessel.
106 — Parameters used by the Watkins’ routines in sizing the CSU flash
vessel.
107 — Cooling water temperatures. The base case uses a supply
temperature of 16°C (60”F) and a return temperature of 60”C (140”F).
108 — Fired heater HTR efficiency. The efficiency is defined as the heat
transferred to the process fluid divided by the heat of combustion of the
consumed natural gas. The base case uses 0.75.
109 — Parameters used by the Watkins’ routines in sizing the PSU preheat
vessel.
110 — Pump type for the ASPEN PLUS sized units IPMP, FPMP and
CPMP.

.
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● 111 — Cost factor, applied to purchase price, for internals for separation
units SSU and WSU.

For the most part ASPEN PLUS default values were used for other cost
parameters. However, several default values were changed:
. COST-INDEX — ASPEN PLUS version 9.2-1 contains cost index

information up to March 1995. For dates beyond that a 0.03 escalation
factor was used for all indexes except the “FUEL” index which was set at
0.05.

. CONTINGENCY — As defined by ASPEN PLUS the “PROJECT-BASIS”
contingency was set at 0.05 and the “PROJECT-DEFINITION contingency
at 0.10.

● OPERATING-COST — “OTHER-LABOR MATNTENANCE” is set to zero
since maintenance costs are included in “SUPPLIES MAINTENANCE
FACTOR which is set to 0.04. The “GENERAL-WORKS” parameters
“GEN-ADMIN” and “TAX” are set to zero and these costs are lumped
together in the “ADDH’IONAL FACTOR which is set to 0.04.

ASPEN PLUS OUTPUT FILES

ASPEN PLUS produces a number of output files upon successful execution.
The complete list is given in the ASPEN PLUS documentations. The results
of the simulation are present in the file “name.rep,” where name is the user
specified name. This file contains results originating from the ASPEN PLUS
as well as results from user subroutines. User subroutines usrhtl, usrpmp,
usrhtr, sepv, and seph also write information to this file. These results are
located near the beginning of the file just after the table of contents. The user
routine output gives information about calculations performed by the user
routines. These results are labeled according to the process unit with which
they are associated.

Appearing just after the user results from routines associated with process
units is a set of results computed by the FORTRAN block OUT. These results
summarize selected performance information. At the top is a short section
which summarizes the performance of HTXG and HTXO heat exchangers.
This is followed by the fraction of reactor vapor flow used in the PRH vessel.
Next the amount of water in the liquid oil phase at the reactor exit and in the
product stream PRD-O are reported. Next is information on free water flow,
vapor flow exiting the reactor, and summary injection, and production oil
flows and gravity. A section on gas composition of the FUEL-G stream
follows along with the energy usage of the HTR fired heater and the fraction
of reaction product P-OIL which exits in the FUEL-G stream. The last section
reports some economic numbers which give the required increase in-oil
value that leads to a profitable operation (as defined by the cash flow analysis).
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Two numbers are given one assuming the oil has no initial value, and one
assuming that the input oil is worth $64.6/Mg ($10/bbl). Since some oil is
destroyed in the process, the required profit is a function of the feed oil value.

BASE CASE RES ULTS

The model input language file given in Appendix I was run with ASPEN
PLUS version 9.2-1 software. ASPEN PLUS produces an output file
(name.rep) of more than one hundred pages. It reports results for all process
streams, unit-operation blocks, cost blocks, and cash flow analysis. IrLthe
following two subsections, selected results from this output file for the base
case conditions are presented.

Flowsheet Results

Figure 8 lists computed results for all major process flow streams, including
the energy streams. The location of these streams can be found by referring to
the overall process flowsheets representations given in Figs. 1 and 2. Specific
information on detailed streams within the model system can be found by
referring to the ASPEN PLUS module layouts given in Figs. 3-7.
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Figure 8. Base case material and energy streams.
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Figure 8. (continued). Base case materialand energy streams.
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Figure 8. (continued). Base case material and energy streams.
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Figure 8. (continued). Base case material and energy streams.
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Figure 8. (continued). Base case material and energy streams.

The base case describes a process treating 464 Mg/day (3,000 bbl/day) crude oil.
The reactor pressure and temperature are 13.8 Mpa and 438°C and the liquid
residence time two hours. These conditions lead to a computed increase of
oil quality as measured by API gravity of 8.9° (13.5° for the feed and 22.4° for
the product oil) and a loss of 16% to gas and coke.

Most of the energy need to heat the process streams is supplied by heat
recovery operations. Examination of the results show that 2.17 MW of the
energy required to heat the incoming stream is supplied by the fired heater,
HTR. This represents 32% of the total needed. The rest of the energy is
obtained through heat recovery operations, 41’XOis supplied by the HTXG heat
exchanger, 16% by the HTXO heat exchanger and ll% in the preheat
operation (PRH unit). Approximately 18% of the vapor stream from the
reactor is diverted to the PRH unit. This represents 8% of the total mass
entering the reactor unit.

The produced fuel gas flow, FUEL-G, is 0.26 kg/s (9.9 mol/s). The estimated
heat of combustion of this gas is 296 kJ/mol. This stream could theoretically
supply 2.93 M’W of heat energy. If this stream were used to supply gas for a
fired heater operating at a 75% efficiency, 2.2 MW of process heat would be
available. As it turns out this is almost exactly the energy obtained from the
fired heater, H~.

Only a small portion of the produced oil product, P-OIL, exits in the fuel gas
stream. Of the total 1.05 kg/s of P-OIL produced about 0.01 kg/s exits in the
fuel gas.

A substantial fraction of the flow exists in the reactor in the vapor phase. Of
the total 6.36 kg/s entering the reactor 4770,2.96 kg/s, exits as vapor. The
vapor phase is not all generated in the reactor. Vapor, on a weight basis, is
produced in nearly equal amounts in heat recovery heat exchanger HTXO, the
fired heater HTR, and the reactor vessel.

.
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The stream enters the reactor at 438°C and exists at 423oC. The small drop is a
result of the net endothermic nature of the assumed pyrolysis reaction. This
is in part a result of the fact that the products tend to be vapor at the
conditions of the reactor.

The weight fraction of water remaining in the produced oil stream is only
0.4Y0. Essentially all this water comes from the FPMP-O stream. The flashing
of the hot product stream on the CPMP-O side reduces the water content in
the CPMP-O stream to 0.04 wt%. A little over one-half the oil comes from the
CPMI?-O stream.

The basic premise of the process is that it is based on aqueous pyrolysis of the
oil. This implies that water is present in the liquid phase during pyrolysis.
The free water in the system goes away in the HTXO heat exchanger.
However, some amount of water remains dissolved in the liquid phase. The
amount estimated by the model is based on assumptions about the activity of
water in the oil phase. The amount of water in the liquid phase entering the
reactor is approximately 4 wtO/Oand exiting in the liquid phase about 1.9 wt”~.
The reactor pressure 13.8 Ml?a (2000 psia) was chosen to maintain a computed
water content of approximately 2 wt7’0in the reactor effluent.

Equipment Sizing and Economic Results

The basis of the process cost estimate revolves around the equipment costs.
The list of equipment costed and selected sizing information are given in
Table 3. Included in the table is a net cost factor which is used to compute the
installed cost of the equipment from its purchase cost. ASPEN PLUS contains
a set of default parameters for material and labor involved in piping,
concrete, steel, electrical, instrumentation, insulation, paint, and setting work
for each of its cost BLOCK models. These default values were used in all cases
and result in the net cost factors shown.

The most expensive piece of equipment in the process is the reactor vessel. It
represents over 4070 of the total cost of equipment. The next most expensive
item is the fired heater which accounts for approximately 19% of the total.
Vendor “budget quotes” for these two items as well as the high pressure
pump, were obtained as a check of the estimates used. Sizes vary somewhat
from those of this base case. The quotes are for the following iterns:
. Reactor Vessel (RU) — Cost estimated by model correlations is $537k for

47 m3, 13.8 MPa (2000 psi) vessel; vendor budget estimate is $700k for a 43
m3 vessel, 13.8 MPa (vessel weight of 1.23x105 kg). The cost of a 43 m3
vessel based on model correlations is $460k (9/96 purchase), indicating the
model may be underestimating the reactor vessel costs.

.
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Fired Heater (HT.) — Cost estimated by model correlations is $296k for a
2.9 MW gas-fired unit operating at 13.8 MPa (2000 psi); vendor budget
estimate is $265k for a 5.3 MW unit. The cost of a 5.3 MW based on model
correlations is $496k, indicating the model may be over estimating the
fired heater costs.

High Pressure Pump (PUMP) — Cost estimated by model correlations is
$95k for a o.~ m3/rnin (200 gpm) unit; vendor budget estimate is $75k for
a 0.5 m3/min (133 gpm) unit. The cost of a 0.5 m3/min pump based on
model correlations is $99k, indicting the model may be over estimating

Table 3. Equipment costs for base case.

Purchase Cost Composite Total Cost
Unit Type Size (k$) Cost Factor (k$)
COIL

CPMP

FOIL
FPMP

HIXG

IPMP

PRH

Psu
PUMP

Ru

Wsu
Total

Air Cooler
Heat Exchanger

Heat Exchanger
Pump

Flash Vessel
Flash Vessel

Pump
Heat Exchanger
Heat Exchanger

Fired Heater
Pump
Vessel

Separator Tank
Pump

Reactor Vessel
Separator Vessel
Heat Exchanger

Separator Vessel

34 m’
28 m2
10 m2

2.6 kgls, 13 kW
1.1 m3
1.3 m3

2.2 kgls, 13 kW
124 m2
31 m2

2.9 MW
7 kgls, 17 kW

4.6 m3
283 m3

6.4 kgls, 166 kW
47 m3
4.3 m3
30 m2
17 m3 _

10.8
33.6

6.9
3.1
3.6
5.2
3.1

123.0
38.4

295.7
4.9

10.6
58.1
94.7

537.2
9.3

11.8
4.5

1,255

1.52
2.24
2.12
1.94
2.22
2.21
1.94
2.24
2.24
1.72
1.73
2.98
4.19
1.98
2.21
2.22
2.08
2.22

16.4
75.2
14.6

6.0
8.0

11.5
6.0

275.1
85.9

507.5
8.5

31.6
243.7
187.7

1189.2
20.6
24.6
10.0

2,722

In one case, the fired heater, the model estimates are substantially higher than
the vendor quote and in another, the vessel, they are subst~tialiy lo~er. In
the third case, the pump, the model estimates are slightly higher. The net
difference between the model base case and the vendor quotes for these three
units is approximately $138k (i.e., the model estimates are $138k lower than
the vendor quotes). This is about ll% of the total equipment purchase costs.
The bulk of the difference is in the cost of the pressure vessel. Further
analysis would need to be done to determine if this difference holds up when
other vendors and/or ancillary costs are considered. The model bases the
ancillary costs on the purchase cost. For the case of the pressure vessel, it
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probably could be argued that the cost factors should be lower since similar
ancillary equipment would be needed for a lower pressure, hence, a less
expensive vessel. The model estimates an installed cost for the vessel of
$l190k. Using the vendor estimate of $700k for this vessel, the difference
would leave over $400k for installation and ancillary equipment.

ASPEN PLUS uses the total equipment costs and a series of factors to compute
the total plant capital cost. The resulting costs are summarized for the base
case in Table 4. The cost of process units, $3,655k, shown in this Table is larger
than the $2,722k shown in Table 3. This is a result of adding costs for the
following unlisted equipment, building materials and spares. The total direct
and indirect capital cost (physical plant cost) comes to $6,221k.

Table 4. Total capital and investmentcosts for the base case in thousandsof dollars.

Process Units
Contractor
Other

Total Direct & Indirect

Contingency

Total Depreciable Capital

Working Capital
Startup Cost

Total Investment

3,655
1,537
1029

6,221

933

7,154

427
531

8,112

Operating cost estimates are based on utility consumption computed in the
process flow sheet model, the assumed number of operators per shift, and
factors which estimate a variety of costs relative to original capital
investment. These later items include maintenance, taxes, insurance, and
general works charges. Operating costs are summarized in Table 5. The total
operating cost for the base case is approximately $1.lM/ yr., of which 2670 is
utility costs.

In addition to capital and operating costs, the model performs a profitability
analysis which computes ti-e required selling price of the product oil ~stream
PRD-0). For the base case the reported value is $17.81/Mg ($2.52 /bbl). This
result is for the case in which the incoming oil is assumed to have no value

.
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Table 5. Operatingcosts for the base case in thousandsof dollars per year (1st year dollars).

I

Electricity
Cooling Water
Natural Gas

Subtotal

Labor
Supplies
Other

Total

88
20

189
297

241
300
286

1,124

and, thus, the selling price is really a measure of the increase in selling price
of the oil provided by the aqueous pyrolysis processing. Actually, the-ficrease
in price must be more than this increment because some oil is lost to coke
and gas formation. This additional increment is dependent on the actual
value of the feed oil. If the incoming oil has a value of $64.6/Mg ($10/bbl),
then the product oil must have an increased value of $25.05/Mg ($3.55 /bbl).
This would represent a $2.81 /Mg ($0.40 /bbl) increment per unit increase in
API gravity. It should be noted that this result excludes any costs for catalyst,
coke removal, and waste water treatment.

SENSITIVITY

A series of runs have been made with the model to determine the sensitivity
of the economics to various model parameters/assumptions. The results of
these calculations are described below. All parameters are those of the base
case except as noted. Of primary interest is the required increment in selling
price of the product oil. In all cases described below it is assumed that the
incoming crude oil has a value of $64.6/Mg ($10/bbl).

Flow Rate

Not surprisingly, the overall cost of processing declines with increased flow
rates. Calculations for crude oil flow rates from 155-3,096 Mg/day (1,000-20,000
bbl/day) show a drop in required incremental oil selling price from $35.29/Mg
to $20.36/Mg. For these cases only the flow rates change, the fraction of oil
reacted and thus
gravity increases

the increase in API gravity remains constant. The API
from 13.5° to 22.4° for all cases.
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The change in required incremental selling price is shown in Fig. 9. The
change in price is steepest at low flows and begins to level out at flows higher
than the base case flow of 464 Mg/day (3,000 bbI/day). The figure also shows
the required plant cost per unit oil processed and the gross operating costs.

The small increase in price and operating costs at intermediate flows was a
result of the changes in the number of operators. One operator was assumed
to be required for flows at and below 1,161 Mg/day (7300 bbl/day). This was
increased to two operators at flows up to and including 2,322 Mg/day (15,000
bbl/day) and three operators at 3,096 Mg/day (20,000 bbl/day).
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Figure 9. Required incremental selling price as a function of size of operation (Capital Costs shown are
physical plant cost).

Residence Time

A series of runs were made in which residence
changed. Selected results are listed in Table 6.

time in the reactor was
Reducing residence time

directly reduces the size of the reactor. Since the reactor is the most costly
piece of equipment, the cost of processing a unit of crude oil decreases with
decreasing residence time. However, the reduced residence time leads to a
reduced extent of reaction. Thus, the amount of upgrading, as measured by
change in API gravity, goes down with decreasing residence time. The net
effect is that the cost per unit oil per unit increase in AH gravity goes down as
residence time goes up (see Fig. 10).

Figure 10 indicates that a minimum in cost is not reached, even with 4 hours
of residence time. However, at 4 hours residence time over 3070 of the
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incoming heavy oil has been converted to the product P-OIL and the change
in price with increased residence time is small.

Residence Reactor
Time Volume

(hrs) (m’)
4 79.0
3 64.5
2 46.7
1 25.3

0.5 13.1
0.25 8.4

Product
Oil

Gravity

_im!w-.
29.2
25.8
22.4
18.7
16.7
15.5

Crude
to

P-OIL

(wt. %)
30.9
25.5
19.4
12.0
7.4
4.5

Product
to

Ratio

0.739

0.787

0.840

0.903

0.942

0.966

Incremental
Price

[$64.6/Mg Feed]

($/Mg)

34.48
30.14
25.05
19.33
16.03
14.32

Table 6. Selected model results as a function of assumed reactorresidence time.
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Figure 10. Required incremental selling price and incrementalselling price per unit upgrade in API
gravity as a function of reactorresidence time (assumed inputcmde oil price is $64.6/Mg).

Pressure

Operating pressure has a fairly strong
the highest cost items, particularly the

influence on process economics since
reactor vessel, are directly relafed to

operating pressure. Also, pressure influences the operation and, therefore,

.
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the process economics in a more complex way than does a change in
residence time.

Some important changes in process performance resulting from alterations in
operating pressure are shown in Table 7. With a halving of operating
pressure, the reactor vessel cost drops by more than a factor of two. The drop
is more than directly proportional to pressure because the required vessel size
to maintain a liquid residence time of two hours also drops somewhat with
pressure. The reason for this is the following. Even at the lower pressure the
gas velocities are relatively low within the vessel, therefore, the entrainment
does not play a large role in determining vessel volume. The volume is
directly related to average liquid flow. For the lower pressures, more of the
product oil enters the vapor phase which leads to a higher effective residence
‘tie for the heavier components. As a result the net ~yrolysis increases
somewhat with pressure as seen by the increase in API gravity and reduced
product to feed ratio. (The product oil amount goes down with increased
reaction because of the production of coke and gas.)

Table 7. Selected model results as a function of assumed reactorpressure.

Water in
Product Product LiquidPhase Incremental

Reactor Reactor’ Plant Oil to Exiting Price
Pressure Cast Gravity Feed Reactor [$64.6/Mg Feed]

(MPa] (k$) (M$! (“API) Ratio [wt.%) ($ /Ma)
13.78 537 6.22 22.4 0.84 1.9 25.05

12 506 6.11 22.5 0.84 1.6 24.87
11 434 5.83 25.2 0.80 1.2 26.57
10 351 5.17 27.4 0.77 1.0 27.00
8 274 4.84 29.0 0.75 0.7 27.44

6.89 211 4.48 29.4 0.74 0.6 26.83

The incremental price increase required, the last column in Table 7, is a
complicated function of pressure because of competing effects. Lower
pressure reduces capital and operating costs, but increased extent of reaction
reduces the amount of product oil. The net effect is a relatively flat
incremental price as a function of pressure.

However, as shown in Fig. 11, the price per unit increase in API gravity goes
down with pressure. At the lower pressure 6.89 MPa (1000 psi) it is only 60%
of the price at 13.78 MPa (2000 psi). The steep rise between 10 and 12 MPa is
due to-the discretized
of pressure, primarily

nature of the pricing used
the heat exchange units.

.
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cost as a fimction of reactorpressure(assumed inputcrude oil price is $64.6/Mg).

As the pressure is lowered, the amount of water in the oil phase in the reactor
decreases, see Table 7. Thus, if the water content of the oil phase in the
reactor is an important parameter in the performance of the pyrolysis
reactions, lower pressure operation may have an adverse effect not captured
by the model.

Temperature

Like pressure, temperature has a relatively complicated influence on
computed results. Computed results for four inlet temperatures are shown in
Table 8. The temperature strongly affects the extent of reaction. This in turn
influences the product oil gravity, the product-to-feed ratio, reactor volume,
and the water content in liquid phase in the reactor.

Notice that the reactor volume steadily decreases with increasing
temperature. This is a result of the increased production of P-OIL and a
reduced liquid volume. However, the reactor cost does not monotonically
decrease. This is a result of a correction made by ASPEN PLUS in computing
vessel cosb for changes in material strength. Algorithms in ASPEN PLUS
begin to degrade the strength of carbon steel at temperatures above 3500C, and
therefore increases required wall thickness, and thus vessel costs, for a given
pressure of operation.
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Table 8. Selected model results as a function of assumed reactorinlet temperature.

Water in
Product Product Liquid Phase Incremental

Reactor Reactor oil to Exiting Price
Temperature Volume Gravity Reactor [$64.6/Mg Feed:

(“c) (m3) (k$) (“API) Ratio (wt.%) ($/Mg)
425 53.6 520 19.5 0.89 2.4 21.80

437.8 46.7 537 22.4 0.84 1.9 25.05
445 41.5 490 24.7 0.81 1.6 26.78
455 32.2 574 28.6 0.75 1.2 31.34

The model indicates that the price per unit increase in API gravity decreases
as temperature increases, see Fig. 12. This ia a result of the hcreased extent of
reaction, which increases the product oil gravity. As with pressure, operation
at the lower cost, in this case higher temperature, results in lower water
content in the liquid phase in the reactor which may result in adverse effects
not captured by the model.
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Figure 12 Required incremental selling price per unit upgradein API gravity and productAPI gravity
cost as a function of reactorinlet temperature(assumed input cmde oil price is $64.6/Mg).

Constant Gravity

The primary controllable parameters in the process are reactor pressure,
temperature, and residence time. These parameters can be manipulated so
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that the same net product oil is produced using different combinations of
parameters. A series of runs needed to be done to determine the relative
economics of producing an oil with an API gravity equal to the base case,
approximately 22.4. An additional constraint was placed on the system which
required the water content of the liquid exiting the reactor to be equal to the
base case, approximately 1.85 wt%.

Results of the calculations are shown in Table 9. These results cover a
temperature range from 400-450°C which rksulted in required residence times
from 1-10 hours. At 425°C, and above, the economic performance is
essentially unchanged. At the two lower temperatures the costs are
somewhat higher. It appears that for a given reaction extent and specified
water content the economics are relatively insensitive @ the choice of
pressure/temperature operating point.

Table 9. Selected model results for cases in which productoil API gravity and water content in the
exiting reactorliquid were maintainedapproximatelyequal to the base case, 22.4 and 1.85 W% respectively.

Incremental Incremental
Residence Reactor Price Price per Unit API

Temperature Pressure Time Volume [$64.6/Mg Feed] [$64.6/Mg Feed]
(“c) (M Pa) (hrs) (m’) ($/Mg) ($/Mg/OAPl)
400 10.0 10 170 30.31 3.52
415 11.1 5 135 28.44 3,31
425 12.0 3.5 90 26.08 3.03

437.8 13.78 2 47 25.05 2.81
450 17.0 1 21 25.50 2.97

Aqueous Pyrolysis Reaction

A series of runs were done to look at the influence of changing the kinetic
and stoichiometric parameters of the assumed pyrolysis reaction. In one set
of runs it is assumed that the reaction rate is 10 times faster than the base case.
This was done by increasing the pre-exponential factor in the kinetic rate
constant expression by a factor of 10. In the second set of runs it is assumed
that no coke is produced during the reaction and the amounts of product oil
increases to compensate. For all runs the product oil gravity and amount of
water in the liquid exiting the reactor was held constant at values equal to the
base case results.

For each assumption two sets of computed results are shown in Table 10, one
in which the residence time was held equal to the base case, two hours, and a
second in which the temperature was held equal to the base case. For the

.
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constant residence time runs, the system pressure and temperature were
adjusted to maintain the desired operation; and for the base case temperature
runs, the residence time was adjusted for the faster kinetics case and the
residence time and pressure were adjusted for the no coke case to give the
required process performance.

Table 10. Selected model results for runs in which productoil API gravity end water content in the
exiting reactorliquid were maintainedapproximatelyequal to the base case, 22.4 and 1.85 wt%respectively.

Incremental Incremental
Reeideme Reactor Reactor Operating Price PriceparUnit API

Temperature Pressure Time Volume C%et @ [$64.6/Mg Feed][$64.6/Mg Feed]
w (“c) (MPa) (hrs) (~s) (k$) (M$/yr) ($/Mg) ($/Mg/”APl)
Oese 437.8 13.8 2.00 47 537 1.12 25.05 2.81

1Ox rate 372.0 8.9 2.00 61 289 0.92 21.54 2.45
tOx rate 437.8 13.8 0.20 8 130 0.96 21.50 2.42
Noceke 437.8 18.0 0.85 20 418 1.16 20.69 2.32
NeCoka 423.0 13.0 2.00 51 470 1.05 18.77 2.11

The results in Table 10 indicate modest improvement in economics over the
base for these more optimistic assumptions about the pyrolysis reaction. For
the cases using the faster kinetics about 15% lowering in price is computed.
This was true whether the faster rate was compensated for by lowering the
temperature and pressure or by reducing the residence time in the reactor.
For the cases in which zero coke production was assumed, it was more
advantages to reduce the temperature to compensate than to reduce the
residence time. The best of the no coke runs indicates a 25% improvement in
process economics over the base case.

Burning Fuel Gas

As mentioned previously, the amount of combustion energy present in the
produced fuel gas for the base case is essentially equal to the amount of energy
needed to fuel the fired heater. In the base case the fired heater fuel is
assumed to be natural gas. The fired heater is computed to require 2.89 MW
of combustible gas energy. At an indexed price of $2.29/GJ (2ndquarter 1995)
the yearly cost for natural gas is $189k. This is 17°/0of the annual operating
cost. If it is assumed that the produced fuel gas can be used instead of natural
gas to fire the heater, then the total operating cost drops and, consequently,
the required incremental price of the product oil would be reduced.

A case was run in which no charge was taken for fueling the fired heater,
HTR. This resulted in a drop of required incremental oil price from

.
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$25.05/Mg for the base case to $23.25/Mg, just under a 10% drop. These costs
are for feed oil assumed to be worth $64.6/Mg ($10/bbl).

Stainless Steel Reactor

The base case assumes that the reactor vessel can be made from carbon steel
with a corrosion allowance of 0.32 cm (0.125 in.). If for a given system the
corrosion of the carbon steel is unacceptabl~, then an alloy vessel would be
required. Other key elements of the system were already assumed to be
stainless steel in the base case (e.g., heat exchanger tubes and high pressure
pump).

The switch to stainless steel for the reactor vessel incr~es the estimated
vessel purchase cost from $537k to $983k. This results in an increase in the
plant capital cost of about 2070 and an increase in required selling price from
the base case value of $25.05/Mg to a value of $27.93/Mg (slightly more than a
10!40increase).

Minimum Cost

The base case assumptions leads to a required oil price increase of
$2.81 /Mg”OAPI. This is higher than what has been estimated as a reasonable
expectation for price increase of approximately $1.60 /Mg”O~I
($0.25 /bbl.”AP.1)’. This level was for the most part not reached by the cases
considered in the sensitivity analysis describe above.

It is of interest to determine whether such price levels could be reached for a
process in which several factors are shifted to more optimistic values. A
model run was done in which the base case parameters were maintained
except for the following
. Faster reaction kinetics were assumed; the pre-exponential kinetic factor

was increased ten fold.
. The coke make was set to zero and the product oil yield increased to

compensate.
. The fired heater was assumed to be fed with produced fuel gas.
. Reactor residence times were chosen so that an increase in AH gravity to

about 25° was achieved.

Selected results from the calculations are listed in Table 11. Two cases were
run, each using a different assumed temperature at the reactor inlet. The
pressures were adjusted in each case to maintain a water content in we exit
reactor liquid of approximately 2 wt%. Differences in results for the two cases
were min~r. Boti- ~how a required price increase below the $1.60 /Mg”API
level. k fact the $1.60 /Mg.”API can be achieved even assuming that that
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instead of no coke production, coke production is cut in half from the levels
of the base case.

Table 11. Selected model results for the base case and cases in which more optimistic assumptions are
nude.

Product Incremental
Reddmce Reactor oil ReactorCoat CapitaloperatingPrtcaperUnitAPI

TemperaturePressure Ttme Votuma Gravity (% etUated Coets Cost ~$64.6/MgFeed]
(c) (MPa) (hrs) (~3) (“API) Equipment)(M $) (M$/yr) ($/Mg/”APl)-

Isasa 437.8 13.78 2 46.7 22.4 44 6.22 1.12 2.81
360 10 2.4 72.1 25.2 36 4.68 0.78
375

1.39
11 1.1 31.7 25.0 25 4.31 0.75 1.34

CONCLUSIONS

An ASPEN PLUS model of in-field aqueous pyrolysis upgrading of heavy oils
has been developed. The model indicates that for a 464 Mg/day (3,00 bbl/day)
process, which increases the oil API gravity of the processed oil from 13.5° to
22.4”, the required value increase of the oil must be about $2.80 /MgOAPI (for a
crude oil initially worth $64.6 /Mg). This level of upgrading has been
demonstrated in preliminary experiments with candidate catalysts.

As expected, the reactor vessel is the most costly piece of equipment in the
process, accounting for approximately 4(IYoof the equipment costs for the base
case. If a stainless steel reactor vessel is required, this percentage increases to
about 55Y0. This increased cost raises the required selling price of the oil about
10’!40.

A vendor “budget” quote for the reactor vessel was obtained which was
substantially higher than the estimate used in the model. However, the
manner in which installed costs are estimated in the model probably
overestimates ancillary costs for the vessel. Further work on the installed
reactor vessel costs is required to resolve this issue.

The economic performance of the process is a function of a number of factors,
including operating pressure, temperature, reaction kinetics, reaction
stoichiometry and total flow rate. Substantial changes in reaction
stoichiometry and kinetics are required to improve the economic
performance.

It is estimated that a required selling price increase for the oil of
$1.34 /Mg.0API ($0.21/bbl .OAPI) can be reached if a catalyst can be fetid
which both yields one-half the coke make and an order of magnitude more
rapid kinetics than that already demonstrated.

.
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ASPEN PLUS INPUT FILE

Below is a listing of the ASPEN PLUS input language file for the base case.
This input files has run successfully with ASPEN PLUS Release 9.2-1 on a Hl?-
9000/730 computer workstation running HPUX 10.10. Just under three
minutes are required for execution on a dedicated machine. In order to
execute successfully, the user FORTRAN routines called by the model must
be available as object files at the time of execution. These files can be
generated from the source listings given in Appendices II and III using the
“aspcomp” command provided as part of the ASPEN PLUS software.

This base case completes execution with two warnings. These are listed at the
end of the output file. The first warning concerns the unit operation block
RSU. The RSU routine operates on the free-water exiting the reactor to
establish a user requested split of free-water. Since no free-water is present in
this case, and for nearly all cases, the ASPEN PLUS module, FSPLIT, which
implements the RSU unit reports a zero feed stream warning.

The other warning concerns costing of the two pumps, FPMP and CPMP,
which pump the product oil to the requested outlet pressure. For the base
case, the oil flows are below the lower cutoff limit of the ASPEN PLUS cost
correlations for the SS-ANSI pump type. As a result, ASPEN PLUS uses the
cost of the smallest pump in its database. For the base case the volumetic
flow through these pumps, about 0.003 m3/s, is just below the low flow cutoff,
0.00316 m3/s (50 gpm). Consequently the cost estimates are satisfactory. In
addition, the cost of these pumps contribute less than 1°/0of cost of the process
for the base case.

Input file:

TITLE ‘Hydrous Pyrolysis Model (HPM) [Rev 5.7] ‘

; ========. . .. =====.== =============. ==========. =...== =.==. ================
; Normal runs complete with errors & warning errors. lbwever, they
; should be checked for new situations.
;========..=======================...=======.===..==.===================.

; =. ..= =.=. . .==. =====. ===. . . ...= =====.= ..= . . . . . . . . . . =..== . . . . . =.==. ==. . . =.
; Revisions
;.====........=.=.=..===.....=.======...=====.=....=....===..=..=....====

; Rev When what
; 5.7 17-oct-96 DOcumented version

; =.=.= . . . . . . . . ..=.. ========....-----------------------------.--------_===
; Overall stream description
;===========.=======================------------------—------------------

;
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;
;

;
i
;
;
;
;
;

;
;
i
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;

Input Streams:
FEED - Oil & water input

Output Streams:
Material
PSU-W2 - primary water decant stream frcm 1st sep.
Wcu-w - Water decant stream from second sap.
WSU-W2 - Final water decent stream
PRD-o - Product oil stream
FUEL-G - Fuel gas

Thermal energy i

HTR-Q - Heat added by trim heater
COIL-Q - Active cooling of product oil stream
IHTR-Q - Heat delivered to heater upstream of secondarywater

Spearation (usuallyzero)
WCU-Q - Cooling of water from the secondary separator
CCNDL-Q - Heat rmoved in low pressure condenser .~
CXXDH-Q - Heat removed in high pressure condenser

Mechanical energy
PUMP-WK - Primary M
FPMP-WK - Product oil pUHQ
CPMP-WK - Product oil pump

. ---- ----= ==.== =====================.==== =====================. ======..=, ----= ----
; Other system parameters not include in input section
;============.....=========================.=========..==================

;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
i
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
i
;
;
;
;

Data (foundusing ‘Data #n’ search):
n Description ...............................

Priamry prccess parameters
o - Feed temperature,pressure & flow rates
1 - Oil properties
2 - Water volubilityparameters

Secondary process parameters
21 - Additional kinetic parameters
22 - Heat recovery overall heat trans. coefs
23 - Parameters associated with reactor gas/liq separation
24 - Outlet t~ature of CONDL
25 - Outlet temperatureof CONDH
26 - Pressure of CSU unit
27 - P-OIL properties
28 - Define HHC & COKE componats

Economic parameters
101 - Residence time in vessels
102 - Cost of electricity,natural gas, & cooling water
103 - Labor rates
104 - Corrosion
105 - Parameters associated with FOIL gas/liq separation
106 - Paramters associated with CSU gas/liq separation
107 - Cooling water temperatures
108 - Heeter efficiency
109 - Parameters associated with PSU preheat vessel
110 - Pump types
111 - Vessel internals

;SIMULATE STOP=PRD
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,_____________________________________ =-----------------------------------

; Input Model Parameters
;=...=.=.=..=..==.==.==.=====.==..=..===...===.=====.===============.==.=

FORTRAW FINPUT
comnon /usrl/ rtres, tihtr, worl, wor2, wor3, wor4, tmrf
comnon /usr2/ akin, xch4,xc2h6,xc3h8,xhhc,xco2,xh2,xh2s,wtfc,wtfo
ccmmon /usr3/ capfac

DEFINE tr BLQCK-VAR BL4XK=XT1’RSENrENCE=PARAU VARIMLE=TEWP
DEFINB pr B~-VAR BLWK=FUMP SBNTmCE=PARAM VARIABLE=PRES
DEFINE pri BLOCK-VAR BLOCK=IPMP SR?IEKX=PARAM WRIABLB=PRES
DBFINE prc BLQCK-VAR BLOCK=CPMP SENIEWCE=PARAW VARIABLE=PRES
DEFINE prf BLCCK-VAR BLOCK=FPWP ~=PARAM ~=PRES
DEFINB tao BLOCK-VAR BLOCK=H1’XOSENTmKX=PARAM vARIABLE—‘DELT-HOl’
DEFINE tag BLOCK-VAR BLGCK=HTXG SEWITWX=PARhM VARH@X=DELT-H~
DEFINB fgr BICCK-VAR BIAXK=GASR SENIENX=FRAC mRIABLE=FRAc

Reactor pressure (Pa) & inlet temperature (C)
pr=13.78e6
tr=437.8

Initial pressure (Pa) for vapor heat recovery
pri=O.69e6

Set tqrature (C) for feed stream to secondary water speratore,SSU.
Either uses hot vapor to heat or IHTR heater depending on coding.
(negative for no heat)
tihtr=76.7

Reactor residence tire in minutes
rtres=2*60

Water to oil ratio at separators ; worl - at PSU.
wor2 - at SSU
wor3 -atRSU
wor4 - at WSU

Total mass basis, includes dissolved water
worl=O.30
wor2=0.10
wor3=0.01
wor4=0.01

Desired final water oil ratio, only active in DESIGW SPEC SPEC2 is active
worf=O.009

Desired final oil delivery pressure (Pa)
prc=l.034e6

The next statement is not input and should not ke altered. It sets
the ouput of the two final pumps to the same pressure.
prf=prc

Split of gas from reactor, fraction recycled to PRH. Initial guess only.
Sets fraction absolutely only if DESIGW SPEC1 is removed.
fgr=o.0

Approach temperatures (C) of oil & vapor heat recovery htx’s
(39 is about optiuum for heat recovery, however need hot enough
to establish fiml water/oil ratio in final flash, if significant
gas heating available then optimize heat recovery)
tao - oil heat recovery; tag - gas heat recovery

tao=33.3
tag=33.3

Basic reaction stoich.
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wtfc-weight fraction coke
wtfo-weight fraction oil conponent
(weight fraction vapor/gas by difference)
xch4, xc2h6, ... relative moles of vapor/gas components. The amounts

are relative to toal vapor/gas product, not reacted oil.
Wtfc=o.2
wtfo=O.6

xch4=l.O
xc2h6=0.34
xc3h8=0.26
XC02=0.19
-=0.09
Xhhc=o.17
xh2s=o.12

~put pre-~ential factor for kinetics (1/s)
akin=l.7e8 ..-+

capacity factor for all non-ASPBN cost nmdules (ASPENmodules default
to 1.06)

capfac=l.06

EXECUTE FIRST

FORTRAN SE1’R “ set kinetic and stoichiometricconstants
F conmmn /piex/ph(l)
F connmn /usr2/ akin,xch4,xc2h6,xc3h8,xhhc,xco2,xh2,xh2s,Wfc,tifo
F dimension iplx(l)
F equivalence (iplx(l),plx(l))

DBFINE acl BLOCK-VAR ~=RUl ~STOIC VAN3BLB=COEF &
ID1=l ID2=CISOLIDID3=COKE

DEFINB ach41 BLOCK-VAR BICCK=RUl SEtWENCE=Si’OICVAHABLE=COEF &
ID1=l ID2=MIXED ID3=CH4

DBFINE ac2h61 13LOCK-VARBLOCK=RUl ~=S’I’OIC VNUABLE=COEF &
ID1=l ID2=MIxBD ID3=C2H6

DEFINB ac3h81 BLCICK-VARBLOCK=RUl ~=SroIC ~.%OEF &
ID1=l ID2=MI153 ID3=C3H8

DEFINE aco21 BLOCK-VAR BKX!K=RU1
ID1=l ID2=MIXED ID3=C02

DEFINE ah21 BLGCK-VAR BLOCK=RUl
ID1=l ID2=MIXED ID3=H2

DBFINE ahhCl BLOCK-VAR BIL)CK=RUl
ID1=l ID2=MIXED ID3=hhc

DEFINE ah%l BLCCK-VAR ~=RUl
ID1=l ID2=MIXED ID3=H2S

DBFINE aol BWCK-VAR BLOCK=RUl
ID1=l ID2=MIXED ID3=P-OIL

i
DEFINE bcl BLCCK-VAR BIDCR=RU1 ~SI’OIC VARIABLE=COEF &

ID1=2 ID2=CISOLID ID3=CORE
DBFINE bch41 B~-VAR BLOCK=RU1 ~=~IC VARIABLE=COEF &

ID1=2 ID2=MIXBD ID3=CH4
DEFINE bc2h61 BLCICK-VAR BLOCK=RU1 ~=SI’OIC VARIABLB=COEF &

ID1=2 ID2=MIXED ID3=C!2H6
DEFINE bc3h81 BLQCK-VAR BLOCK=RU1 ~=STOIC~=COEF &

ID1=2 ID2=MIXED ID3=C3H8
DEFINB bco21 BIAXK-VAR BLOCK=RU1

ID1=2 ID2=MIXED ID3=c02
DEFINB bh21 BLOCK-VAR BLOCK=RUl

ID1=2 ID2=MIXED ID3=H2
DEFINE bhhcl BL.OCX-VARBLOCK=RU1

SENIEKE=S’IOICVARIABLE=COEF &

SENIWNCB=S’TOICVARIABLE=COEF &

SENIEWB=S’IOICVARIABLE=COEF &

.
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ID1=2 ID2=MIXED xD3=hhc
DEFINE bh2sl BUXK-ILAR BLOCK=RLll~E=STOIC ~=COEF &

ID1=2 ID2=~ ID3=H2S
DEFINE bol BLOCK-VAR BIt3CK=RUl SENmNCE=mlc VNUABLB=COEF’ &

ID1=2 ID2=MIXED ID3=P-OIL
;

DEFINB ccl BLOCK-WAR BLOCX=RU1 ~=STOIC VAWABLE=COEP &
ID1=3 ID2-+ISOLID ID3=COXE

DEFINE cch41 BMCK-VAR BK)CK=RU1 ~-STQIC VNUABLE=COEF &
ID1=3 ID2=MIXED ID3-a4

DEFINE cc2h61 BLiXK-VAR BKXX=RU1 SEMWW2E=SI’OIC WRIABL&==EP &

ID1=3 ID2=MIXED ID3=C2H6
DEFINE cc3h81 BLOCK-VAR BLOCR=RU1 ~=STOIC ~-COEP &

ID1=3 ID2=MIXED ID3=C3H8
DEFINE CC021 BJX)CK-VARBLLICR=RU1

ID1=3 ID2=MIXED ID3=C02
DEFINE ch21 BLOCK-VAR ~=RUl

ID1=3 ID2=M12mD ID3=H2
DEFINE chhcl BI.OCK-~ BK)CR=RU1

ID1=3 ID2=MIXED ID3=hhc
DEFINE ch2sl BLCCK-VAR BIJXX=RUl

ID1=3 ID2=MIXED ID3=H2S
DEPINB CO1 BLOCK-VAR BLCKX=RU1

ID1=3 ID2=MIXED ID3=P-OIL
;

SENIEWE=STOIC VARIABLE=COEP &

~S’IOIC VARIABLB=CtXF &

~S’rQIc VmUmLE==EF &

~mIc VARIABLE=COEF &

~=S’TOIC VARIABLE=COEF &

DEFINE dcl BS.KXR-VARB14XR=RU1 ~STOIC ~=COEF &
ID1=4 ID2-%ISOLID ID3=COKE

DEP3NB dch41 BLOCK-VAR BK)CK=RUl SFNTEK!E=STOICVARIABLE=COEP &
ID1=4 ID2=MIXED ID3=CH4

DEFINE dc2h61 BLOCK-VAR RMCR=RU1 SPNITNX=STUIC ~=COEF &
ID1=4 ID2=MIXED ID3=C2H6

DEPINE dc3h81 BLOCK-VAR RLOCK=RU1 ~=STOIC VNUABE==OEF &
ID1=4 ID2=IKIXED ID3=C3H8

DEFINE dco21 BKL)CK-VARBI.CCR=RUl
ID1=4 ID2=MIXED ID3=CD2

DEFINE dh21 BLOCR-VAR BICCH=RU1
ID1=4 ID2=MIXED ID3=H2

DEFINE dhhcl BWCK-VAR BLOCK=RUl
ID1=4 ID2=MIXED ID3=hhc

DEFINS dh2sl BLCCK-VAR BIOCK=RU1
ID1=4 ID2=MIXED ID3=H2S

DEFINE dol BLOCR-VAR BLOCK=RU1
ID1=4 ID2=Mm ID3=P-OIL

;

~STOIC ~ -=COEF &

~S’IVIC VMUABLE=COEF &

SENmNE=sToIcvARIABLE==EF &

SEN1’ENCE=S’IOICVARIABLE=COEF &

SENTENCERS’lVICVARLABLE=COEF &

DEFINE ecl BLOCK-VAR BLOCK=RU1 SEMFENCE=~IC VMIABLE=COEF &
ID1=5 ID2=CISOLID ID3=CORE

DEFINB ech41 BLK3CK-VARBIOCK=~ ~ -SlX21CVARIABLE==EP &
ID1=5 ID2=MIXED ID3=CH4

DEFINE ec2h61 BLLICK-VARBIAXK=RU1 S~=STOIC WXCABLE=COEF &
ID1=5 ID2=MIXED ID3-=22H6

DEFINB ec3h81 BIJ2CK-VAREIOCX=RUl ~=STOIC VAFWME==OEF &
ID1=5 ID2=~ ID3-W3H8

DEFINB eco21 BILxX-VAR BIOCX=RUl
ID1=5 ID2=MIXED ID3=c02

DEFINE eh21 BLOCK-VAR BLOCK=RUl
ID1=5 ID2=MIXBD ID3=H2

DEFINE ehhcl BLOCK-VAR BIL3CK=RU1
ID1=5 ID2=MIXED ID3=hhc

DEFINB ehkl BIJ3CK-VARBIAX!K=RU1
ID1=5 ID2=MIXED ID3=H2S

DEFINE eol BLUCK-VAR BLCICK=RUl

SENTHWE=S’IOICVARIABLE=COEF &

SEN1’EKE=STOICVARIABLE=COEF &

SEN1’ENCE=STOICVARIABLE=COEF &

SENENCE=STOIC VARIABLE=COEF &

smrENcE=smIc VARIABLE=COEF &
ID1=5 ID2=MIXBD

;
DEFINE fcl BLiOCIC-VAR

ID3=P-OIL

BLQCK=RU1 SENI’BNCE=s’rozcVARIABLB=COEF &

.
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ID1=6 ID2=CISOLIDID3=COKB
DEFINB fch41 BLOCH-VAR BLOCIC=RU1SENIENCE=SIUICVARIABLE==OEF

ID1=6 ID2=MIXE0 ID3=CH4
DEFINB fc2h61 ~-VAR BLQCR=RU1 S~CE=STOIC VARIABLE=COEF

ID1=6 ID2=MIXED ID3=c2H6
DEFINE fc3h81 BLCCK-VAR BI.lXX=RUlSENTENCE=SIY)IC~=COEF

ID1=6 ID2=MIXED ID3=C3H8
DEFINE fco21 BLOCH-VAR BLOCR=RU1 SBNIENCB=.S’lDICVARIABLE=COEF

ID1=6 ID2=MIXED ID3=c02
DEFINE fh21 BLOCH-VAR BLCCK=RUl SENTENCERS’lY)ICVARIAME=CC)EF

ID1=6 ID2=MIXED ID3=H2
DEFINE fhhcl BI.4XK-VARBLCCR=RU1 ~SIQIC ~=EP

ID1=6 ID2=MIXED ID3=hhc
DEFINE fh2sl BIOCK-VAR BLOCR=RU1 SENl%NCE=SIDICVARIABLE=COEP

ID1=6 ID2=MIXED ID3=H2S
DBPINB fol BLOCK-VAR ELCCK=RU1 ~=SIVIC ~EF

ID1=6 ID2=MIXED ID3=P-OIL

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

I

DEPINE ac2 BLOCK-V.AR BLOCR=RU2 ~SI’QIC VARIAMS=CO* &
ID1=l ID2=CISK)LIDID3=COKE

DEFINE ach42 BLGC!R-VARBIlXK=RU2 ~STOIC ~EF &
ID1=l ID2=MIXED ID3=CH4

DEFINE ac2h62 BLOCK-VAR ELOCK=RU2 ~=SI’QIC VARIABLE=COEF &
ID1=l ID2=MIXED ID3=C2H6

DBFINB ac3h82 BLOCK-VAR BLOCK=RU2 SBNTBNCE=!31’OIC~=OEF &
ID1=l ID2=MIXBD ID3=c3H8

DEFINE aco22 BLCCK-VAR B143CR=RU2~E=S’lYUC VARIABLE=COEF &
ID1=l ID2=~ ID3=c02

DEFINE ah22 BLCCK-VAR BLOCR=RU2 SENFENCE=STOICVARIABLE-NOEF &
ID1=l ID2=MIXED ID3=H2

DEFINE ahhc2 BLOCK-VAR BLOCR=RU2 SENTENCE=SICIIC~=COEF &
ID1=l ID2=MIXED ID3=hhc

DEPINE ah2s2 BLGCR-VAR BLOCR=RU2 ~=S’I’OIC VARIAME=COEP &
ID1=l ID2=MIXED ID3=H2S

DEFSNE ao2 BLOCK-VAR BLOCK=RU2 ~STOIC VARU@LE=COEF &
ID1=l ID2=MIXED ID3=P-OIL

/
DEFINE bc2 BWCK-VAR BI.LX2K=RU2~STOIC VAMABLE=COEF &

ID1=2 ID2=CISOLID ID3=COKE
DEFINE bch42 BIL)CR-VARBKOCK=RU2 ~S’IDIC VARIABLE=COEF &

ID1=2 ID2=MIXED ID3=CH4
DEFINE bc2h62 BIA3CK-VARBLCCK=RU2 S~=SIKIIC VNUABLE=COEF &

ID1=2 ID2=MIXED ID3=C2H6
DEFINB bc3h82 BLOCK-VAR BU3CR=RU2 SENFENCE=STOIC~ -COEF &

ID1=2 ID2=MIXED ID3=c3H8
DEFINE bc022 BICCK-VAR BMCK=RU2 ~=SIVIC VARIABLE=COEF &

ID1=2 ID2=MIXED ID3=c02
DEFINE bh22 BLOCR-VAR BLOCK=RU2 SENIEWE—‘STOIC VARIABLB==OEF &

ID1=2 ID2=MIXED ID3=H2
DEFINE bhhc2 BLOCR-VAR BLOCR=RU2 ~STOIC VARI.ABIJ3=COEF&

ID1=2 ID2=MIXED ID3=hhc
DBFINE bh2s2 BLOCK-VAR BLOCR=RU2 S~ ‘STOIC VMIABLE=COEF &

ID1=2 ID2=MIXED ID3=H2S
DEFINE bo2 BLOCK-WAR BLCCK=RU2 SEIWEIWE=S’IYJICVARIABLE=COEF &

ID1=2 ID2=MIXED ID3=P-OIL
f

DEFINE CC2 BLOCK-VAR BLQCR=RU2 SENI’ENCE=S”R31CWRTABLE=COEP &
ID1=3 ID2=CISOLID ID3=com

DEFINE cch42 B~-VAR BLOCR=RU2 SENI’ENCE=STOICVARIABLE=COEF &
ID1=3 ID2=MIXED ID3=CH4

DEFINE cc2h62 BLOCK-VAR BLOCR=RU2 SENT-=STC)IC VARIABLB=COEF &
ID1=3 ID2=MIXED ID3=C2H6

DBFINE cc3h82 BLOCIC-VARBL.0CK=RU2SENTENCE=STOICVARIABLE=COEF &
ID1=3 ID2=MIXBD ID3=C3H8
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DEFINE CC022 BLOCK-VAR BLOCK=RU2
ID1=3 ID2=MIXED ID3=c02

DBFINE ch22 B~-VAR BLOCK=RU2
ID1=3 ID2=MIXED ID3=H2

DBFRIJE chhc2 BLOCK-VAR BUX21C=RU2
ID1=3 ID2=MIXBD ID3=hhc

DEPINB ch2s2 BLOCK-VAR BLOCK=RU2
ID1=3 ID2=MIXBD ID3=H2S

DEFINE C02 BLOCK-VAR BLOCK=RU2
ID1=3 ID2=MIXED ID3=P-OIL

;

~=STOIC VARIMLB=COEF &

~S’KUC WRH@UHnBP &

S~=S’IOIC WWIABLB=COEF &

~S’IUIC ~EP &

SBNIENCB=S’IOICVMIABLB=COEF &

DEFINE dc2 BLOCK-VAR BK)CK=RU2 ~=STOIC ~ &
ID1=4 ID2=CISOLIDID3=CmU?l

DBFINE dch42 BLOCK-WAR BLOCK=RU2 ~=SlOIC WUUABLE=COEP &
ID1=4 ID2=MIxED ID3=CH4

DBFINB dc2h62 BLCCX-VAR BLOCR=RU2 ~STOIC VMWBLE==BP &
ID1=4 ID2=MIXED ID3=C2H6

DEFINB dc3h82 BIAXK-VAR BI.LKX=RU2~= S’IOIC~=EF &
ID1=4 ID2=MIXBD ID3=C3H8

DEPINB dco22 BL41CK-VARBKCX=RU2
ID1=4 ID2=MIXED ID3=c02

DEPINE dh22 BLOCK-VAR BI.JXR=RU2
ID1=4 ID2=MIXED ID3=H2

DEFXNB dhhc2 BLOCK-WAR BLOCK=RU2
ID1=4 ID2=MIXED ID3=hhc

DEFINE dh2s2 BLOCK-VAR BLOCR=RU2
ID1=4 ID2=MIXED ID3=H2S

DEFINE do2 BLOCK-VAR BIOCK=RU2
ID1=4 ID2=MIXED ID3=P-OIL

;

~S’IVIC ~EF &

SENTEKE=STOIC ~=COEP &

~S!IOIC VAUABLE=COEF &

SENIENX=~IC ~=COEF

SENIZWB=STOIC ~EF

DEPINE ec2 BLOCK-VAR BK)CK=RU2 SENTEKX=STOIC ~EP &
ID1=5 ID2=CISOLID ID3=CCKE

DEPINE ech42 BIJ3CK-VARBLOCK=RU2 ~S’10IC VARIAMB=COEP
ID1=5 ID2=MIXED ID3=CH4

DEFINE ec2h62 BLCCK-VAR BLOCK=RU2 ~S?K)IC ~=BF
ID1=5 ID2=MIXED ID3=C2H6

DBFINE ec3h82 BL02K-VAR BWCK=RU2 ~~IC WUUABL@=BF
ID1=5 ID2=MIXBD ID3=C3H8

DEFINE eco22 BLOCK-VAR BIAXR=RU2
ID1=5 ID2=MIXED ID3=c02

DEFINE eh22 BLGCK-VAR BLQCK=RU2
ID1=5 ID2=MIXBD ID3=H2

DEFINE ehhc2 BLOCX-VAR ~=RU2
ID1=5 ID2=MIXED ID3=hhc

DEFINE eh2s2 BLOCK-VAR BLOCIC=RU2
ID1=5 ID2=MIXED ID3=H2S

DEFINE eo2 BLOCK-WAR BLOCR=RU2
ID1=5 ID2=MIXED ID3=P-OIL

#
DEFINE fc2 BIJXK-VAR BLOCK=RU2 ~STOIC ~BF &

ID1=6 ID2=CISOLID ID3=COKB
DEPINE fch42 BI.CICK-tiBMCR=RU2 SENIWWE=S’RXC WXIABLB=COEF

ID1=6 ID2=MIXEJ3 ID3=CH4
DEFINE fc2h62 BI.02K-VARBIOCK=RU2 ~=S1’OIC ~=BF

ID1=6 ID2=MIXED ID3=C2H6
DEFINB fc3h82 BLOCK-VAR BI.J3CK=RU2~=SIVIC VARnwE=coBF

ID1=6 ID2=MIXBD ID3=C3H8
DEPINB fco22 BLJ3CK-VARBLOCK=RU2

ID1=6 ID2=MIXED ID3-+02
DBFINB fh22 BLOCK-VAR BLOCX=RU2

ID1=6 ID2=MIXBD ID3=H2
DEFINE fhhc2 BLOCK-VAR BLOCX=RU2

ID1=6 ID2=MIXED ID3=hhc
DEFINE fh2s2 BLOCK-VAR BLOCK=RU2

SEWTEKX=S’JXYICVARIABLE==OEF

~=STOIC VARIABLB=COEF

SENI’BNCE=S’IOICVARIABLE=COBF

SBNTENCE=SlX31CVARIABLE=COBF

.
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ID1=6 ID2=MIXED ID3=H2S
DEFINE fo2 BLUCK-VAR BLOCK=RU2 SENI’EFKE=STC)ICVARIAELE-%OBP &

ID1=6 ID2=MIXED ID3=P-OIL
;

DEFINE ac3 BLOCR-VAR BLCCK=RU3 S~ENCE=STOIC VARIABLE=COEF &
ID1=l ID2=CISOLID ID3=CORE

DEFINE ach43 BLOCX-VAR BLCX2K=RU3 SBM’ENCE=STOICVARIABLE=COBF &
ID1=l ID2=MIXED ID3=CH4

DEFINE ac2h63 BLCCK-VAR BLOCK=RU3 SE@7T~=S’I’OICVARIABLE=COEF &
ID1=l ID2=MIXED ID3=C2H6

DEFINE ac3h83 BL13CK-VARBLOCK=RU3 SENTENCE.STCXICVARIABLE.COEF &
ID1=l ID2=MIXED ID3=C3HE

DEFINE aco23 BLCCK-VAR BWCK=RU3
ID1=l ID2=MIXED ID3=c02

DEFINE ah23 BLCCR-VARBLOCR=R~
ID1=l ID2=MIXED ID3=H2

DEFINE ahhc3 BLOCK-VARBIA3CK=RU3
ID1=l ID2=MIXBD ID3=bhc

DEFINE ah2s3 BLOCR-VAR BLCX2K=RU3
ID1=l ID2=MIXED ID3=H2S

DEFINE ao3 BLCCIC-VARBLOCR=RU3
ID1=l ID2=MIXED ID3=P-OIL

\
s~E=mICW=A=@=mEF &

~STOIC VARIABLE=COEF &

~=S’I’OIC~-aBF &

SENENCE=STOIC ILARIABLE=C6) &

SENIEtWE=STOICVARIABLE-+OEF &

DEFINE bc3 BLOCK-VAR BLCK!R=RU3~E=~Ic VmIABLE~EF L
ID1=2 ID2=CISOLID ID3=COKE

DEFINB bch43 BI.LCR-VARBL4)CR=RU3SEN1’EKE=STOICVARIABLB=COEF &
ID1=2 ID2=MIXED ID3=CH4

DBFINB bc2h63 BLOCK-VAR BLOCK=RU3 SEWTKWCE=STOICWUUABLE=COEF &
ID1=2 ID2=MIXED ID3=C2H6

DEFINE bc3h83 BLOCK-VAR BI.L3CK=RU3-BNCE=STOIC VARIABLE=COEF &
ID1=2 ID2=MIXED ID3=c3H8

DEFINE bco23 BLCCK-VAR BLOCR=RU3
ID1=2 XD2=MIXED ID3=c02

DEFINE bh23 BLCCK-VAR BLOCK=RU3
ID1=2 ID2=MIXED ID3=H2

DEFINE bhhc3 BLOCR-VAR BLOCK=RU3
ID1=2 ID2=~ ID3=hhc

DEFINE bh2s3 BLOCR-VARBWCK=RU3
ID1=2 ID2=MIXED ID3=H2S

DEFXNE bo3 BLM!R-VAR BLOCR=RU3
ID1=2 ID2=MIXED ID3=P-OIL

;

SENTENCE=STOICVARIABLE=COEF &

SENrENCE=S’lY)ICVARIABLE=COEF &

~E=wIc mRIABLE=COEF &

.S~E=S’I’OIC VMUABLE=COEF &

SENTENCERS’I’OIC~=COEF &

DEFINE CC3 BLOCK-VAR BLOCR=RU3 SEN!2BNCE=STKXCVAMABLE=COEF &
ID1=3 ID2=CISOLID ID3=COKE

DEFINE cch43 BLL3CK-VARBLCCK=RU3 ~mIc VAMABLE-aEF &
ID1=3 ID2=MIXED ID3=CH4

DEFINE cc2h63 BLOCK-VAR EMCK=RIJ3 ~=~IC WWU@LE=coEF &
ID1=3 ID2=MIXED ID3=C2H6

DEFINE cc3h83 BLOCK-VAR BMCK=RU3 SENFEWB=S’IUIC VMUABLB=COEF &
ID1=3 ID2=M3XED ID3=C3H8

DEFINE CC023 BLOCK-VAR BLOCK=RU3 SENTENE=STOIC VARIABLE=COEF &
ID1=3 ID2=MIXED ID3x02

DEFINE ch23 BLOCR-VAR BI13CK=RU3
ID1=3 ID2=MIXED ID3=H2

DEFINE chhc3 BLOCR-VAR BLOCK=RU3
ID1=3 ID2=MIXED ID3=hhc

DEFINB ch2s3 BL.CCK-VARBLOCK=RU3
ID1=3 ID2=MIXED ID3=H2S

DE~~ co3 B~-V~ ~=RU3

ID1=3 ID2=MIXED ID3=P-OIL
;

~-STOIC VARIABLE=COEF &

~=STOIC VANABLE=COEF &

SENI?ENCE=STOICVARIABLE-=COEF &

SENTENCE=WIC VARIAELB=COEF &

DEFINE dc3 BLOCK-VAR BLCICK=RU3SEM1’ENCE=STOICVARIABLE=COEF &
ID1=4 ID2=CISOLID ID3=COKE

DEFINE dch43 BLOCK-VAR BLOCK=RU3 SENIENCE=S’I’C)ICVARIABLE=COEF &
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ID1=4 ID2=MIXED ID3=CH4
DEFINE dc2h63 BLOCK-VAR BLOCR=RU3 ~Si’OIC ~=EF &

ID1=4 ID2=MIXED ID3=C2H6
DEFINS dc3h83 BLOCK-VAR BLOCK=RU3 ~=~IC ~.=EF &

ID1=4 ID2=MIXED ID3=C3H8
DEFINB dco23 BLOCK-VAR BI.02R=RU3

ID1=4 ID2=MIXED ID3=c02
DEFINE dh23 BIfXK-VAR BLJXK=RU3

ID1=4 ID2=MRCED ID3=H2
DEFINB dhhc3 BLCCR-VAR BIA3CR=RU3

ID1=4 ID2=MIXED ID3=hhc
DEFINB dh2s3 BLOCR-VAR BLWK=RU3

ID1=4 ID2=MIXED ID3=H2S
DBFINE do3 BLQCK-VAR BLOCR=RU3

ID1=4 ID2=MIXED ID3=P-OIL

DEFINE ec3 BLCCK-VAR BICCK=RU3 S~S’lWC WUWWJXOEF &
ID1=5 ID2=CISOLID ID3=CCKE

DEFINE ech43 BLOCK-VAR BLCXK=RU3 SENI%NCB=S’IQIC~EF &
ID1=5 ID2=MIXED ID3=CH4

DBFINE ec2h63 BLOCK-VAR BU3CK=RU3 ~=.91VIC ~=OEF &
ID1=5 ID2=MIXED ID3=C2H6

DEFINE ec3h83 BMCK-VAR BLOCK=RU3 ~=S1’OIC ~=EP &
ID1=5 ID2=MIXE.D ID3=C3H8

DEFINE eco23 BLOCK-VAR BIJ3CR=RU3
ID1=5 ID2=MIXED ID3=c02

DEFINE eh23 BI.KXR-VARBLOCK=RU3
ID1=5 ID2=MIXED ID3=H2

DEFINE ehhc3 BLLXK-VAR BIL)CR=RU3
ID1=5 ID2=~ ID3=hhc

DEFINE eh2s3 BW(X-VAR BLOCR=R#
ID1=5 ID2=141XED ID3=H2S

DBFINE eo3 BLOCK-VAR BXlXX=RU3
ID1=5 ID2=MIXED ID3=P-OIL

:

~S’lXHC~EE’ &

SEWTRWE=S’IOICVARH@LE=COEP &

SEN1’EWE=S’IOIC~EF &

~E=SlOIC VAUABLE=COEF &

~STOIC~EF &

DEFINE fc3 BLOCX-VAR BI.0CR=RU3~=STOIC VMUABLE=COEF &
ID1=6 ID2<ISOLID ID3=COKB

DEFINE fch43 BX.CCK-VARBILx2K=RU3~SITIIC VANABLE=COEP &
ID1=6 ID2=441XED ID3=CH4

DEFINE fc2h63 BL43CK-VARBIAXR=RU3 ~-SI’OIC ~EF &
ID1=6 ID2=MIXED ID3=C2H6

DEFINE fc3h83 B14X!K-VARBLOCK=RU3 ~=STOIC VMUARLB=COEF &
ID1=6 ID2=MIXED ID3=C3H8

DEFINE fco23 BIOCR-VAR BWCK=RU3
ID1=6 ID2=MIXED ID3=c02

DEFINB fh23 B14XR-VAR BLOCK=RU3
ID1=6 ID2=MIXE0 ID3=H2

DEFINB fhhc3 BLQCK-VAR BLCCK=RU3
ID1=6 ID2=MIXE0 ID3=hhc

DEFINE fh2s3 BLOCK-VAR BLCCK=RU3
ID1=6 ID2=NIXED ID3=H2S

DEFINE fo3 BKXK-VAR BLOCR=RU3
ID1=6 ID2=MIXED ID3=P-OIL

DEFINE seal BIJXK-VAR BLOCR=RU1
ID1=l

DEFINE bed BLJXK-VAR BLOCK=RU1
ID1=2

DEFINE ced ~-VAR BIDCR=RU1
ID1=3

DEFINE deal BWCK-VAR BL.OCR=RU1
ID1=4

DEFINS eeal BLLICK-VARBX..OCK=RU1
ID1=5

~S’IQIC VARHWJ3=COBP &

SEWENCE=S’IWC WWIABLE=COEF &

SENTEKX=STOIC VARIAWE=COEF &

~~IC VARIABE=COEP &

SENIENCB=SlOICVARI?WX=COEF &

WNIXNCE=RATE-CON VARIABLE=PRE-EXP &

sEmENCE=RATE-coN VARIABLE=PRE-EXP &

smWENCH=RATE-coN VARIABLE=PRE-EXP &

sEmENCE=RATE-coN VARIABLB=PRE-EXP & -

SE?WENCE=RATB-CONVARIABLE=PRE-BXP &
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;
;
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F

;
F
.

;
F
;
F
F
;

;
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
;

;
F

———— ..— —-—--
DEFINE teal BmCK-VAR J3LCCK=RU1

ID1=6
DEFINE aea2 BLOCK-WAR BLOCK=RU2

ID1=l
DEFINE bea2 BLOCK-VAR BLOCK=RU2

ID1=2
DEFINE cea2 BLL3CK-VARBI.0CK=RU2

ID1=3
DEFINE dea2 B143CK-VARBLOCK=RU2

ID1=4
DEFINE eea2 BLOCR-VAR BLOCK=RU2

ID1=5
DEFINE fea2 BLOCK-VAR BLOCK=RU2

ID1=6
DEFINE aea3 BLCCIC-VARBLOCK=RU3

ID1=l
DEFINE bed BICCIC-VARRLOCK=RU3

ID1=2
DEFINE C- ~-VAR BL4XK=RU3

ID1=3
DEFINE dea3 BLCICR-VARBK)CK=RU3

ID1=4
DEFINE eea3 ~-VAR BLOCK=RU3

ID1=5
DEFINE fea3 BLOCK-VAR BIC)CK=RU3

ID1=6

defiqe gas nw’s for later use
ioff=ifcnmc(‘MW’)
n=kccidc(‘CH4’)
wch4=plx(ioff+n)
n=kccidc(‘C2H6’)
wc2h6=plx(ioff+n)
n=kccidc(‘C3H8’)
wc3h8=plx(ioff+n)
n=kccidc(‘C02’)
WC02 =pI.x(ioff+n)
n=kccidc(‘H2’)
wh2 =plx(ioff+n)
n=kccidc(‘H2S’)
wh2s =pI.x(ioff+n)

COKE
n=kccidc(‘COXE’)
Wc =pI.x(ioff+n)

P-OIL
n=kccidc(‘P-OIL’)
Wo =pI.x(ioff+n)

HHc
n=kccidc(‘HHC’)
whhc =plx(ioff+n)

normalize gas

sEmmucE=FfATE-coN

SENTEKE=RATE-CON

SENTENCE=RATE-CON

smTmc13=RATE-coN

~=RATE-CON

sENmNCE=RATE-coN
t

~=RATE-CON

~=RATB-CON

sEmTNcE=RATE-CoN

smTENCE=RATE-mN

SmNmNCE=RATE-CQN

SEmmWE=RATE-CXIN

sENmWE=RATE-coN

sum=xch4+xc2h6+xc3h8+xco2+xh2+xhhC+xh2S
xch4=xch4/SUIU
xc2h6=xc2h6/sum
xc3h8=xc3h8/sum
xco2=xco2/sum
xh2=xh2/sum
xhhc=xhhc/sum
xh2s=xh2s/sum

conmute gas averacremw

vARmBm=PRE-ExP &

VARIABLE=PRE-EXP&

VARIABLE=PRE-EXP&

V7WIABm-PRE-ExP &

VARIABLE=PRE-EXP &

VARIZ4BLE=PRE-EXP &

VARIABLE=PRE-EIKP &

VARIABLE=PRE-EXP &

VARIABLE=PRE-EXP &

vARIABaPRE-ExP &

VARIABLE=PRE-EXP &

VARIABLE=PRE-EXP &

VARIABLE=PRE-EXP &

kx=&ch4*wch4;xc2h6 *wc2h6+xc3h8*wc3h8+xco2*wco2+xh2*wh2
& +xhhc*whhc+xh2s*wh2s

.
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;
;
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F

For VR reaction
n=kccidc(‘VR’)
m =plx(ioff+n)
wtc=wm*wtfc
wto=wln*wtfo
Wtg=wm-wtc-wto
Xmolg=wtghmix
ackwtclwc
aol=wto/wo
ach41 =xxnolg*xch4
ac2h61=xmolg*xc2h6
ac3h81=xmolg*xc3h8
aco21 =xmolg*xco2
ah21 =xmolg*xh2
ahhcl =xmolg*xhhc
ah2sl =xmolg*xh2s

F aeal=akin
F aea2=akin
F aea3=akin

k
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F

For HVGO reaction
n=kccidc(’HVGO’)
wm =pI.x(ioff+n)
wtc=wm*wtfc
wto=tan*wtfo
Wtg-w-wtc-wto
Xrnolg=wtghxllix
bcl-wtc/wc
bol-*o/wo
bch41 =xmolg”xch4
bc2h61=xnolg*xc2h6
bc3h81=xmolg*xc3h8
bco21 =xmolg*xco2
bh21 =xmolg*xh2
bhhcl =xmolg’xhhc
bh2sl =xmolg*xh2s

F beal=akin
F bea2=akin
F bea3=akim

;
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F

For LVGO reaction
n=kccidc(’LVW’)
Wm =plx(ioff+n)

wtc=wm*wtfc
wto=Wn*wtfo
Wtg=wm-wtc-wto
)anolg=wtgmnix
Ccl=wtchc
col=wto/wo
cch41 =xmolg*xch4
cc2h61=xmolg*xc2h6
cc3h81=xmolg*xc3h8
CC021 =xmolg*xco2
ch21 =xmolg*xh2
Chhcl =lanolg*xhhc
ch2sl =mtdg%dm

F ceal=akin
F cea2=akin
F cea3=akin
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;
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F

For AGO reaction
n=kccidc(’~’)
Wm -qd.x(ioff+n)
Wtc=wnl”wtfc
wto=wm*wtfo
Wtg=wnl-wtc-wto
mlg=wtghmix
dcl=wtchc
dol=wtolwo
dch41 =xmolg*xch4
dc2h61=xmolg*xc2h6
dc3h81=)anolg*xc3h8
dco21 =xmolg*xco2
ml =xlnolg*xh2
dhhcl =Xmolg’xhhc
msl =mlolg”xhh

F deal=akin
F dea2=akin
F dea3=akin
I

I

F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F

F
F
F
;
;

For KERO reaction
n=kccidc(’KERO’)
m =plx(ioff+n)
Wtc=wln’wtfc
wto=wnl*wtfo
Wtg=win-wtc-wto
XllWlg=wtghmix
ecl=wtc/wc
eol=wto/wo
ech41 -~lg*xch4
ec2h61=molg*xc2h6
ec3h81=xmolg*xc3h8
eco21 =xlnolg*xco2
eh21 =lamlg*xh2
ehhcl =Ianolg’xhhc
eh2sl =xInolg*xh2s

eeal=akin
eea2=akin
eea3=akin

For HNAPH reaction
F n=kccidc(’HNAPH’)
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F

F
F
F
;
; set

Wm =plx(ioff+n)
wtc=wm*wtfc
wto=wln*wtfo
Wtg=wln-wtc-wto
xmolg=wtg/wmix
fcl=wtc/wc
fol*o/wo
fch41 =xmolg*xch4
fc2h61=xmolg*xc2h6
fc3h81=mnolg*xc3h8
fco21 =xmolg*xco2
fh21 =xmolg*xh2
fhhcl =xmolg”xhhc
msl =xmolg*xh2s

feal.akin
fea2=akin
fea3=akin

reactors 2 & 3 to reactor 1 stoic

.

‘G
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F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F

;
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F

;
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
;
F
F
F
F
F
F
F

ac2=acl
ao2=aol
ach42 =ach41
ac2h62=ac2h61
ac3h82=ac3h81
aco22 =aco21
ah22 =ah21
ahhc2=abhcl
ah2s2 =ah2Sl
ac3=ac1
ao3=aol
ach43 =ach41
ac2h63=ac2h61
ac3h83=ac3h81
aco23 =aco21
ah23 =ah21
ahhc3=ahhcl
ah2s3 =ah2sl

bc2=bcl
bo2=bol
bch42 =bch41
bc2h62=bc2h61
bc3h82=bc3h81
bco22 =bco21
bh22 =bh21
bhhc2=bhhcl
bh2s2 =bh2sl
bc3=bcl
bo3=bol
bch43 =bch41
bc2h63=bc2h61
bc3h83=bc3h81
bco23 =bco21
bh23 =bh21
bhhc3=bhhcl
bh2s3 =bh2sl

CC2=CC1
C02=C01
cch42 =cch41
cc2h62=cc2h61
cc3h82=cc3h81
CC022 =CC021
ch22 =ch21
chhc2=chhcl
ch2s2 =ch2sl
CC3=CC1
C03=C01
cch43 =cch41
cc2h63=cc2h61
cc3h83=cc3h81
CC023 =cc021
ch23 =ch21
chhc3=chhcl
ch2s3 =ch2sl

dc2=dcl
do2=dol
dch42 =dch41
dc2h62=dc2h61
dc3h82=dc3h81
dco22 =dco21
dh22 =dh21

.
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F
F.
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
;
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F

;
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
;

dhhc2=dhhcl
dh2s2 =Wsl
dc3=dcl
do3=dol
dch43 =dch41
dc2h63=dc2h61
dc3h83=dc3h81
dco23 =dco21
dh23 =dh21
dhhc3=dhhcl
dh2s3 =~sl

ec2=ecl
eo2=eol
ech42 =ech41
ec2h62=ec2h61
ec3h82=ec3h81
eco22 =eco21
eh22 =ah21
ehhc2=ehhcl
eh2s2 =eh2sl
ec3=ecl
eo3=eol
ech43 =ech41
ec2h63=ec2h61
ec3h83=ec3h81
eco23 =eco21
ah23 =eh21
ehhc3=ehhcl
eh2s3 =eh2sl

fc2=fcl
fo2=fol
fch42 =fch41
fc2h62=fc2h61
fc3h82=fc3h81
fco22 =fco21
fh22 =ml
fhhc2=fhhcl
fh2s2 =fh2sl
fc3=fcl
fo3=fol
fch43 =fch41
fc2h63=fc2h61
fc3h83=fc3h81
fco23 =fco21
fh23 =ml
fhhc3=fhhcl
fh2s3 =fh2Sl

EXECUTE BEFORE RU1

;======...=====..======.============.=======..=-.=....=.==..==========.===

; Control
;==..==....======.=================.====.=.=..=.=.==.=.=.=======...======

ACCOUNT-INFO ACCOUNT=HPASPEN PRCUECT-ID=P &
PRCLJECT-NAME=”OilUpgrading” USER-NAMB=”CHE”

IN-UNITS S1 TEMPERATURE=C

;OUT-UNITSENS VOLUME-~=’~/~y! ENI’HALPY-FLQ=’MMBTu/HR’&
; VOLUME=BBL HEAD=FT HEAT=MMBTU
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REPORT LINES=78

RUN-CONTROL MAK-TIWE=180

CONV-OFTIONS
PARAN TEAR-ME’IHOD=BROYDEN
WEG.91’EINMAXIT=60

; allows property pararmters to be examined
PROPERTY-REPORT P~

“----- Report Style 1 ------------------------------------------------,
;STREAIW-REPORT B70f3LEF10t STDVOLFUW PROPERTIES=PETRO TOTAL

PROP-SEr PETRO CPMX VLSTIXX APISTD SGSTD WAT TBPCRV D86CRV &
D1160CRV UNITS=’BBLJDAY’ ‘BBL/HR’SUBSTREAM=MIXED &
BASIS=DRY

PRoP-SEr PETR02 VLSITMXAPISTDSGS1’DWAT &
UNITS=’BBL/UiY’ ‘RBL/HR’SUBSTREAM=MIXED &
BASIS=DRY

PROP-SET VISC MUWX I(MX ~-Ll

PROP-SET VISCG MUMK PHASE=V

;
PRoP-sm mAL Cmlx TBuB PBuB MASSVFRAC

‘----- Report Style 2 ------------------------------------------------
.k!lWU4-R13P0RT WAS,SFLKM PROPERTIES=PETR02 VISC VISCG 01 02 05 ; 01 & 02 See C)U’1’section

‘----- Report Style 3 ------------------------------------------------,
i primary flowsheet Strealns
;STREAM-REPORTWIDE MAS~ NOZEROFLCW PROPERTIES=05&
; INCL—STREAMS=&
i COIL-O CONDH-G CONDH-FW CONIEi-o&
; CONDL-~ CONDL-G CONDL-O CPMP-O CSU-FW CSU-G CSU-O CWSU-O &
; FEED FOIL-G FOIL-O FPMP-O FUEL-G .S
; GASR-G1 GASR-G2 &
i HTR-E ?iTXG-EITIXG-GRTXO-E RTXO-O &
; IPMP-E &
; MXA-E MXAA-E MXB-O MXC-G &
; PGSU-E PGSU-G PSU-W2 PRD-O PUMP-E &
; RUGS-G &
i SSU-W2 &
; Wcu-w WSU-W2 &
; W.2U-QRTR-Q CONDH-Q CONDH-Q COIL-Q &
; IPNP-WK PUWP-WK CPMP-WK FPMP-WK

; Property sets used in c~utations & printout

PROP-SEI’PRHOL RWOMX PHASE=L UNITS=’KG/CUM’
PROP-SET PPJiOVRHOMX PHASE=V UNITS=’KG/CUM’
PROP-SET PFLWL MASSFLWX PHASE=L

PROP-SET 01 APISTD
PROP-SET 02 MASSFLWX ~L2
PROP-SET 03 MASSFLWX FI-U4SE=L1
PROP-SEX’ 04 MUMX PHASE=L1
PROP-SEI’ 05 NASSVFRAC
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. ----====== =======.======== ..=. .= .= =.==.== =--------- . . . . . . .. ==... =.==== . ., ----
; Ccmponent & property Setup
;======= .===.. ====.======= .=.===...==..=..........===.......=....=.==.===

SIN-OPTIONS FREE-WATER=YES

INSERT * API ; use API for liqyid volumes in all option sets
;PRoPERTIEs PIWHV2 SOLU-WATER=O
PROPERTIES GRAYSON SOLU-WATER=l
;PROPERTIES PSRK SOLU-WATER=O

DATABANKS PURECOW / AQUEOUS / SOLIDS / INO~C / NCWLSPENPCD

PROP-SOURCES ~ONP / IiQUEOUS j SOLIDS / IIWWANSC

; Section to change volubility c~utation. Data #2
PROP-DATA

PROP-LIST

;
# set low MW to zero

PVAL C2H6
PVAL C3H8
PvAL HHc
PVAL P-OIL

; Default values

; PVALHNAPH

# PVALKERO

: PVAL AGO

; PVAL LVGO

i mHVGO
; PVALVR

WATSOL
Cil

-lo
-lo
-lo
-lo

7.35939
7.24358
7.12479
6.98712
6.85205
6.72077

; exP(cl+c2/T+c3*T)
Ci2 Ci3 “’G

0.0 0
0.0 0
0.0 0
0.0 0

-4352.68 0
-4328.52 0
-4303.77 0
-4275.15 0
-4247.13 0
-4219.96 0

; Active values (parameters with maxima in volubility curve)
PVALHNAPH 24.35 -8000 -0.019
PvAL KERo 24.35 -8000 -0.019
PVAL AGO 24.35 -8000 -0.019
PVAL LVGO 24.35 -8000 -0.019
PVALHVGO 24.35 -8000 -0.019
PVALVR 24.35 -8000 -0.019

CmPoNmTs ; Data #28
H20 H20 H20 / CH4 CH4 CH4 / C2H6 C2H6 c2H6 / c3H8 C3H8 C3H8 &

/HHCC4H10-l HHC /H2SH2S H2S/C02C02C02/H2 H2H2&
/ P-OIL / COIC!3C COXE

X-USER

; PC-DEl?ASPEN
; PC-DE!? AsPEN
; PC-DEF ASPEN

i PC-DEF ASP~

i PC-DEE’ASPEN

; PC-DEF ASPEN

; PC-DEF ASPEN

; PC-DEl?ASPEN

; PC-DEF ASPEN
PC-DEl?ASPEN

P-LE NBP= o API=60
P-MW50 NBP= 51.7 API=55
P-LNAPH NBP= 121.1 API=50
P-HNAPH NBP= 176.7 API=45
P-KERO NBP= 232.2 API=35
P-m NBP= 301.7 API=30
P-LVGO NBP= 385 API=25
P-HVGO NBP= 482.2 API=20
P-VR NBP= 648.9 API=1O
P-OIL NBP= 121.1 API=50 ;NBPin C ; Data #27

Oil composition section ‘ ; Wta #1
k-cALc

PC-SET CRUDE
PC-IDS OPTION=LIST’&

LIST=LE LGASOLNAPH HNAPHKERO AGO LVUOHVGO VR
; CUl15LISI’=O 60 175 300 400 500 650 800 1000 1600

.
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CUTS LIST= O 15.6 79.4 148.9 204.4 260 343.3 426.7 537.8 871.1

ADA-SETUP
ADA-SETUP PRCCEDURE—-REL9

ASSAY CUT.1 ; made up
ASSAY-DATA API=37.1-

;<F>DIST-CX.IIWED86 O
DIS1’-CURVED86 O

ASSAY CUT2
ASSAY-DATA AEI=29.9

;<F>DIST-CURVE D86 O
; /5
; / 40
; / 80

DISIW!URW D86 O
/5
/ 40
/ 80

AssAY CUI’3
ASSAY-DATA API=23.7

;<F>DIST-C’URVE D86 O
; /5
; / 40
; / 80

DIST-CURVE D86 O
/5
/ 40
/ 80

ASSAY CUT4 ; Vac
ASSAY-DATA API=16.O

;@>DIST-CURVE TBPLV O
; /5
i / 40
; / 80

DIST-CURVE TBPLV O
/5
/ 40
/ 80

AssAY CVT5 ; Vac
ASSAY-DATA API=13.8

;c~DIST-CURVE TBPLV O
; /5
; / 40
; / 80

DIST-CURVE TBPLV O
/5
/ 40
/ 80

ASSAY CUT6 ; Vac
ASSAY-DATA API=4.6

;<F>DIST-CURV’ETBPLV O
; /5

360 / 20 365 / 80 370 / 100 375
182.2 / 20 185.0 / 80 187.8 / 100 190.6

430 &
446 / 10 450 / 20 456 / 30 462 &
466 / 50 470 / 60 476 / 70 482 &
490 / 90 504 / 95 508 / 99 514
221.1 &
230.0 / 10 232.2 / 20 235.6 / 30 238.9 &
241.1 / 50 243.3 / 60 246.7 / 70 250.0 &
254.4 1 90 262.2 / 95 264.4 / 99 267.8

520 &
544 / 10 558 / 20 562 / 30 568 &
570 / 50 574 / 60 580 / 70 584 &
590 / 90 600 / 95 610 / 99 618
271.1 &
284.4 / 10 292.2 / 20 294.4 / 30 297.8 &
298.9 / 50 301.1 / 60 304.4 / 70 306.7 &
310.0 / 90 315.6 / 95 321.1 / 99 325.6

637 &
664 / 10 683 / 20 688 / 30 698 &
708 / 50 718 / 60 737 / 70 755 &
778 / 90 806 / 95 827 / 99 844
336.1 &
351.1 / 10 361.7 I 20 364.4 / 30 370.0 &
375.6 / 50 381.1 / 60 391.7 / 70 401.7 &
414.4 / 90 430.0 / 95 441.7 / 99 451.1

686 &
734 / 10 760 / 20 797 / 30 816 &
834 / 50 851 / 60 868 / 70 887 &
908 / 90 938 / 95 952 / 99 973
363.3 &
390.0 / 10 404.4 / 20 425.0 / 30 435.6 &
445.6 / 50 455.0 / 60 464.4 / 70 475.0 EC
486.7 / 90 503.3 / 95 511.1 I 99 522.8

917 &
938 / 10 979 / 20 998 &

i / 40 1045 / 60 1085 / 80 1130 / 90 1165
DIST-CURVE TBPLV O 491.7 &

/ 5 503.3 / 10 526.1 / 20 536.7
/ 40 562.8 / 60 585.0 / 80 610.0 / 90 629:4
; Above 20% from log probability curve
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BLEND CRUDB

; core labs crude API 12
; MASS-FRAC CUTl 0.0087 / CWr2 0.0536 / CUT3 0.108 / &
; CUT4 0.1479 / CUT5 0.2194 / CUT6 0.4608
; add lights to get API of 13.5

MASS-FRAC curl 0.0496 / CUT2 0.0764 / CU1’30.1007 / &
CUT4 0.1378 1 CUTS 0.2045 / CUT6 0.4295

; =============.= .===== ..==. .===. ==== ======.=.. ..=== ==========. .==== ===
; Flowsheet
.----------------------------------------------A -----,_______________________________________________=_____.================

FLcMsHEEr

; Area A --------------------------------------------------------
BLccK PFW
BLocx Psu
BLocxm
BLWXIPMP
BLOCXPRH
BLocx PGSU
BLOCXIHJXl
BLOCKSFW
BLCK!XSSU
BLOCX WCU
BLWXMXAA

Iw=FEm

IN=PFW-FW
IN=Psu-wl PFw-o
~=~-E
IN=IPMP-EGASR-G1
IN=PRH-E
IN=PGSU-E
IN=IHTR-E
IN=sFw-m
IN=SSU-W2
IN=SSU-W3.SFw-o

our=PFw-o PFW-FW
OUI’=PSU-W1PSU-W2 ‘k.-b
OUI’=MXA-E
OUT=IPMP-E IPMP-WK
OU1’=PRH-E
OUI’=FGSU-GPGSU-E
OUI’=IHTR-E11-Fl’R-Q
OUT=SFW-O SFW-FW
Our=ssu-wl SSU-W2
O~=kK!U-W WCU-Q
OU1’=MXAA-E

; Area B --------------------------------------------------------

BLOCX XGSU IN=MIWi-E OUT=XGSU-G XGSU-E
BMCX PUMP IN=XGSU-E OUI’’=PUMP-E PUMP-WK
BLOCX HTXG IN=GASR-G2 PUMP-E OUl=HTXG—G HTXG-E
BLOCX HTXO IN=RI’XG-E MXB-O OUT==HTXO-E HTXO-O
BIJ3CXHTR IN=I?XXO-E OUT=HTR-E HTR-Q

;meac ------------ -------------------------------- ------------

BLQ2K RU1 IN=HTR-E OUT=RU1-E
BLOCX RU2 IN=RU1-E OWI’=RU2-E
BLOCX RU3 IN=RU2-E OUI’=RU3-E
BLOCK RUGS IN=RU3-E OUI’=RUGS-GRUGS-E
B= GASR IN=RlX3S-G OW1’=GASR-GlGASR-G2
BILX2XRFW IN=RIX2.S-E our=REw-o m-m
BLOCXRSU IN=RFW-FW our=Rsu-wl RSU-W2
BLQCX MXB Iw=Rsu-wl RFW-o our=MxB-o

; Area D --------------------------------------------------------
BLOCXMXC

BLOCK CONDL
BLOCXCONDH
BLocx Csu

BLCCXMXG

BLCCX MXWSU

BLOCK WSU
BLOCK Cwsu
BLWX XxGsu

IN=PX3TJ-G FOIL-G ~=MXC-G
IN=MXC-G oUr=mNm-G CoNDL-o coNDL-mcoNDL-Q
IN=HTXG—G OUI’=CONEH-GCKINDH-oCX3NrXi-mcoNlx-I-Q
IN=CONDH-G CONDH-O CONIX-I-m&

OUT=CSU-G CSU-O CSU-FW
IN=CONDL-GCSU-G XXGSU-G &

OU’EFUEL-G
IN=CONDL-EWCONDL-O CSU-FW CSU-O &

OU’I=MXWSU-OMXWSU-FW
IN=MXWSU-FW Our=wsu-wlWSU-W2
IN=MXWSU-O Wsu-wl m=cwsu-o
IN=CWSU-O OUT=XXGSU-GXXGSU-O

; Area E --------------------------------------------------------
BLOCX FOIL IN=H1’Xo-O OUT=FOIL-GFOIL-O FOIL-Q
BLOCX COIL IN=FOIL-O OU’J!=COIL-OCOIL-Q
BLGCX CR4P IN=COIL-O 0UT=CR4P-OCPMP-WX
BLOCK PRD IN=CPMP-O FPMP-o OUI!=PRD-O
BLOCK FPMP IN=XXGSU-O CUT=FPMP-O FPMP-WX

.----------------------------------------------------------------------,----------------------------------------------------------------------
; Streams

.
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. ______________________________________________________________________, ______________________________________________________________________

DEF—STRmm MIXCISLD ALL
DEF—STRmm HEAT HTR-Q COIL-Q IHTR-Q CONDL-Q CONDH-Q FOIL-Q I.WU-Q
DEF—STREAMS WORX PUMP-WK IFMP-W CPMP-WK FPMP-WK

SrREAMFEED
SUBSTREAM MIXED TEMP=1OO +?=-PRES=1O -qpsi> ; Data #O
STDVOL-FLCW CRUDE 3000 <BBL/DAY>
STDVOL-FLW H20 30000 <BBL/DAY>

; =...== ==...== =======. ====.. .==..=. ==. . . . . .==...=. =======..========== ==
; Block specifications
;===.=.======.==============...=====...===....==..=.==....====.======.=

; Area A --------------------------------------------------------

BLOCK PFW MIXER
DESCRIPTION ‘Artificalseparation of free water’

BLocK Psu FSPLIT
DESCRIPTION ‘Initialwater separation’
PARAM NPHASE=l PHASE=L
FRAC PSU-Wl 0.5 ; split set in FPSU

FORTRAN FPSU
F comnon /usrl/ rtres, tihtr, worl, wor2, wor3, wor4, worf

DEFINE fwato MASS-FILM STRE?4M=PW-O COMPONENI’=H20
DEFINE foilt fn’REAM-VARsTRBAM=PIW-o vARIABLE=MAss-FKIW
DEFINE fwat SI’REAM-VARSTREAM=FFW-FWVARIABLE=MASS-FWW
DEFINE wsplt BMCK-VAR BLOCK=PSU SENTENCE=FRAC&

VMW+BLE=FRAC IDl=PSU-Wl
F Wtot=fwato+fwat
F foil=foilt-fwato
F foil=sax(foil,0.0001)
F wor=wtot/foil
F if (wor .gt. worl) then
F w=foil*worl
F Ws=w-fwato
F if (ws .gt. 0.0 and. fwat .gt. 0.0) then
F Wsplt=wslfwat
F else
F Wsplt=o.o
F mdi f
F else
F Wsplt=l.o
F endif

RJ?AD-VARS fwato foilt fwat
WRITE-W Wsplt

BLOCKMXA MIXER
DESCRIPTION ‘Recombineoilhater ‘

BLQ2K IPMP PUMP
DESCRIPTION ‘Initialpumping to raise pressure for heat reovery’
PARAM PFU3S=1OO+si> ; Pressure set in FINPUT

BLOCK PRH MIXER
DE~XIPTION ‘Ccxnbinehot reactor vapors’

BmcKPGsu FLAsH2
DESCRIPTION ‘Separateout gas phase’

\ PARAM DuTY=o
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BIAXKIHTRHEATBR
DESCRIPTION ‘Trim temperatureprior
PARAM TBMP=300 <F> PRES=O -qsi> ;

FORTRAN FIHTR
F connnon/usrl/ rtres, tihtr, worl,

to setting reator water level’
Temperature set in FIHTR

wor2, wor3, wor4, worf
DEFINE tin STREAM-VAR STREAM=PGSU-E VMUABLE=TEMP
DEFINE tset BLCCK-VAR BLOCR=IHTR SmrENCE=PARAM VARIABLE=TEMP

F if (tihtr le. tin) then
F tset=tin
F else
F tset=tihtr
F endif

READ-VARS tin
WRITE-VARS tset

BLOCK SFW MIXER
DESCRIPTION ‘Artificalseparation of free water’

BLocK Ssu
“G

FSPLIT
DESCRIPTION ‘Secondarywater separation’
PARAM NPHASE=l PHASE=L
FRAC SSU-Wl 0.5 ; split set inFSSU

JKIRTRANFSSU
F

F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F

conmon /usrl/ rtres, tihtr, worl, wor2, wor3, wor4, worf
DEFINE fwato MASS-FL4W STREAM=SFW-O mMPOmm=H20
DEFINE foilt S1’REAM-VARSTREAM=SFW-O VMIABLE=MASS-FLOW
DEFINE fwat S1’REAM-VARSTREAM—-m-m vARIABLE—-MASS-m
DBFINE wsplt BLOCK-VAR BLLKX=SSU ~=FRAC &

VARIABM=FRAC IDl=ssu-wl
Wtot=fwato+fwat
foil=foilt-fwato
foil=max(foil,O.0001)
wor=wtot/foil
if (wor .gt. wor2) then

w=foil*wor2
Ws=w-fwato
if (WS .gt. 0.0 and. fwat .gt. 0.0) then

wsplt=ws/fwat
else

Wsplt=o.o
endif

else
Wsplt=l.o

endif
RIZM1-VIW@ fwato foilt tit
WRITE-VARS wsplt

BLOCKWU HEATER
DESCRIPTION ‘Coolwater frcxnSSU’
PARAM ‘ImlP=75<m PREs=o

BLCCKMXAAMIXER
DESCRIPTION ‘Recombineoil/water ‘

; Area B --------------------------------------------------------

BLOCK XOSU FLASH2
DESCRIPTION ‘Separateout gas phase to insure PUMP calculation ok’
PARAM DIrI’Y=o

EI.43CKFUMP PUMP
DESCRIPTION ‘Pumpprimary emulsion to desired pressure’
PARAM PRES=2000 <psi> ; Reactor pressure set in FINPUT.
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BLOCK HTXGHEATX
DESCRIPTION ‘Heat recovery heat exchanger (gas/oil)‘
PARAM DELT-Hm=70 <m ; Approach temp set in FINPW
HEAT-TR-COEP U=50 <BTW/HR-SQFT-~ ; Overall heat tx coef kta #22
FEEDs HOT=GASR-G2 COLD=PUMP-E
PRODUCrS HCY1’=H’l?XG-(2COLD=lnx2-E

BLOCK HTXO HEATX

DE~pTI~ ‘H-t r--w heat exchanger (oil/oil)‘
PARAM DELT-HOT=70 ; Approach tesp (F) set in FINPUl!

; H131W-~-CO= u=60 cB’ru/?&m-w “ Overall heat tx coef Data #22
HEAT-TR-COEF L-L=30 <BTU/HR-SQFT-Ib‘&

L-B=1OO <BTU/HR-SQFW~ &
L-V=1O <BTU/HR-SQFT-Ib ; Data #22

FLASH-SPECS H’Ixo-oNPHASE=l FHASE—‘L
FEEDs HWI’=MXB-O COLD=ITJ?XG-E
PRODUCTS HOT=HTXO—O COLD=HTXO-E

BLOC KHTR HEATER
DESCRIPTION ‘Trim temperaturefor reactor/separator’
PARAM TEMP=600 <F> PRES=O ; Reactor temperature set in FINPU1’

; Area C --------------------------------------------------------

BLOCK RU1 RCSI’R
DESCRIPTION ‘Reactorunit 1’
PARAM DwrY=o NPHASE=2 PHASE=L vOL=10 <BBL> REACT-VOL=1O <BBL> -=0

; reaction controlledby react-vol set in FRU

.91’oIc1 MIXED VR -l/ MIxEDP-oIL*; components & ceoffs set in SEXR
RATE-CON 1 14.2e7 39.74[kcal/mol]; Eact & pre-~ (1/s) Data #21
POWLAW-ExPlvR 1 ; Data #21

ST01C2MIXEDHVG0 -l/ MIXED P-OIL*; components & ceoffs set in SIWR
RATE-CON 2 14.2e7 39.74[kcal/md] ; Eact & pre-exp (1/s) Data #21
PCWLAW-EXP2HVG0 1 ; Data #21

STOIC 3MIXEDLVG0 -l/ MIxEDP-oIL*; cqnents & ceoffs set in SB’IR
RATE-CON 3 14.2e7 39.74[kcal/mol]; Eact & pre-exp (1/s) Data #21
FQWLAW-BXP3LVG01 ; Data #21

STOIC 4MIXEDAG0 -l/ MIXED P-OIL*; con-qmnents& ceoffs set in SETR
RATE-CON 4 14.2e7 39.74[kcal/mol]; Eact & pre-exp (1/s) Data #21
POWLAW-ExP4 AGo 1 ; Data #21

ST01C5NIXBDKER0 -l/ MIXED P-OIL*; components & ceoffs set in SBTR
RATE-CON 5 14.2e7 39.74[kcal/moll; Eact & pre-exp (1/s) Data #21
PixWAW-ExP51cERol ; Data #21

mIc6MIxED HNAPH-1/MIxBD P-OIL*; ccmqxments & ceoffs set in SE7rR
RATE-CON 6 14.2e7 39.74[kcal/mol]; Eact & pre-exp (1/s) Data #21
POWLAW-EXP6HNAPHl ; Data #21

ELOCK RU2 RCSI’R
DESCRIPTION ‘Reactorunit 2’
PARAM -=0 NPHASE=2 PHASE=L VOL=1O <BBL> F!EACT-VOL=1O<BBL> PRES=O

; reaction controlledby react-vol set in FRU

STOIC 1 MIXED VR -1 / MIXED P-OIL * ; components’& ceoffs set in SETR
RATE-CON 1 14.2e7 39.74[kcal/mol]; Eact & pre-~ (1/s) Data #21 -
POWLAW-EXPIVR 1 ; Data #21

STOIC 2MIXEDHVG0 -l/ MIxEDP-oIL*; cenents & ceoffs set in SE1’R
RATE-CON 2 14.2e7 39.74[kcal/mol]; Bact & pre-~ (1/s) Data #21

.
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PQWLAW-EXP2HVKJ1 ; Data #21

S’IUIC3~LVG0 -l/ MIXED P-OIL*; components & ceoffs set in SETR
RATE-CON 3 14.2e7 39.74[kcal/mol]; Eact & pre-~ (1/s) Data #21
POWLAW-EXP3LVG01 ; Data #21

.91flIC4MIXED~ -1 I MIXED P-OIL ● ; components k ceoffs set in SEX!R
RATE-CON 4 14.2e7 39.74[kcal/mol]; Eact & pre-exp (1/s) Data #21
POWLAW-EXP4AG0 1 ; Data #21

STOIC5MIXEDKER0 -l/MIXEDP-OIL*; ccnponents & ceoffs set in SETR
RATE-CON 5 14.2e7 39.74[kcal/mol] ; Eact &~pre-exp (1/s) Data #21
POWLAP-EXP5RER01 ; Data #21

S1’QIC6MIXEDHNAPH-1/ MIXED P-OIL*; coqxments & ceoffs set in SETR
RATE-CON 6 14.2e7 39.74[kcal/mol] ; Eact & pre-exp (1/s) Data #21
PCWLAW-EXP6HNAPH1 ; Data #21

-%
BLOCK RU3 RCSTR

DESCRIPTION ‘Reactorunit 3’
PARAM DuTY=o NPHAsE—-2 PHASE=LVOL=1O <BEL> REACT-VUL=1O ~ PRES=O

; reaction controlled by react-vol set in FRU

STOIC IMIXEDVR -1 / MIXED P-OIL * ; components & ceoffs set in SETR
RATE-CON 1 14.2e7 39.74[kcal/mol]; Eact & pre-exp (1/s) Data #21
POWLAW-EXPIVR 1 ; Data #21

.S?I’01C2MIXEDHVG0 -l/MIXEDP-OIL*; components & ceoffs set in SETR
RATE-CON 2 14.2e7 39.74[kcal/mol] ; Eact &pre-exp (1/s) Data #21
PoWLAW-ExP2nvGol ; Ikata#21

~1c3BmcEDLm -1/~P-OIL*; components & ceoffs set in SE(’R
RATE-CON 3 14.2e7 39.74[kcal/moll; Eact & pre-exp (1/s) Data #21
PQWLAW-EXP3LVG01 ; Data #21

SX’01C4MIXEDAG0 -1 / MIXED P-OIL ● ; components & ceoffs set in SETR
RATE-CON 4 14.2e7 39.74[kcal/mol]; Eact & pre-exp (1/s) Data #21
FWJLAW-EXP4AG0 1 ; Data #21

sm31c5mm3KER0 -1/~P-OIL*; components & ceoffs set in SETR
RATE-CON 5 14.2e7 39.74[kcal/mol] ; Eact & pre-exp (1/s) Data #21
PoWLAW-ExP5mRol ; Data #21

STOIC6MIXEDRNAPH-1/ MIXED P-OIL*; coqmnents & ceoffs set in SIY1’R
RATE-CON 6 14.2e7 39.74[kcal/moll ; Eact & pre-exp (1/s) Data #21
POWLAW-EXP6HNAPH1 ; Data #21

FORTRAN FRU
F ccammn /usr31 capfac
F conmon /usr4/ isig,old(lO),iold
; Conpute number of vessels and volumes for total reactor system based
; on sep correlations. Define appropriateparameters for reactor routines
; and costing module.
F connwn /usrl/ rtres, tihtr, worl, wor2, wor3, wor4, worf
F coxxnonlplG/ b(1)
F character*l tdum

DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE

flwi SI’REAM-VARSTREAM=Hl?R-EVARIAELE=MASS-FLOW
fbwli STREAN-PROP STREAM=HTR-E PROPERTY=PFLWL
dedi STREAM-PROP STREAM=RTR-E PROPERTY=PRHOL
dengi STREAM-PROP STREAM=HTR-E PROPERTY=PPHOV
flwo STIU3AM-VARSTREAM=RU3-E VARIABLE=NASS-FLOW
flowlo STREAM-PROP STREAM=RU3-E PROPERTY=PFLWL
denlo STREAM-PROP STREAM=RU3-E PROPERTY=PRHOL
dengo STREAN-PROP STREAM=RU3-E PROPERTY=PPHOV
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;
DEFINE pres BLOCK-vAR BLOCK=EUMP SENrEKE=PARAM vARIABLE—-PRES
DEFINB voll BLOCK-VAR BLOCK=RU1 ~PARAM VARIABLE=VOL
DEFINB volrl BIOCK-VAR BLOCIC=RU1S~ ‘PARAM WWIABLE=REACT-VOL
DEFINE V012 BLCCK-VAR BLOCK=RU2 ~=PARAM VARIABLE=VOL
DEFINE volr2 BLOCK-VAR BMC!R=RU2 SRWEKE=PARAM VAMABLE=REACT-VOL
DEFINE V013 BLCX2K-VARBLCCK=RU3 SENTRWIE=PARAM VARIABLE=VOL
DEFINE volr3 BLCXK-VAR BLOCK=RU3 ~E=PARAM VMIABLE=REACT-VOL
DEFINE VOIC CB~-V.AR CBLOCK=C-RU SWIENCE=SIZINGDATA &

VARIABLE=VOL
DEFINE temp BLOCK-VAR BLOCK=HTR SNrmCE=PARAM VAMAME==
DEFINE dianw CBLOCR-VAR CBLLX!R=C-RUSEMIEW% ‘SIZIW-DATA &

VARIABLE=DIAM
DEFINE presc CBICCK-VAR CBLDCR=C-RU SENTEKE=SIZINGDATA &

VARIABLE=PRES
DEFINE tempt CBI.OCK-VARCBLDCK=C-RU ~ ‘SIZINGDATA &

VARIABLE==
DEFINE nequip CBLCCK-VAR CBLCCK=C-RU ~=ST~DATA &

VARIMWE=NEQUIP
; used avera9e wo~ties in/out of reactor (excat on 1st D5ss)
; (wti Weigh;ing factor for in flow,
F if (flwo.gt.O.O and. flwo.lt.
F wti=O.50
F wto=l.O-wti
F flw=wto’flwo+wti●flwi
F flowkwto’flowlo+wti’flowli
F deng--o’dengo+wti *dengi
F denkwto’denlo+wti’denli
F else
F flw=flwi
F flowl=flowli
F deng=dengi
F denl=denli
F endif
F flw=capfac’flw
F flowl=capfac’flowl
;

set liquid volume in m**3 based on
; vliq=rtres*60*flowl/denl
F flowg=flw-flowl
; maximum vessel volume
F vmax=2521*exp(-pres/4.723e6)

minimum LID ratio
; xM.r=3 .0

minimum diameter (m)
; dmin=5.0*0.3048

F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F

[1-wti]used-for outfl-w) Data #23
lelO) then

residence time and average liq flow

Data #23

Data *23

Data #23

minimum void height if horizontal (m) Data %23
hmin=l.0*0.3048
write(nrpt,’(’‘C-RU’’)’)

protect against bad flows, use old values if set,
otherwise use default values
if (flowl.1e.O.O.or.flowl.ge.1.OelO)then

if (isig.eq.1234)then
vol=old(l)
number=iold
vli~-old(2)
diam=old(3)

else
Vol=lo.o
nunber=l
vliq=8

-di f
else

call sep(nrpt,‘H’,’S’,’Y’,’N’,flowg,flowl,vliq,vmax,denl,deng,
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F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F

& alum,alum,xldr,hmi.n,dmin,number,vol,xlen,diem,tdum)
endif
write(nrpt,’(’’Dabugvol,vliq “,2f10.3)’) vol,vliq
Volc=vol
voll=nulnber*volc/3.0
V012=V011
V013=V011
volrl=vliq/3.0
volr2=volrl
volr3=volrl
write(nrpt,’(’’vol& volr l-3’’,6f8.O)’)
& voll,volrl,vo12,volr2,vo13,volr3i
nequip=numker
diamc=diam
tenlpc=temp
presc=pres
isig=1234
iold--umber ..-ti
old(l)=vol
old(2)=vliq
old(3)=diam

READ-VAR.Sflowli denli dengi flowlo denlo dengo pres
WRITE-VARS voll V012 V013 volrl volr2 volr3 vole diamc nequip

BI.OCK RUGS FIASH2
DESCRIPTION ‘Separateout gas phase ‘
PARAM DvrY=o

ELOCK GASR FSPLIT
DESCRIPTION ‘Splitgas for recycle”
FRAC GASR-G1 0.5 ; set in FINFUT

BLOCKRFW MIXER
DESCRIPTION ‘Artificd separation of free water’

BmcKRslJ FSPLIT
DESCRIP1’ION‘Reactorwater separation’
PARAM NPHASE=l PHASE=L
FRAc Rsu-wl 0.01

FORTRAW FRsu
F comnon /usrll rtres, tihtr, worl, wor2, wor3, wor4, worf

DEFINE fwato MASS-l?LCM STREAM=RJW-O COMPONENT=H20
DEFINE foilt Sl!REAM-VARSTREAM=RFW-O VARIAELE=MASS-FLOW
DEFINE fwat SI’REAM-VARSTREAM=RFW-FWVARIAELE=MASS-FLOW
DEFINEws@t ELOCR-VAR ELCCK=RSU ~=FRAC &

mRIAELE=FRAc! IDl=Rsu-wl
F Wtot=fwato+fwat
F foil=foilt-fwato
F foil=max(foil,0.0001)
F wor=wtot/foil
F if (wor .gt. wor3) then
F w=foil*mr3
F Ws=w-fwato
F if (WS .gt. 0.0 and. fwat .gt. 0.0) then
F wsplt=ws/fwat
F else
F Wsplt=o.o
F endif
F else ‘
F Wsplt=l.o
F endif

READ-VARS fwato foilt fwat
WRITE-VARS wsplt

.
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BLOCKMXB MIXER
DESCRIPTION ‘Reccmbine oil/water ‘

; Area D --------------------------------------------------------

BLCICKNxc MIXER
DESCRIPTION ‘Combinegases prior to low P condenser for convenience’

BL@2KCONDLFLASH2
DESCRIPTION ‘Gas COlldenSer- low P’
PARAN TEMP=75 <- PRES=O ; no pressure drop 12eta#24

BLCCK CONDH FLASH2
DESCRIPTION ‘Gas COnd6!XlS~- high P’
PARAM ~75 <= PRES=O ; no pressure drop Data #25

BLccKcsu F’LASH2
DESCRIPTION ‘Liquidknock out for high pressure condenser’
PARAW PRBS=30 -i> ; ~ta #26

BU3CKMKG MIXER
DESCRIPTION ‘Ccmbinecondenser gases’

BLQCKMKWSU MIKBR
DESCRIPTICi’J‘Ccmbinestreams from low P for separation tank’

BLOCK Wsu FSPLIT
DESCRIF1’ION‘Low P oil water separation’
PARAM NPHASEd PHASE=L
FRAc W-WI 0.01

FoRTRAN Fwsu
F

F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F

comnon /usrl/ rtres, tihtr, worl, wor2, wor3, wor4, worf
DEFINE fwato MASS-FLtX !3!REAM=MXWSU-O ~H20
DEFINE foilt !3TRBAM-VARSTREAM=MXWSU-O VARmBLE=MASs-FLow
DEFINE fwat STREAM-VAR STREAM=MXWSU—WVARUWX— -MASS-FIOW
DEFINE wsplt BKICK-VAR BIDCK=WSU ~=FRAC &

mRIABL&FRAc ID1---wl
Wtot=fwato+fwat
foil=foilt-fwato
foil=max(foil,O.0001)
wor-+ot/foil
if (wor .gt. wor4) then

w=foil*wor4
WS=W-fwato
if (WS .gt. 0.0 and. fwat .gt. 0.0) then

Wsplt=wsffwat
else

Wsplt=o.0
endif

else
Wsplt=l.o

endif
READ-VARS fwato foilt fwat
WRITE-VARS wsplt

UK CWSU MIXER
DESCRIPTION ‘Rec@ine oil/water ‘

BIOCK XXGSU FLASH2
DESCRIPTION ‘Separateout gas phase to insure PUMP calculation ok’ -

; Area E --------------------------------------------------------

BLOCK POIL FLASH2
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DESCRIPTION ‘Flashoil product to remove water’
PARAM DuTY=o PRES=30 ~si>

BLCCK COIL HEATER
DESCRIPI’ION‘Cool final oil product’
PARAM TimlP=200<D

BmCKcF%lP PUMP
DESCRIPTION ‘Raiseoil pressure to desired delivery
PARAM PRES.200 +si> ; Pressure set in FINPWT

BLOCK FPMP PUMP
DESCRIPTION ‘Raiseoil pressure to desired delivery
PARAM PRES=200 .q?si> ; Pressure set in FINPUT

BLOCK PRDMIXER

.-.------------------------------,

pressure’

pressure’

; =-------------------- ----------------------------------------------- ____-------------------- ___________________________________________________
; Design Specifications
;==========================================s========.====.====.=.========

DESI@?-SPX! SPBC1 ; set gas recycle to achieve desired preheat temperature
F connmn /usrl/ rtres, tihtr, worl, wor2, wor3, wor4, worf

DEFINE tn’po STREAM-VAR
DEFINE tmpi STREAM-VAR

F if (tihtr .lt. 0.0)
F err=~-tmpi
F else
F err=@m-tihtr
F endif

sPEc err Too
TOL-SPEC 0.1

STREAM=PRH-E WUUABLE~
STREAM=IPMP-E VARUU%E=’IY31P
then

VARY BWCK-VAR ~=GASR ~FRAC WRt7@LE=FF@C ID1=GASR-G1
LIMITS O 1-0

;DESIGN-SPECSPEC2 : set final water content in oil at PRD-O bv
;
;F
;
;
:
;F
i
;
;
i

; adjusting oil HTX to deliver proper t- -
comnon /usrl/ rtxest tihtr, worl, wor2, wor3, wor4, worf

DEFINE tao BIJXK-VAR BLLXK=HTXO ~ ‘PARAM VARIABLE=DELT-HCYT
DEFINE water MASS-FLCM STREAM=PRD-O ~H20
DEFINJ3 flow STREAWVAR STR13AW-PRD-o WWC?WE=MASS-FILYA

frac=water/f low
SPEC frac TO ‘worf’
‘lYIL-SP~ 0.0001
VARY BLclcK-vAR BI.GtX=Hl!XO~-PARAM ~=DBLT-HOT
LR41TS 340 1200

; =========.. ====...=..= =.============= ==.==== ==========================
; Sums.ry output
;==============..======.===.===============.==============.==.=.=========

FORTRAN OuT
F conumn lusrl/ rtres, tihtr, worl, wor2, wor3, wor4, wqrf
F comnon /usr2/ akin,xch4,xc2h6,xc3h8,xhhc,xco2,xh2,xh2s,wtfc,wtfo

; DEFINE deng3 STREAM-PROP STIWW=3GAS PROPERTY=DENM

DEFINE tohi SI’REAM-VAR
DBFINE toho S1’REAM-VAR
DEFINE toci STREAM-VAR

S17REAM=MXB-OvARIABLEaBIP
srREAM=HTxo-oVMUABLE=TBMP
STREAM=HTXGE VARIABLE==

.
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F
F
F

F
F
F
F
F
F
F

DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE

DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFSNE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE

DEFINE

DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE

DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE

DEFINE
DEFINE

DEFINE
DEPINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE

DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE

DEFINE

DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE

DEFINE

toco SI’RXW4-VAR
fo SI’REX4-VAR
ao ~-vAR
dutyo ~-~

tghi STREAM-VAR
tgho SmREAM-vAR
tgci STREAM-VAR
tgco STREAM-VAR
fg STREAM-VAR
ag BICCK-VAR
dutyg B=-W

SI’REAM=HTXO-EVARIABLE=TR@
S1’REAM=PUMP-EVARIABLE=MASS-FLCW
BIk)CK=HTXOSENTENCE=RBSULTSVARIABLE=AREA-CALC
BLOCK=HTXO ~=RESULTS VAKMBLE=DCFIY

SI’REAM=GASR-G2vARIABLE~
STREAM=HTXG-G~=
SI’REAM=PUMP-EVAUABLE==
SI’REAM=HTXG-E~=
STREAM=PWIP-E wRIAwB=MAss-FLCwJ
BmCK=I’rl’xG~=RESULTS VMUABLE=AREil-cluC!
BwCK=HTm SEIWEKE=RESULTS VAWABLE=DUrY

~ BLOCK-W BLIXK=GASR ~== VARIABLE=FRAC

wtrx MASS-FT.KW S1’REAM=RLRX-E~=H20
flrx STREAM-VARSTREAM=RUGS-EVmIABm=MASs-m
flrg SI’REAM-VARSTREAM=RUGS-GVARIABLE=MASS-~
Wtpx MASS-FLCW SI’REAM=PRD-OCC$mXEm=H20
flpx STRFAM-VARSTREAM=PRD-O

apixi STREAM-PROPSTREAM=PFW-O
apixo STREAM-PROPSTREAM=FIU3-O
foxi SI!REAM-VARSTREAM=PFW-O
wtix MAss-m STREAM=PFW-O
fOxo S1’REAM-vARSTRXAM=PRD-O

wuuABLE=MAss-FT.m

PROFERTY=O1
PROFERTY=O1
~-MASs-FLOW
mWoNEm=H20
mRImLE=MAss-FLOW

Cm MASS-FLCW STREAM=RU3-E ~=CISOLID C~=CORE
poilx M?WS-FLLX4STRBAM=RU3-EWMTREAM.MIXED coMPoNEl?r=P-oIL

gch4 MOLE-- STREAM=FUEL-G~=~ coMFoNENr=CH4
gc2h6 MOLE-- STREAM=FUEL-G~=lfrxm ~c2H6
gc3h8 MOLE-FLCW STREAM=FUEL-GSUWm@X4=~ COMPONENkC3H8
ghhc IKIJI-FLLMSTREAM=FUHL-G~=MIXED CCMPoNENr=HHc
gh2 MOLE-FLCW S’REAM=FUEL-GSmSTRnM=MIxED C@mXRW%H2
gpoil IKLE-FUXJ STREAM=FUEL—GSWXTRBW=MIXED mMPmEm=P-oIL
htrqx ~~ STREAM=HTR-Q INFO==T VARIABLE=DUTY

cost PROFIT-VAR S~ E=RESULTSVAMABLE=PROD-PRICE
rhoo STREAM-PROP SFREAM=PRD-OPROPERTY=FRHOL
rhoi STREAM-PROP STREAM=PFW-OFROPERTY=PRHOL

opoil MOLE-FLGW SI’REAM=PRD-O coMPoNm71’=P-oIL

fwfl STREAM-PROP Sl?REAM=HTXG-EFROPERTY=02
fwf2 STREAM-PROP SI’REAM=HTXO-EPROPERTY=02
fwf3 STREAM-PROPSrREAM=HTxo-o PROPERTY=02
fof1 STREAM-PROPSI’REPM=HTXG-EPROFERTY=03
fof2 STREAM-PROP SI’REAM=HTXO-EPROPERTY=03
fof3 STREAM-PROP SrREAM=HTxo-o FROPERTY=03

VI STREAM-PROP STREAM=HTXO-O PROPERTY=04

write(nrpt,‘
& (‘‘====================================‘‘,
& ‘‘====================================‘‘/)‘)

write (nrpt,‘(‘‘Heat Exchanger Performance’ ‘
& 13X,” ’IITXG”,
& /3x, ’’Area (scan):’’,f8.O,” sqm/kg/hr :“,f6.3,
& 3x, ’’Duty (kiW:’’,f6.l,
& 19X, ‘‘ ~ (c) OUT(C) “
& /3x,*’ Hot ““,2f8. O/3x,” Cold “,2f8. O/3x,” Delta’’,2f8. O)’)

& ag,ag/fg,dutyg/ 1.0e6,tghi, tgho,tgci,tgco ,tghi-tgco, tgho-tgci
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F write (nrpt,‘(
F
F
F
F
F
F

F

F
F

F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F

F
F

F
F
F
F

F
F
F
F

;
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F

F

F
F

& 13X,‘‘I?I’xO’‘,
& /3x,’’Area (sum):’’,f8.O,”

3x,’’Duty (MW):’’,f6.l,
sqm/kg/hr :“,f6.3,

&
EC /9x,‘‘ m (c) our (c) “
& 13x,“ Hot “,2f8.O/3x,” Cold “,2f8.O/3x,” Delta’’,2f8.O)’)
& ao,ao/fo,dutyo/l.0e6,tohi,toho,toci,toco,tohi-toco,toho-toci

write(nrpt,’(/’’Gas fraction for preheat: “,f6.3) ‘) grx

write(nrpt,’(/’’Water wt% at reactor & product: “,2f6.2)’)
& wtrx/flrYc*loo,wtpx/flpx*loo

Wtpl=o.0
wtp2=o.o
wtp3=o.0
if (fwfl.lt.le30)wtpl=100*fwfl/(fwfl+fofl)
if (fwf2.lt.le30)wtpl=100*fwf2/(fwf2+fof2)
if (fwf3.lt.le30)wtp3=100*fwf3/(fwf3+fof3)
write(nrpt,’(/’‘Free-waterwt% of liquid after: ‘o
& / m: “,f6.2,,,

& / =: “,f6.2,,)

& /,, RUGS: “,f6.2)’)
& wtPl,wtp2,wtp3

write(nrpt,’(/”% flow exiting reactor as vapor: ’’,f5.l)’)
& 100.O*flrg/(flrx+flrg)

write(nrpt,’(/’’Injection& Production”
& 13x,’’API gravity: “,2f6.1
& /3x,’’Ratio oil flow by weight: “,f6.3)’)
& apixi,apixo,(foxo-chrx-wtpx)/(foxi-wtix)

write(nrpt,’(/’’Reactionproducts”
& /3x,’’Weight fraction to coke: “,f6.3
& /3x,’’Weight fraction to P-OIL:’’,f6.3)’)
& chrx/foxi,poil.x/foxi

convert from kgmolls to MW
hch4 =gch4 *118215*2324/1.0e6
hc2h6=gc2h6*207015*2324/1.0e6
hc3h8=gc3h8*294705*2324/1.0e6
hhhc =ghhc ●381215*2324/l.0e6
hpoil=gpoil*468975*2324/l.0e6
hh2 =gh2 ● 37906*2324/l.0e6
write(nrpt,’(/’‘Combustionenergy in FUEL-G (HHV)”
& 13X,‘‘ Xld/s ~’ I

& 13X,’’CH4 “,f6.2,4x,f6.2
& /3x,’’c2H6 “,f6.2,4x,f6.2
& {3x,’’c3H8 “,f6.2,4x,f6.2
& /3xt‘‘HHc “,f6.2,4x,f6.2
& /3xt“P-OIL “,f6.2,4x,f6.2
& /3x,‘‘H2 “,f6.2,4x,f6.2
& 13X,99---- *,,** --_--,*,&,** _----*u

& /3x,‘‘SUM “,f6.2,4x,f6.2)’)
& gch4*lOOO,hch4,gc2h6*lOOO,hc2h6,gc3h8*lOOO,hc3h8,gtic*lOOO,
& hhhc,gpoil*1000,hpoil,gh2*1000,hh2,
& (gch4+gc2h6+gc3h8+gc4h10+gpoil+gh2)*1OOO,
& hch4+hc2h6+hc3h8+hc4h10+hpoil+hh2

write(nrpt,’(/’’Primryheaterer (MW):’’,f6.2)’) -htrqx/l.0e6

write(nrpt,’(/”% P-OIL in FUEL-G:’’,f5.l)’)
& 100*gpoil/(opoil+gpoil)
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F write(nrpt, ‘(/’‘Viscosity estimates:’ ‘
F& / ,, stream Viscosity (1.Oe-3 Pa-s)’’)’)
F write(nrpt, ‘( ‘‘ ITI’X-O “,f8.1)’) v1*1OOO

F
.

F
F
F
F
i
;
;
F

k
F
F
F
F
F
F
F

write(nrpt,’(/
& “Required increase in oil value per unit of product’’)’)
write(nrpt,‘(3x,“Basis, zero cost oil in: “,
& f5.2,” $/@’*,3X,’’(’’,f2,”,” $/~L)$l)i)
& cost*1000,cost*rhoo*O.159

assumed raw oil value, water free basis, -al> ($/bhl)
& ccmpute price increase per unit output (addedcost to make up for
oil loss.

val=10
value on per kg basis

valw=val/(0.159*rhoi)
fprof=foxo’cost+(foxi-foxo)’valw
fprof=fprof/foxo
write(nprt,‘(“foxi,foxo,valw,rhoo” ,4f10.2)‘)foxi,foxo,valw,rhoo
write(nrpt,’(3x,’’Basis, “,f4.1,” $/SSL oil in: “,
& f5.2,” $/M9’’,3x#’’,f5,2#”2#” $/BEL)’’)’)
& val,fprof*1000,fprof*rhoo*O.159

F write(nrpt,‘
F & (/it=== =========== ======= ======= ======= = I I ,

F& “------------------------------------“/)’)------------------.-— --------------

EXECUTE LAST

;##################$#####################################################

;
; CO=IIW INFORMATION
.

;#####################################################$##################

; ============================. .======.=====. ====.. .====. ..======= ==.=====
; Report & Control Options
;==.=.========================.=.=====.====..=====.=.===...==============

CELOCK-REPORT lWXCR1’

FCONQMIC-REPORT ~ ; supress cashflow & retrun table

;COSTRW3-OFTION OPER-COST
COSTIK-OPTION PROFIT

PROFITABILITY
ANALYSIS 143DE=PROD-PRICE m=O.10

; ANALYSIS MODE=IRR
ECONOMIC-LIFE YEARS=20

; =====. =..==== ==. . . . .========= ======.=====. ..==== . ..=.= =....===== =.===. ==
i Cost Information
;=====.=.=======..=================..=====....==.=..=.==....===.=.====..=

PRCUECT-DATES
START JUNE 1994

; set escalation for all indexes (beyondMarch 95?)
COST-INDEX

EQUIPMENT ESCAL74TION=0.03
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FABRICATED ESCALATION=0.03
PUMP-C@fPR ESCALATION=0.03
LABOR ESCALATION=O.03
CONMODITY ESCALATION=O.03
BUILDING ESCALATION=O.03
CHmICAL ESCALATION=O.03

ESCALATION=O.05 ; based on ENERGEXICS
OPER-MAT ESCALATION=0.03 ‘
OPBR-LAB ESCALATION=O.03
PLANT ESCALATION=O.03

Remove cost associatedwith new site
:ITB-COSTS

SITE-DEVELOPMENTMAT-FAC=O.O LAB-FAC=O.O
SERVICE-ITRK3

SERVICE-BUILDINGSNAT-FAC=O.O LAB-FAC=O.O

LAND FACTOR=O.O

LABOR-COSl’S
WAGES RATE=20 MoNrH=JuNE YEAR=1995 ; Unload ConSt. Lalmr $/hr Data #lo3

coNrnwEmY
PROCESS-BASIS FAcroR=o.05
PROJECT-DEFINITIONFAClX3R=0.1

OPERATIIW-COST
OPBRATING-LA NOPER=l RATE=16 MCNTH=JUNE YEAR=1991 ; unloaded cost $/hr Data #lo3
OTHER-LAEOR ~=0.O ; maintenance in eupplies
SUPPLIES ~o .04 ; all naint including labor
GENERAL-WRKS ~-AIXIN=O.O TAX=O.O INSURXWE=o.o ; set to zero
ADDITIONAL FACl13R=0.04 ; used to incorporateprop tax, ins & gemeral overhead

UTILITY PC%OE.RELECTRICITY
DESCRIPTION ‘Electricity’
SOURCE PURCHASED
Cosr PRICE=O.05 [$/kwhr]MONI’H=JANUARYYEAR=1994 ; Data #102

UTILITY NGAS GAS
DESCRIPTION ‘NaturalGas’
SOURCE PURCHASED
COST PRICE=2.15e-9 [$/J] MON1’H=JANUARY YEAR=1994 ; Data #102

urILITY COOLW WATER
DESCRIP1’ION ‘Chilledwater’
PARAM TIN=60[F] TOU’I=140[FI~=H20
SOURCE PURCHASED
PROPERTIES SYSOP12
COST PRICE=O.04e-3 [$/lb]~~ YEAR=1991 ; Data #102

PRODUCT OIL
~E STREAM=PRD-O

UNIT CB1 . For now 1- everything together
CBLCCKS’C-PSU C-PRH C-IPMP C-CR@ C-FPMP C-IHTR C-SSU C-PUMP &

C-HTXG C-HTXO C-H’I’llC-RU C-FOIL C-COIL C-CONDH C-CSU &
C-CONDL C-VFW C-WSU

; ====. ..=.= ==.== . ..=. =====.==.. ======.=== ===.= ===.. . ...= .==== . . . . . =.==. . .
; Cost Blocks
; ==.== .=..= .==== ==.=. .==== .=.=. =.=== ======...= ==... . ..=. .===. =.=.. ====. . .
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CELCCK C-PSU TANK
DESCRIPTION ‘Initialwater separation’

INLEX’srREAM=FEED
SIZING-DATA REl!EN-TIME=60[rein] ; Data #lol

CBLCCK C-PRH V-VESSEL
DESCRIPTION ‘Capturereactor vapors’
REFERmm ELOCK=PRH
SIZING-DATA RETEN-TIM.E=5[mi.n]& ; only place holder true retention

; set in FCPRH
cORROSION=0.125<~ ;

FoRTRAN FCPIui
corumn /usr3/ capfac
character*l tdum

Ccmpute size of preheat vessel
DEFINE fl~ STREAM-VAR SI’REAM=PGSU-G
DEFINE flwl.xl SI’REAF-PROPSIREM4=PRH-E
DEFINE flwlx2 SI’RXAM-PROPSTREAM=PRH-E
DEFINE denlx STREAM-PROPSIRE?!M=PRH-E
DEFINE dengx STR33AM-PR3PSX’REAM=PRH-E

Data #104

vARIAEm—-NAss-m.mi
PROPERTY=02
PROPERTY=03
PROPERTY=PRHOL
PROPERTY=PRHOV

DEFINE VOIC CELOCK-VAR CEILXK=C-PRH SEIWZWE=SIZING-DATA &
vARIAELE—‘VOL

DEFINE diamc CELOCR-VAR CELOCR=C-PRH ~SIZING-DATA &
VAR~-DIAM

DEFINE nequip CSLOCK-VAR CELOCK=C-PRH SENITMX=COSTING-DATA &
VNUABLE=NEQUIP

total liquid flow
flowlx=capfac’(flwlxl+flwlx2)

set liquid volume in ft**3 based on rest minute residence tim IXIta#101
rest=5.O
vliq=rest*60.O*flowlx/denlx

maximum vessel volume Data #lo9
vmsx=16.O

minimum dismeter (m) Data #109
dmin=4.O*O.3048
write(nrpt,‘(’“C-PRH’‘)‘)

use vertical only for good contact
call sep(nrpt,‘V’,‘S’,‘Y’,‘N’,flowgx,flowlx,vliq,vmax,denlx,
& dengx,alum,alum,alum,alum,dmin,number,vol,xl-, diam,tdum)
Volc=vol
nequip=number
diamc=diam

READ-VARS flowgx

CBIL)CKC-IPNP PUMP

denlx dengx

DESCRIPTION ‘punp initial emulsion to desired pressure’
E14XR=IPMP

COSTING-DATA TYPE=SS-ANSINSTANDBY=OMATERIAL=SS316 ; Data #no
UTILITY ELEC=PCX#ER

CELOCK C-CPMP PuNP
DESCRIPTION ‘_ main product stream to desired pressure’
REFERENCE BLQCK=CPMP
COSTINGDATA TYPE=SS-ANSINSYiNDBY=O MATERIAL=CAST-ST ; Data #110
Ul!ILITY ELW2=POWER

CEICCK C-FPMP PUNP
DESCRIPTION ‘pump condenser oil to desired pressure’

ti=FFMP
COSTING-DATA TYPE=SS-ANSI
UTILITY ELEC=POWER

NSI%NDBY=OMATERIAL=CAST-ST ; Data #110
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CBLOCK C-IHTR FIRED-HEATER
DESCRIPTION ‘Set temperature for water split prior to reaction’
REmmNCE BLOCK=IHTR
COSTING-DATA MATERIAL=SS316
UTILITY GAs =lWAS
USER-COST PURCH-COST=* INDEx=325 INDEX-TYPE=PLANT

FORTRAN FCIHTR ; sets fired heater costs
F conznon/usr3/ capfac

DEFINE pres STREAM-WAR STREAN=FGSU-EVARIABLE=PRES
DEFINE CIX INFO-VAR STREAN=IHTR-Q INFO=HEATVmIABLE=DuIY
DEFINE COStX CBMCK-VAR CBLOCK=C-IHTR SENI’ENCE=USER-COST&
VARnBLE=PuRcH-co.Sl’ i USed tO set COSt

convert to psi & NW
; prs=pres/1000.0/6.695
F cWw=capfac*(-cPc/l.0e6)
F write(nrPt,’(’”c-I171R”)’) -
F if (qmw .gt. 0.01) then
F call usrhtr(nrpt,‘SS’,‘BM’,qmw,prs,costx)
F else
F Costx=o.0
F endif

EXECUTE BEFK)REC-IHI’R

CBLOCK C-SSU H-VESSEL
DESCRIPTION ‘Secondarywater separation’
REFERENCE BLOCK=SEW
SIZIIW-DATA RETEN-TINE=5 [rnin]& ;(assume 60% liquid fill) Data #101

CORI@SION=O.125 dm : Data #lo4
COSTING-DATA MsT=l.1 ; 10% for internals Data #ill

CBKcx C-PUMPPUMP ; include electric motor
DESCRIPTION ‘Pumpprimary emulsion to desired pressure’

B14XK=PUNP
C0,!71TW-LXiTATYPE=HS-MS NSTANDBY=O NATERIAL=SS316
UTILITY ELEC=PWJER
USER-COST PURCH-COST=* INDEX=325 INDEX-TYPE=PLANI’

FORTRAN FC-PUNP ; sets punp+motor cost & power use
F ccmnon /usr3/ capfac
F character type*20

DEFINE flw STREAM-VAR STRIIhN=PUNP-EVARIABLE=NASS-FLC)W
DEFINE pin STRFAM-VAR SI’REAM=NXAA-EVARIABLE=PRES
DEPINE pout STREAM-VAR STR.EAN=PUMP-EVARIABLE=PRES
DEFINE wrk INFO-VAR STRFAE=PUMP-WK INFO=WORKVXIN3LE=PWER
DEFINE fpow BLOCK-VAR BLOCK=PUNP ~E=RESULTS WUUABLE=FLUID-POWER
DEFINE epow BLOCR-VAR ELOCK=PUMP SENIEKX=RESULTS ~-ELEC-FWER
DEFINE cost ~-VAR ~=c-PuMP SEmmNCE=usER-com &
~PuRcH-cosT ; used to set cost

DEFINE pwr CBLCXK-VAR CBLCCX=C-PUMF~=UTILITY &
WRImLE=ELEc-RATE ; used to set power in kW

F flow=capfac’flw
. convert to NPa
k head=(pout-pin)/1.0e6
F write(nrpt,’(’‘C-PUNP’’)’)

overall efficiency for sizing electric motor
b eff=fpowlepow
F call usrpml(nrpt,‘SS’,’E’,flow,head,efftcost,dum,power,type)
; uses work to set power for pump (this incudes efficiency cmputed by AS~)
F ~=wrk

EXECUTE BEFORE C-PUMP

CBLOCR C-HTXG HEATX
DESCRIPTION ‘Heat recovery heat exchanger (gas/oil)’
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REFERENCE SHELL BLacK=HI!xG ~-G2
mFERmCETuBE BUCK== STREAM=PUMP-E
SIZ~12iiTA NPASS-~E=l ; avoids warning
COSTING-DATA MAT-SHELL=SS316 MAT-TUBE=SS316
USER-COST PURCH-~* INDEX=325 INDEX-TYPE=PLANl’

FORTRAN ~ ; sets htx cost
F comnon /usr3/ capfac

DEFINE pres !3TREAM-VARSTREAM=PUMP-EVARIABLE=PRES
DEFINE area BLOCK-VAR BLQCK=HTXG SENITNX=RESULTS &

VARnBLE=AREA-cALc
DEFINE cost CBLOCX-~ cmcn=c-m SEmEXE=usER-co.sl’ &
VAmABLE=PuRcH-msr ; used to set cost

F areax=capfac*area
; convert to MPa
F prs=pres/1.0e6
F write (nrpt,‘(’‘c-HTxG’‘)‘)
F call usrhtl(nrpt,‘SS316’,‘~’ ,areax,prs,cost)

~ BEEORE C-HTXG

CsLocK C-HTXOHEATX
DESCRIPTION ‘Heat recovery heat exchanger (oil)‘
~ SHELL BLOCK=HIXO STR33AM=HTXG-E
REFmmCETuBE BICCK=HTXO STRBAM=MXB-O
SIZII?2-DATA NPASS-TUBE=l ; avoids warning
COST.U?G-12ATAMAT-SHELL=SS316 MAT-TUBE=SS316
USER-COST PURCH-COST=* INDEX=325 INDEX-TYPE=P~

FORTRAN ~ ; sets htx cost
F conmon /usr3/ capfac

DEFINE pres STREAM-VAR STREAM=HTXG-EVARIABLE=PRES
DEFINE area BLf3CK-VAR BLOCK=HTXO SEmmCE=RESUIms &

vARIABLE—“AREA-CALC
DEFINE cost CBLOCK-VAR CBLOCK=C-HTXOSEmmWE=usER-cosT &
VAUAEL&PuRcH-CC.)sT ; used to set cost

F areax=capfac*area
. pressure to MPa
; prs=pres/1.0e6
F write(nrpt,‘(’‘C-H’IXO’‘)‘)
F call usrhtl(nrpt,‘SS316’,‘~’, areax,prs,cost)

EXECUTE BEFoRE C-HTXO

CBLOCICC-HTR FIRED-HEATER
DESCRIPTION ‘Trim temperature for reactor/separator’
REmRmCE BI.OCK=HTR
COSTING-DATA MATERIAL==S
UTILITY GAs =OFahS
USER-COST PURCH-COST=* INDEX=325 INDEX-TYPE=PLANT

FORTRAN K!HTR ; sets fired haater costs
F comnon /usr3/ capfac

DEFINE pres STREAM-VAR STRXAM=PUMP-EVARIABLE=PRES
DEFINE q INFO-VAR STREAM=HTR-Q INEO=HEATVARIABLE=DUTY
DEPINE cost CBLCCX-VAR CBL4)CK=C-HTRSmrENCE=usER-cosT &
VARnBLE=PuRcH-cosT ; used to set cost

; convert to psi & MW
F prs=pres/1000.0/6.895
F qmw=capfac’(-q/l.0e6)

efficiency Data #108
; eff=O.75
F qm=qwlef f
F write(nrpt,((“C-HTR’’)’)
F call usrhtr(nrpt,‘CS’,‘BM’,qnw,prs,cost)

EXECUTE BEFORE C-Hl’R

CBIAXK C-RU H-VESSEL
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; Data #lo4

DESCRIPTION ‘Reactorand high t~rature separation’
SIZING-DATAVOL=1OO <bbl> DIAW.5 <ft> & ; size, P StT set in FRU

PRES=2000 qsi> -.400 &
CORROSION=O.125<i- ; Data #104

COSTING-DATA NEQUIP=l ; number of vessels set in FRU

CBLOCR C-FOIL H-VESSEL
DESCRIIWZON ‘Flash to set final water’
~E LIQUID STREAW=~IL-O
- require volume set in FCFOIL
iIZIIW2-DATAVOL=100 [hbll &

CORROSION=0.125<im

lXXTRAN FCFOIL
F conmwn /usr3/ capfac
F character*l tdum
; Compute size of lmowkout vessel for FOIL

DEPINE fl~ SMU3AM-VAR STR33AM=FOIL-GVARIAM&NAss-FI13W
DEFINE flowlx STREhM-VAR STRFAM=FOIL-OVARIAW& -NASS-FE3W
DEFINE denlx STREAM-PROPSTREAM=FWL-O PROP_=PRHOL;
DEFINE dengx SI’RPAE-PROPSFREAM=FOIL-GPROPERTY=PRHOV;

;
DEFINE vole CBLOCK-VAR CSI.CCK=c-mILSENTENCE=SIZING-DATA&

VARIABLE=VOL
DEFINE diamc CBLCCK-VAR CSLOCK=C-FOIL~SIZINK3-DATA &

vARIABLE—‘DIAM
DEFINE nequip CBLOCK-VAR ~=C-FOIL SENIWNCE=COSTING-DATA&

VMWUXX=NEQUIP
F flwg=capfac’flowgx
F flwl=capfac’flowlx

set liquid volume in m**3 based on 5 min residence time
; vliq=5.0*60.O*flwl/denlx

;
F
;
F
F

maximumvessel volume
vmax=16 .0

minimum L/D ratio
x3.dr=3.0

minimumdiameter (m)
dmin=2.0*0.3048

minimum void height if hor
hmin=l.0*0.3048
write(nrpt,’(“C-FOIL”

zontal (m)

‘)

Dsta #105

Data #lo5

Data #lo5

Data #lo5

F call sep(nrpt,’ ‘,’S’,’Y’,’N’,flwg,flwl,vliq,vmax, denlx,
F& dengx,dum,dum,xldr,hmin,dmin,numker,vol,xlen, diam,tdum)
F Volc=vol
F nequip=nunber
F diamc=diam

WAD-VARS flowlx denlx dengx
WRITE-VARS vole diamc nequip

CBLOCK C-COIL AIRCOOL
DESCRIPTION ‘Cool final oil product’
~ B~=COIL
SIZING-DATA U=50 <BTU/HR-SQFT-- ; Bare surface (surfacesare finned)

“ Based on oillair system
CO.!7TIN2-DATACLASS=ORGANIC& ; O~IC doen’t seem to matter

MATERIAL=CS

cEmcK C-CONDHHEATX
DESCRIPTION ‘-s condenser - high pressure’ ‘

; Note sizing data is overriddm hy user cost, only dumnies
~E SHELL BLOCK=CONDH
~E TUEE UTILITY=COOLW
SIZIFC-DATA NPASS-TUBE=IU=150 <BTU/HR-SQFT-W
COSTING-DATA MAT-SHELL=CS NAT-TUBE=SS316
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USER-COST PURCH-COST=* INDEX=325 INDEK-TYPB=PLANT
\

FORTRAN FCCONDH ; sets htx cost
F connnon/usr3/ capfac

DBFINE tl STRIAM-VARSTREAM=HTXG-G VMUABLB=m
DBFINB t2 STREAM-VAR STREAM-—CONDH-O VARIABm=lmlP
DBFINB pres STREAM-m sl’REAM=coNDH-oVAmABLE=Pms
DBFINB qcool INFO-VAR STREAM=CONEH-Q INFO=HEAT VMUABLB=DUTY
DEFINE cost CBLCXX-VAR CBIoCK=c-C@?lXi~=USER-COST &
VARIABLB=PURCH-COST ; used to set cost

. UCOO1, based on computed film coefs liq/liq (W/sqm-C)
; UCO01=150*5.674
. cool side set by assumed cooling water tarps (C) Data #107
; dta=tl-60
F dtb=t2-15.6
F dtlm=(dta-dtb)/log(dta/dth)
F area=capfac●qCool/ucool/dtlm
F write(nrpt,‘(“C-cONXi’”) ‘)
F write(nrpt,‘(’‘dta,dtb,H-dtlm,qcool,area=’‘,2f6.0,3(lpe12.3))‘)
F& dta,dtb,dtlm,qcool,area

convert pres to MPa
; prs=pres/1.0e6
F call usrhtl(nrpt,‘ss316’,‘UT’,area,prs,cost)

BxEcuTB BEFORE C-CCNDH

CBLOCK C-CSU H-VBSSEL
DF.SCRIPTION‘Liquidknock out for high pressure
~E LIQUID SI’REAM=CSU-O
SIZING-DATA VOL=1OO -1> DIAM=5 <ft> & ; size

CORROSION=0.125 CiIP

FLWrRAN Fcsu
F comon /usr3/ capfac

condenser‘

set in FCSU
; DATA #104

F character*l
; Conpute size of

DEFINE fl~
DEFINB flwlxl
DEFINE flwlx2
DEFINB denl.x
DEFINE dengx

;

tdLm-
knowkout vessel for CSU

srREAt4-vAR srREAM=csu-G VAUABLE=MASS-FLOW
SI’REAM-VARSrREAM=csu-ovARImm=MAss-m
sTREaM-vAR SI’REAM=CSU-FWvARImm=MAss-FLcw
SI’REAM-PR3PST’REAM=CSU-OPROPERTY=PRHOL;
STREAM-PROPSFREAM=CSU-G PROPERTY=PRHOV;

F

F
;
F
F
F
F
F
F

DBFINE VOIC CBLOCK-VAR CB143CK=C-CSU ~=SIZING-DATA &
WUUABLE=VOL

DBFINB diamc CBLOCK-VAR CBLOCIC=C-CSU SE2WEWE=SIZING-DATA &
VARIlWJB=DIA14

DEFINE nequip CBLCX3C-VAR CBL43CX=C-CSU ~=COSIYWG-DATA &

~=-p
set liquid volume in ft**3 based on 5 min residence time

flwl=capfac’( flwlxl+flwlx2 )
flwg=capfac’flowgx
vliq=5.0*60.O*flwl/denlx

maximum vessel volume Data #106

vmax=16 .0
minimum L/D ratio Data #106

xldr=3 .0
minimum diameter (m) Data #106

dmin=2.0*0.3048
minimum void height if horizontal (m) lMta #106

hmin=l.0*0.3048
write(nrpt,’(’‘C-CSU’’)’)
call sep(nrpt,’ ‘,‘S’,’Y’,‘N’,flwg,flwl,vliq,vmax,denlx,dengx,

& dum,dum,xldr,hmin,dmin,number,vol,xlen,diam,tdum)
VOIC*O1
nequip=number
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F diamc=dizun
KEAD-VARS flwlxl flwlx2 denlx dengx
WRITE-VARS vole diamc nequip

CBLOCK C-CONDL HJ%ATX
DESCRIFTIOW ‘Gas condenser - low pressure’
REFEREWE SHELL BLIXK=CONDL
RWEREKE TUBE UI’ILITY=COOLW
SIZING-DATA NPASS-TUBE=l U=150 <BTU/HR-~FT-w
COS71TNG-DATAMAT-SHELL=CS WAT-~-SS316

; Comnented out alternate htx costing
; USER-COST PURCH-CO~-* ~EX=325 ~-TYPE=PxANT
;FORTRAN FCONDL ; sets htx cost
; DEFINE tl STREAM-VAR STREAM=MXC-G VARIABI.5=TEMP
i DEFINE t2 STREAM-VAR SrREAM-~ VARIABLE=TmlP
i DEFINE pres STREAM-VAR sTREXl=CONDL-GVAUABLE=PRES
ii DEFINE qcml INFO-VAR SI’REAM=CONDL-QINFO=HEAT VARIABLE=DUTY
; DEFINE cost ~-VAR CBLOCX=C-COWDLSmTEMX=usER-cosT &
; VARIABLB=PURCH-COST ; used to set cost
;; pressure to MPa
;F prs=pres/1.0e6
;; UCOO1 Walas (W/sqm-C)
;F UCO01=150*5.674
;; cool side set by assumed cooling water t-s
;F dta=tl-60
;F dtb=t2-15.6
;F dtlm=(dta-dtb)/log(dta/dtb)
;F area=qcool/ucool/dtlm
;F write(nrpt,‘(“C-CONDL’’)’)
;F Write(nrpt,‘(’‘L-dtl.m,qcool,area=’‘,3(lpe12.3))‘)
;F & dtlm,qcool,area
;F call usrhtl(nrpt,‘ss316’,‘UT’,area,prs,cost)
; ExEcurE BEFORE C-COWDL

Data #lo7

CBrJxK C-vwuHEA1’!x
DESC!RIPTICN‘Coolwater from separator’
REFEREKE SHELL ~=WU
~ ‘TUBEUI’ILITY=COOLW
SIZIWG-DATA NPASS-TUBE.1 U=130 <BTU/HR-~FT-~ ; BSSed on fi~ coefs
COSTIIW3-DATAMAT-SHELL=CS MAT-TUBE=SS316

CBLOCK C-WSU H-VESSEL
DESCRIPTI~ ‘Condeser water/oil separation’

BLQCK=MXWSU
SIZING-DATA RE1’EN-TlME=5[rein]& ;(assume60% liquid fill) Data #101

CORROSION=O.125 <in> ; Data #lo4
COSTItW-DATA ldlJusT=l.1; 10% for internals Data #ill
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WALAS BASED COST ROUTINES

Below is a listing of the FORTRAN subroutines which are used to obtain cost
information for certain process units. These cost estimates are based on
information in Walas’ book, Chemical Process Equ@nenf - Selection and
Design (reference 6 in main body). In each case, the output costs are in 1985
dollars. In the “usrhtl” routine for costing heat exchangers, the cost
correlations have been extended beyond those available in Walas. This
extension was done by using selected information from Purohi~-l.

subroutine usrhtl(kin, mat,type,areai,presi,cost)
c%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
c
c Heat exchanger costs (1985) from Walas. Shell &“tube.
c
c Limits for: shell & tube: 100-900 psig, 50-12000 sqft.
c (cbt extansion to 2500 psi)
c aircoolers O-7 atm 50-200,000sqft
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

In: luin - (O no write, >0 wite input & results, <O write input
& do no talcs)

mat - SS316, SS304 (nmreavailable)
type - Shell & tube

FH- fixed head
m - Utube
KE - Kettle

AC - air cooler
area - ~**7,

pres - MPa

output: cost - $

c---------------------------------------------------------------
c
c Rev. 1.0
c
c%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

implicit none
c formal params

character*(*) mat,type
integer luin
real*8 areai, presir cost

c local params
integer lU
real*8 area, pres, log_area,c
real*8 fd, fm, fp, cb

c convert input to ft**2 & psi
area=areai/O.0929
pres-~resi”l.0e3/6.895

Cost=-1
lu=abs(luin)
if (lu.ne.0) then
write(lu,”(’’+=+=usrhtx +=+=”’)’)
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write(lu,‘(’’Material‘‘,a)‘) mat
write(lu,‘(’‘Type “,a)’) type
write(lu,’(’’area (sqm) “,f10.4)’) areai
write(lu,’(’’pressure(l@a) “,f10.4)’) presi
if (luin.lt.0)return

endif

c Air cooler section
if (type(l:2) .eq. ‘AC’ or. type(l:2) .eq. ‘act) then

c=24.6*(area/1000)**0.4
cost=c*l.0e3
return

endif

c Shell & tupe section

if (area le. 0.0) return
log.area=log(area)

c Cb -----------------------------------------------------------
cb=~(8.821-O.30863*log_area+0.0681* (lw_area)**2)

C fd ----------------------------------------------------------
if (type(l:2).eq.’FH’or. type(l:2).eq.’fh’)then

C fixed head
fd=~(-1.1156+0 .0906*log_area)

elseif (type(l:2).eq.’UT’ or. type(l:2).eq.’ut’)then
c u-tube

fd=exp(-0,9816+0.083*log_aree)
else

c u-tube
fd=acp(-O.9816+0.0830*lW_area)

endif

c
c

c

c

c
c

c

c

fp ----------------------------------------------------------
Pressure 100-300 psig

if (pres .le.300)then
fP=O.7771+0.04981*10g_SreS

Pressure 300-600 psig
elseif (pres le. 600) then

fp=l.0305+0.07140*log_area
Pressure 600-900 psig

elseif (pres le. 900) then
fp=l.1400+0.12088*log_area

~tension by cbt using rough data from Che Rig ’83
Pressure 900-1500 psig

elseif (pres .le.1500)then
fp=l.2+o.120*log_area

Pressure 1500-2000 psig
elseif (pres .le.2000)then

fp=l.2+o.19*log_area
Pressure 2000-2500 psig

Cfm

elseif (pres .le12500)then
fp=l.2+o.47*log_area

else
fP=l.2+0.47*109_area

-di f

----------------------------------------------------------

if (mat(l:5).eq.’SS3l6’ or. type(l:2).eq.’ss3l6’)then
c Stainless 316

fm=0.8603+.23296*log_area
elseif (mat(l:5).eq.’SS3O4’ or. type(l:2).eq.’ss3O4’)then”
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c Stainless 304
fm=O.8193+.15984*10g_area

else
c Stainless 304

fm=O.8193+.15984*log_area
endif

cost=fd*fm*fp*cb

if (lu.ne.0)thm
write(lu,’(’’Cost (1985 $) “,f10.0)’) cost
if (area.gt.O.0)

& write(lu,‘(’‘Cost ($/ft) ‘‘,f10.4)‘) cost/area
endif

subroutine usrmtr(luin,type,power,cost)
c%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
c
c Cost (1985) of electric motors from Walas.
c
c In:
c luin - (O no write, >0 wite input & results, <O write input
c & do no talcs)
c type - type EW3600 ~cIoSed 3600 rpm
c power-~
c
c out:
c cost - capital cost $
c
c---------------------------------------------------------------
c
c Rev. 1.0
c
c%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%*%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

implicit none
c formal perams

character type*(*)
integer luin
real*8 power, cost

c local params
integer n,lu
real*8 hp, al,a2,a3 ,c, fac
real*8 @nax, hp_unit

Cost=-1
hP=power*l.0e6/746 ! horsepower

lu=abs(luin)
if (lu.ne.0)then
write(lu,’(’’+=+=usrmtr +=+=’’)’)
write(lu,’(’’Type “ta)’) type
write(lu,’(’’Power (MW) “’,f10.4)’)power
write(lu,’(’’Power (hp) “,f10.4)’) hp
if (luin.lt.0)return

endif

if (type(l:6) .eq. ‘EW3600’)then
h~=400.O
n=hp/hpmax
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if (mod(hp,lqxnax).gt.O.Ol*_) n=n+l
n=max(l,n)
hp_unit=hp/n
fac=log(hp_unit)

if (hp_unit.le.7.5)then
al=5.1058
a2=0.03316
a3=o.15374

elseif (@_unit.le.250) then
al=3.8544
a2=0.83311
a3=0.02399

elseif (hp_unit.le.400)then
al=5.3182
a2=l.0847
s3=-O.05695

else
return

endif

c=l.2*exp(al+a2*fac+a3*fac**2)
cost=n*c

endif

if (lu.ne.0)then
write(lu,’(’’Cost ($) “,f10.0)’) cost
write(lu,’(’’Numberof motors “,f10.0)’) n

mdif

return
end

subroutine usrpml(luin,mat,ptype,flow,haad,eff,cost,
& motorcost,pcwer,type.used)

c%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

Liquid pq capital costs (1985) from Walas.
Limits 50-5000 gpm & 50-3200 ft head.

In: luin - (O no write, >0 write input k results, <O write input
& do no talcs)

mat - Material SS-stainless CS-carbon steel
-If’ ‘ then auto selects pump. Otherwise
Aora- One-stage, 1750 rpn, VSC 50-3500 50-200’‘
Borb- One-stage, 1750 rpn, HX 250-5000 50-500’‘
Corc- One-stage, 3550 rgxn,HSC 100-1500 100-450’‘
Dord- l’wo-stage,3550 rpm, HSC 50-1100 300-1100’‘
Eore - Multi-stage, 3550 rpn, WX 100-1500 650-3200’‘

flow - kg/s (densityassumed to be 1000 kg/m**3)
head - MPa
eff - overall efficiency fraction (pump*electric)

Out: cost - total cost pump + motor ($)
motorcost - cost of motor ($)
power - power used in sizing motor (Mw)
type_used - type pump used

c---------------------------------------------------------------

c
c Rev. 1.0

.
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c
c%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

implicit none
c formal params

character typf_used*(*),mat*(*),pt~* (*)
integer luin
real*8 flow,head,eff,cost,power

c local params
integer lU
real*8 q, hd, motorcost,hp,s
real*8 ft, fm, cb, bl, b2, b3, fat, quse

lu=abs(luin)
if (lu.ne.0)then
write(lu,‘(“+=+= Usrpnp +=+=’’)’)
write(lu,’(’’Material“,a)’) mat
write(lu,’(’’flow (kg/s) *’,f10.4)’)flow
write(lu,’(’’head (MPa) “,f10.4)’) head
write(lu,’(’’Overallefficiency “,f5.2)’) eff
if (luin .lt. O) return

mdi f

Cost=-1

q=flow*60.O/3.785 ! gpm
hd=head*l.0e6/2989.0 ! ft water

if (mat(l:2) .eq. ‘SS’ or. mat(l:2) .eq. ‘ss”) then
fi=2.0

elseif (mat(l:2) .eq. ‘CS’ or. mt(l:2) .eq. ‘cs’) then
fm=l.35

else
fm=l.35

endif

c ft ----------------------------------------------------------
if (ptype(l:l) .eq. ‘ ‘) then

if(q.ge.50 and. q.le.3500.and.hd.ge.50 and. hd.le.200)then
P-=’A’

elseif(q.ge.250.and.q.le.5000.and.hd.ge.50.and.hd.le.500)then
ptype=‘B ‘

elseif(q.ge.100.and.q.le.1500.and.hd.ge.100.and.hd.le.450)thm
p*.ac*

elseif(q.ge.50.and.q.le.1100.and.hd.ge.300.and.hd.le.1100)then
p~=*Di

elseif(q.ge.lOO.md.q.le.l5OO.ad.M.ge.65O.md.hd.le.32OO) then
p~=lEO

else
p~=’E’

endif
mdi f

c don’t allow too low a flow to be used
if (ptype .eq. ‘A’ or. ptype .eq. ‘a’)then

quse=max(q,50)
bl=5.1029
b2=-1.2217
b3=0.0771
type_used=’one-stage1750 rpm, VSC’

elseif(ptype .eq. ‘B’ or. ptype .eq. ‘b’)then
quse=max(q,250)
bl=2.029
b2=-O.2371
b3=0.0102
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typ.used=’ one-stage 1750 rpm, HSC’
elseif(ptype .eq. ‘C’ or. ptype .eq. ‘dl)then

quse~(q, 100)
bl=O.0632
b2=0.2744
b3=-O.0253
typ_used=’one-stage 3500 rpm, HSC’

ekeif(ptype .eq. ‘Dg .Or. ptype .eq. ‘dO)fien
quse=max(q,50)
bl=13.7321
b2=-2.8304
b3=0.1542
typ_used=’two-stage 3500 rpm, HSC’

else ! ltype=’E’
quse=max(q,100)
bl=9.8849
b2=-1.6164
b3=0.0834

type_used=’multi-stage3500 rp, HSC’
endif

fac=log(quse’sqrt(M))

c Cb -----------------------------------------------------------
cb=l.55*exp(8.833-O.6019*fac+0.0519*fac**2)

ft=escp(bl+b2*fac+b3*fac**2)

cost=fm*ft*cb

S=l .0 ! specific gravity
hp=8.33*hd*s133000‘qleff !Hors~r
power=hp*746/1.0e6 !Mw
call usrmtr (luin,‘EN3600’,powar,motorcost)

if (lu.ne.0)then
write(lu,‘(“Type “,a)’) type_used
write(lu, ’(’’Punp cost ($) “,flo.4)’) cost
write(lu,’ (’’Motor Cost ($) “,f10.4)’) motorcost
write(lu,’ (’’power (hp) “,f10.4)’) hp
write(lu, ”(’’Power (W) “,f10.4)’) power

endif

cost=cost+matorcost

return
end

subroutine usrhtr (luin,mat,type,q,pres,cost)
c%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
c
c Fired heater costs (1985) from Walas.
c
c Limits Box 20-200 Mbtu/hr (millionBtu/hr), 0-3000 psi
c Cylinder 2-30 MBtu/hr 0-1500
c
c In: luin - (O no write, >0 wite input & results, <O write input
c & do no talcs)
c In: mat- CS-acrbon steel, SS-stianless
c type- EL - Box low temp (<300C) ,
c BM- Boxmed temp (300-500C),
c BH- WX high temp (>500C)
c Note: t-s are a@rox.
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c a - Cylindrical type
c q - heat requirement MW
c pres - pressuxe (psi)
c
c out:
c cost - negative is error, positive cost in $
c
c---------------------------------------------------------------
c
c Rev. 1.0
c
c%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

@licit none
c formal params

character*(*)mat,type
integer luin
real*8 q,pres,cost

c local paralns
integer lU
real*8 c, millbt~,k,fd,fp

millbtutiq*l. 0e6/O.2929/l.0e6
lu=abs(luin)
if (lu.ne.0)then
write(lu,’(’’+=+=usrhtr +=+=’’)’)
write(lu,’(’’Material“,a)’) mat
write(lu,‘(”’Type “,a)’) type
write(lu,’(”q (MW) “,f10.4)’) q
Write(lu,’(”q (millionBTU/hr) “,f10.4)’) millbtu_hr
write(lu,’(’’pressure (psig) “,f10.4)’) pres
if (luin.lt.0)return

endif

c Air cooler section

if (type(l:l) .eq. ‘B’ or. type(l:l) .eq. ‘b’) then
if (mat(l:2).eq.’CS’or. mat(l:2).eq.’cs’)then

k=25.5
elseif (mat(l:2).eq.’SS’or. mat(l:2).eq.’ss’)then

k=45.0
else

k=25.5
endif

if (type(2:2).eq.‘L’ or. type(2:2).eq.’l’) then
fd=O.0

elseif (type(2:2).eq.‘M’ or. type(2:2).eq.’rn’)then
fd=o.10

elseif (tyPe(2:2).eq. ‘H’ or. type(2:2).eq.’h’) then
fd=0350

else
fd=O.0

endif

if (pres le. 500.0) tha
fp=o.0

elseif (pres le. 1000.0) then
fp=o.1

elseif (pres le. 1500.0) then
fp=o.15

elseif (pres le. 2000.0) then
fp=O.25

elseif (pres le. 2500.0) then
fp=o.40
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elseif (pres le. 3000.0) then
fp=O.60

else
fp=O.6

wdi f

c=k*(l.O+fd+fp)*millbtu~**O .86
cost=c*l.0e3

else ! this is Cylindrical
if (mat(l:2).eq.’CS’or. mat(l:2).eq.’cs’)then

k=27.3
elseif (mat(l:2).eq.’SS’or. mst(l:2).eq.’ss’)then

k=42.0
else

k=27.3
endif

fd=O ! cylindrical

if (pres le. 500.0) then
fp=o.0

elseif (pres le. 1000.0) then
fp=o.15

elseif (pres le. 1500.0) then
fp=o.20

else
fp=o.20

endif

c=k*(l.O+fd+fp)●xnillhtu_hr**O.86
cost=c*l.0e3

endif

if (lu.ne.0)then
write(lu,’(’’Cost ($) “,f10.0)’) cost

endif

return
end

II-1. G. P. Purohit, ’’Estimati.ng costs of shell-and-tube heat exchangers~
Chemical Engineering, Vol. 90, No. 17, pp, 54-67 (August 1983).

.
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APPENDIX III

VESSEL SIZING ROUTINES, THE WATKINS’ ROUTINES

Below is a listing of the FORTRAN subroutines which are used to obtain sizes
for flash vessels. The routines are based on information from Watkins,
reference 7. Calls to this set of routines are intended to be made through the
“seP” routine, although direct calls to other subroutines can be made if
needed.

subroutine sep(luin,config,units,nult,vtype,gas,liq,vliq,vmax,
& denl,deng,dp,vise,ldr,hmin,dmin,number,volume,len,diam,type)

c%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
c
c C-te the size and number of vessels nead in a flash drum
c operation based on sir@e correlationsin Walas for horizontal
c snd vertical drums. Correlation for max velocity can be frcm
c sin@e stokes flow ‘S‘ or N@ton based correlations from Watson
c ‘Hydrocarbon Processing-,1967, ‘N’.
c
c Input:
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

luin - write computationalinfo to report file if nrpt
is ASPEN’s lU lu. Set to zero for no output.

COnfig - Configuration. ‘V’ vertical only, ‘H{ horizontal only
,, consider both

units - ‘S’ S1 and ‘E’ English
mult - allow multiple vessels ‘Y’ or ‘N’
vtype - type of velocity correlation to use stokes ‘S’ or

‘N’ Nawtonian
gas - US flow (kg/s) (lbsh.r)
liq - mass flow, only naeded for ‘N’ vtype (kg/s) (lbs/hr)
vliq - Required liquid phase vol- (m**3) (ft**3)
vmax- maximum vessel size (m**3) (ft**3)
denl - liquid density (kg/m**3) (lb/ft**3)
deng - gas density (kg/m**3) (lb/ft**3)
dp - Maximum size of -trained (m) (micron)
vise - gas viscosity, only neede for vtype ‘S’ (Pa-s) (cp)
ldr - tiimum desire LID ratio
hmin - Minimnn height of void space (m) (ft)

(1 ft Walas)
dmin - Minimum diamater, only for vtype=’S’ (m) (ft)

c Output: number - nunber of vessels
c volume - volume of each vessel (m**3) (ft**3)
c len - drum length (m) (ft)
c diam - drum diam (m) (ft)
c type - type of drum ‘H’ horizontal, ‘V’ vertical

c----------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c Rev 1.0
c
c%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% -
c implicit none
c formal params

character’1 config,mult,vtype,units,type
integer luin,number

.
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real*8 gas,liq,vliq,vmax,denl,deng,dp,vise,mlm,lti, ti
real*8 len,diam,dmin

c local params
real*8 xgas,xliq,xvliq,xvraax,xdanl,xdeng,xdp,xvisc,xhmin
real*8 xvolume,xlen,xdiam,xdrnin

if (units.eq. ’E’) then
c convert to S1 units

xgas-~as*O .454/3600
xliq=liq*O.454/3600
xvliq=vliq*O .02832
mmx=vmx*O.02832
xdenl=denl*16 .02
xdeng=deng* 16.02
xdp=dp*l.Od-6
xvisc=visc*l.Oe-3
xhmin=hmin*O.3048
xdmin=dmin*O.3048

else
Xgas=gas
xliq=liq
mliq=vliq

xdenl=denl
xdeng=deng
Xdp=dp
xviscwisc
~n=~
Xdlnin=dnlin

erldif

c call S1 routine
call sepl(luin,config,mult,vtype,xgas,xliq,xvliq,xvmax
&

,xdenl,
xdeng,xdp,xvisc,ldr,xhmin,xdmin,nurnber,xvolume,xlen,xdiam,

& type)

if (units.eq.’E’) then
c convert results to English units

VOhUIE=XVOhtIIdO .02832
len-_l-/O.3O48
diam=xdiam/0.3048

else
Vohme=mro hare
len=xlen
diam-~diam

endif

return
end

subroutine sepl(luin,config,mult,vtype,gas,liq,vliq,vmax,denl,
& deng,dp,visc,ldr,hmin,dmin,number,volume,len,diam,type)

c%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
c
c Computation control routine. See sep for description of c~utations
c and input/output.
c
c%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
c implicit none
c formal params

character*l config,mult,vtype,type
integer luin,nunber
real*8 gas,vliq,vmax,denl,deng,dp,visc,volume,ldr,hmin,len,diam
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real*8 liq,dmin
c local params

integer lu,nmax
real*8 vliqx,gasx,ratio,liqx
parameter (nmax=20)

lu=abs(luin)
write(lu,1000)

1000 format (“%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%SEP %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%”)
write (lu,’( “Parameters:“
& /3x,’’Allowmultiple vessels:”,a
& /3x,’’Configuration:’’,a)‘) mult,config

number=O

if (config .ne. ‘V’ and. config .ne. ‘H’) then
c -------- Both configurationconsidered ---------------------------
100 number—n- umber+l

vliqx=vliqhmnber
gasx=gas/number
li~liqhunber
call sepv(luin,vtype,gasx,liqx,vliqx,vmax,denl,deng,d.p,

& visc,tknin,volume,len,diam,ratio)
type=’v’

if ( len/dism .gt. 5.0 or. luin.lt.0) then

call seph(luin,vtype,gasx,liqx,vliqx,vmax,denl,deng,dp,
& visc,ldr,hmin,drnin,volume,len,diam)

type=”H’
endif
if (luin.lt.0)then

numbe.r=l
Volume=l
goto 800

endif
if (mult-eq.’Y’) then

if (numbe.r.gt.nmax)then
write(lu,’(’’Maxnumber iteration exceeded’’)’)
goto 800

endif
if (volume.gt.vmaxand. diam.gt.l.l*dmin)then

if (type.eq.’V’ .snd. ratio .lt. 3.0) goto 100
if (type.eq.’H’) goto 100

endif
endif

elseif (config .eq. ‘V’ ) then
c -------- Only verical configuration considered ---------------------------
200 number=number+l

vliqx=vliq/number
gasx=gas/nus&er
liqx=liqhnnber
call sepv(luin,vtype,gasx,liqx,vliqx,vmax,denl,deng,dp,

& visc,dmin,volume,len,diam,ratio)
type=’v’

if (luin.lt.0)then
number=l
Volume=l
goto 800

endif
if (mult.eq.”Y’) then

if (number.gt.nmex)then
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write(lu,‘(’‘Max number iterationexceeded’‘)‘)
goto 800

endif
if (volume.gt.vmax and. diam.gt.l.l*dmin)goto 200

endif

else
c -------- Only horizontal configurationconsidered ------------------------
300 number=numlxr+l

vliqx=vliqlnunber
gasx=gas/number
liqx=liq/number
call seph(luin,vtype,gasx,liqx,vliqx,vmax,denl,deng,dp,

& visc,ldr,hmin,dmin,volume,l=,diam)
type=’H’
if (luin.lt.0)then

number=l
Volume=l
goto 800

endif
if (mult.eq.’Y’) then

if (number.gt.nmax)then
write(lu,’(’’Maxnunber iteration exceeded’’)’)
goto 800

endif
if (volume.gt.vmaxand. diam.gt.l.l”dmin)goto 300

endif
endif

800 write(lu,’(’’Ntnnberof vessels : “,i3
& /“Vohnneper vessel, m**3 : “,f8.2
& /“Vesseltype : “,a)’)
& number,volu ,type
write(lu,1000)
return
end

subroutine seph(luin,vtype,gas,liq,vliq,tmiax,denl,deng,dp,visc,
& ldr,hmin,dmin,vol,len,diam)

c%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%m%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

Co~ute the size and number of vessels need in a flash drum
operation based on simple correlations in Walas for horizontal
drums.

Input: luin - write conputationelinfo to report file if nrpt
is ASPEN’s lu lu. Set to zero for no output.

vtype - type of velocity correlation to use stokes ‘S’ or
‘N’ Newtonian

gas - mass flow (kg/s)
liq - mass flow, only needed for ‘N’ vtype (kg/s) (lbs/hr)
vliq -
vllwX-
denl -
deng -
dp -
vise -
dp -
ldr -
hmin -
dmin -

Required liquid phase volume (m*i~) -
maximum vessel size (m**3)
liquid density (kg/m**3)
gas density (kg/m**3)
Maximum size of entrained (m)
gas viscosity (Pa-s)
Maximum size of entrained
Minimum desire LID ratio
Minimum height of void space (m)
Minimum diameter (m)

output: vol - volume of vessel (m**3)
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c len - length of vessel (m)
c diam - diameter of vessel (m)
G

c%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
c implicit none
c formal params

character*l vtype
integer luin
real*8 gas,vliq,vmax,denl,deng,dp,tisc,ml, ldr,hmin
real*8 len,diam,dmin,liq

c local params
integer lU
real*8 phi,h,pi,areamin,velmax,smfa
data pi/3.1416/

lu=abs(luin)
write(lu,1000)

1000 forllat (m%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% SEPIi

write (lu,‘( ‘‘Parameters:”

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%“)

& /3x,’’Tenninalvelocity type : “,a
& /3x,’’Gas flow, kg/S :“,lpe12.3
& /3x,’’Liq flow, kgls :“,lpe12.3
& /3x,’’Liquidvolume required,m**3 :“,Ipe12.3
& /3x,‘‘~ vessel volume, m**3 :“,lpe12.3
& /3x,’’Liquiddensity, kg/In**3:’s,lpe12.3
& /3X,’’Gasdensity, kg/m**3 :“,lpe12.3
& 13x,’’Gssviscosity, Pa-s :“,lpe12.3
& /3x,’’M.inL/D :“,lpe12.3
& /3x,’’Minvoidheight, m :“,lpe12.3
& /3x,’’Mindiameter, m :“,lpe12.3
& /3x,‘‘Maximumparticle size, m :“,lpe12.3)’)
& vtype,gas,liq,vliq,vmax,denl,dang,visc,ldx,hmin,~,dp
if (luin.lt.0)return

c compute max velocity
if (vtype.eq.’S’) then

call sep2(deng,denl,visc,dp,velmax)
else

call sep3(deng,denl,gas,liq,velmax)
endif
velmax=velmax*l.25 ! horizontal drum

c conpute minimum required area

Cbe

c

C do

c

areamin=gasldeng/vehax
dphi=O.3/20

sure l/d .ge. ldx
do i=l,20
compute area based on void fraction

phi=O.2+(i-1)●dPhi
area=areamin/phi

not consider any area less than that for chin
area~(area, (pi*dmin*dmin/4.0))

c~ute length based on vliq & area
vol=vliq/(1.O-phi)
len=vol/area
call sephl(phi,vliq,len,h,diam)
surfa=pi*diam*len+pi/2.0*diam**2
write(lu,‘(’‘phi,diam,len,diam-h,surfa,len/diem’‘,8f8.2)‘)

& phi,diam,len,(diam-h),surfa,len/diam
if (len/diam.ge.ldrand. h.ge.hmin) goto 200

-ddo
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c need longer drum to meet ldr minti, compute len
len=diam’ldr

200 vol=len*pi*diam**2/4.O
write (lu,‘(’‘Computedresults ‘‘,
& /3x,’’veti :“,lpe13.3
& /3x,’’phi :“,lpe13.3
& /3x,’’vol :“,lpe13.3
& /3x,’’len :“,lpe13.3
& /3x,’’diam :$’,lpe13.3
& /3x#’’len/diam:“,lpe13.3
& /3x,’”1-l :“,lpe13.3

& )’)
& velmax,phi,vol,len,diam,len/diam,h

write (lu,1000)

return
end

subroutine sephl(phi,vol,len,h,diam)
c%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
c
c Given a liqyid volume, fraction area fill nd drum length co~ute
c liquid fill height, h, and dxum diameter, diam.

:%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
c in@icit none
c formal params

real*8 phi,vol,len,h,diam
c local psrams

real*8 y ! distance from top to interface / radius
real*8 dy,r,phix,pi
data pi/3.1416/

diam=sqrt(4.O*vol/(1.O-phi)/(len*pi))
r=diam/2.0
dy=o.ol
do i=l,100

y=i’dy
phix=(l/pi)*(acos(1-y)-(1-y)*sqrt(2.O*y-~*2))

Cccc write (6,’(’’y,phi “,2f10.3)’) y,phix
if (phix.ge.phi)then

h=(2-y)*r
return

endif
enddo
h=-99
return
end

subroutine sep2(deng,denl,visc,dp,vel)
c%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
c
c Stokes law. Given density differences, paritcle diameter and
c fluid viscosity co~ute minimum velocity to, entrain particle.
c Assumes laminar, but used in estimates after Walas pg 614.
c
c Input: deng - gas density (kg/m**3)
c denl - liquid density (kg/m**3)
c vise - gas viscosity (Pa-s)
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c @ - Particle size (m)
c
c Output: vel - terminal velocity (m/s)
c
c%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
c inplicit none
c formal params

real*8 deng,denl,visc,dp,vel
c local params

real*8 g
data g/9.81

vel=g*(denl-deng)*dp**2/(18.O*visc)
return
d

subroutine sep3(deng,denl,gas,liq,vel)
c%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
c
c Newton’s law (Watson). Given densities and flows of gas & liq
c computes maximum gas velocity to allow for 5% liq entrai~t.
c
c Input: deng - gas d-ity (kg/m**3)
c denl - liquid density (kg/m**3)
c gas - gas flow rate (kg/s)
c liq - liq flow rate (kg/s)
c
c Output: vel - terminal velocity (m/s)
c
c%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
c implicit none
c formel pexems

real*8 deng,denl,gas,liq,vel
c local params

real*8 x,kv
integer nt,i
parameter (nt=12)
real*8 xt(nt),yt(nt)
data xt/0.006,0.01,0.02,0.04,0.06,0.10,
& 0.20, 0.40,0.60,1.00,2.00,4.0/
datayt/O.23, 0.32,0.40,0.43,0.43,0.42,
.s 0.36, 0.27,0.21,0.14,0.075,0.03/

x=liq/gas*sqrt(deng/denl)
do i=l,nt

if (x.le.xt(i))then
if (i.eq.1) them

Icv=Yt(l)
else
~d=yt(i-l)+(x-xt(i-l))”(yt(i)-yt(i-l) )/(xt(i)-xt(i-1))

goto 100
endif

enddo
kv=yt(nt)

100 vel=kv*sqrt((denl-deng)/deng) ! ft/s
vel=vel/3.28 ! m/s
return
end

subroutine sepv(luin,vtype,gas,liq,vliq,vmax,denl,deng,dp,visc,
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& dmin,vol,len,diam,ratio)
c%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
c
c Compute the size and number of vessels need in a flash drum
c operation based on simple correlationsin Walas for vertical
c drums.
c
c Input:
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

luin - write c~utational info to report file if nrpt
is ASPEN’s lU lu. Set to zero for no output.

vtype - type of velocity correlation to use stokes ‘S’ or
‘N’ Newtonian

gas - MS fbw (kg/s)
liq - mass flow, only needed for ‘N’ vtype (kg/s) (lbs/hr)
vliq - Required liquid phase volume (m**3)
vmax- msxismm vessel size (m**3)
denl - liquid density (kg/m**3)
- - gas density (kg/m**3)
* -~ size of entrained (m)
vise - gas viscosity (Pa-s)
dmin- .Minimum diameter (m)

c output: volume - volume vessel (m**3)
c lax-l- length of vessel (m)
c diem - diameter of vessel (m)
c ratio - initially c-ted LID ratio. The routine
c expands toa minimumof LID.
c
c%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
c implicit none
c formal params

character vtype*l
integer luin
real*8 gas,vliq,vmax,denl,deng,dp,visc,vol,len,diam,ratio,dmin
real*8 liq

c local paranw
integer lU
real*8 pi,velmax, lenvapor, lenliq
data pi/3.1416/

lu=abs(luin)
write(lu,1000)

1000 format (“%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%SEW %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%”)

write (lu,’( “Parameters:“
& /3x,‘“rezminal velocity type : “ta
& /3x,’’Gss flow, kg/s :“,lpe12.3
& /3x,’’Liq flow, kgls :“,lpe12.3
& /3x,’’Liquidvolvme required, m**3 :“,lpe12.3
& 13X,‘‘Maximumvessel volume, m**3 :‘‘,lpe12.3
& /3x,’’Liquiddensity, kg/m**3 :“,1Ps12.3
& /3x,’’Gasdensity, kg/m**3 :“,lpe12.3
& /3x,’’Gasviscosity, Pa-s :“,lpe12.3
& /3x,’’Mindiameter, m :“,lpe12.3
& /3x,‘‘Maximumparticle size, m :“,lpe12.3)’)
& Vtype,gas,liq,vliq,vmax,denl,deng,visc,dmin,dp
if (luin.lt.0)return

c coxqmte max velocity
if (vtype.eq.’S’) then

call sep2(deng,denl,visc,dp,velmax)
else

call sep3(deng,denl,gas,liq,velmex)
endif
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c cmqmte equired area
area=gas/deng/velmax

c do not consider any diameter less than tin
area=max(area, (pi*dmin*dmin/4.0))
diam=sqrt(4.O*area/pi)
lenvapor=l.68 ! based on Walas
lenliq=vliq/area
l~=l~vapor+lenliq
ratio=len/diam
if (len/diam.lt.3.0)then
write(lu,’(’’C~uted ratio L/D=’’,f8.2)’)ratio
kn=3.O*diam ! L/D at least 3

endif
vol=len*pi*diam**2/4.0

write (lu,’(’’Ccmputedresults “,
& /3xr’’velnmx :“,lpe13.3
& /3x,’’vol :“,lpe13.3
& /3x,’’lerI :“,lpe13.3
& /3x,’’diam :“,lpe13.3
& /3x,’’len/diam:“,lpe13.3
EC )’)
& velmax,vol,len,diam,len/diam

write (1u,1OOO)

return
end
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